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OPTIMIZATION IN STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICS 
USING FEMIBEM 
S.P. Engelstad and K.A. Cunefare 
SUMMARY 
A research program has been initiated to develop a computational scheme using Finite Element 
and Boundary Element Methods (FEMIBEM) to minimize noise transmission into an aircraft fu-
selage interior by optimizing selected structural parameters. This report describes the results of the 
first year of this program, and describes plans for the follow-on work. This year's results included 
successful coupling of the selected FEM, BEM, and optimization software to demonstrate the 
algorithm. Initial results were obtained for a uniform unstiffened cylinder. A stiffened cylinder 
optimization analysis was in progress at the time this report was written. The results were quite 
promising in terms of the global noise reduction achieved, and problem areas were identified for 
streamlining the computations for next year's work. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This document briefly outlines the progress and accomplishments of the joint Lock-
heed/Georgia Tech research program directed toward optimizing the acoustic environment inside 
aircraft structures. The objective of the research is to develop design tools such that the structure 
of an aircraft fuselage may be tailored in such a way as to minimize the interior noise levels. 
This research seeks to exploit the current state of the art in structural dynamic modeling codes, 
acoustic radiation modeling codes, and optimization to tailor the structural details of cylindrical 
aircraft structures for minimum interior noise levels. To date, the research has focused on two 
cylindrical shell models: one bare isotropic model and one stiffened model. In order to perform the 
intended optimization on these models, an extensive program development and integration effort 
was necessary. This development effort involved the use of a UNIX shell script to integrate an 
optimization code (CONMIN), a structural analysis code (MSC/NASTRAN), and an acoustic 
analysis code (COMET/ ACOUSTICS, developed by Automated Analysis Corporation (AAC)). In 
the following sections, we briefly review the theoretical basis for our optimization approach, the 
computational structure of the integrated optimization algorithm, and a discussion of results to 
date. 
This effort is funded by the Structural Acoustics Branch of NASA Langley Research Center 
under Task Order Contract NASl-20102, Task 5. J. H. Robinson is the NASA technical monitor. 
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~2. OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION 
The method of feasible directions is used to minimize a particular objective function. The ob-
jective function for this phase of the work was the sum of the squares of the pressure amplitudes 
at data recovery nodes in the internal volume of the cylinder. Upper and lower bounds are imposed 
on the permissible values in the design variables. The optimization problem is therefore posed as 
NDRN NDRN 
Minimize: F(b) = L I Pi(b) 12 = L Pi(b) Pi(b) (1) 
i=l i=l 
Subject to: gj(b) :::; 0 j = 1, N IC (2) 
In Eqs. (1) and (2), Pi represents the pressure at the ith point within the volume, b represents the 
vector of design variables, NDRN is the number of data recovery nodes in the acoustic model, g1 
represents an inequality constraint on the jth design variable, and NIC represents the number of 
inequality constraints. For the problem posed here, NIC=NDES, where NDES is the number of 
design variables. 
The method of feasible directions employs an iterative solution technique, where the design 
variables at an iteration q are determined as 
(3) 
The vectorS represents a search direction within the design space b, and a.* is the distance to move 
in directionS. The search directionS is determined from 
V' F(b) • S + "'= 0 (4) 
with 
s.s = 1 (5) 
The optimum value of a.* is then determined by an interpolation technique along S. 
The determination of S requires the gradient of the objective with respect to the design 
variables. The gradient of our objective function with respect to a design variables b1 is 
BF NDRN Bp· 
8b. = 2 ?:: Re(pi 8bz.) 
J z=l J 
(6) 
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As a consequence of the coupled structural acoustic problem, the derivative in Eq. (6) is chain-
ruled as 
8p· 8p· av _t __ t_ 
Bb·- 8v Bb· 
.7 .1 
(7) 
where v represents the surface normal velocity at the boundary between the cylinder wall and the 
interior acoustic volume. Each of the derivatives in Eq. (7) is generated using separate computa-
tional codes: iJpliJv by CO:MET/ACOUSTICS, iJvliJb by NASTRAN. 
2.1 Computational Structure 
The overall optimization structure is generated by integrating a number of stand-alone codes, 
with data exchange and process control coordinated by a UNIX shell script. The principle pro-
grams integrated were CONMIN, NASTRAN and COMET/ACOUSTICS. Two other programs, 
VBCGEN and MERGE, were used for data manipulation or translation between codes. Additional 
translation code, provided by AAC, was integrated into the CONMIN code. In the following, the 
integration of the optimizer, CONMIN, with NASTRAN and COMET/ACOUSTICS is discussed. 
The CONMIN code, superficially flowcharted in Figure 1, implements the method of feasible 
directions. Based on the decision in Step 3, CONMIN calls for either gradient evaluations or 
objective function evaluations. The mechanisms for responding to these CONMIN calls are de-
picted in Figures 2 and 3. For evaluating the objective function, Figure 2, steps 2, 3, and 4 are 
external to the CONMIN code. For evaluating the gradient of the objective function, Figure 3, 
steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 are external to the CONMIN code. 
0 - Initialize variables 
1 - Call optimization routine 
Figure 1. CONMIN Flowchart for Objective Function and Gradient Evaluation 
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1 - Write updated b to NASTRAN file 
3 - Write NASTRAN results into 
COMET/ACOUSTIC file 
4- Execute COMET/ACOUSTIC 
5- Rean COMET/ACOUSTIC output into 
CONMIN 
6 - Calculate F from Eq. 1 
Figure 2. Program Calling Sequence for Objective Function Evaluation 
1 - Write updated b to NASTRAN file 
3- Write NASTRAN results into 
COMET/ACOUSTIC file 
4- Execute COMET/ACOUSTIC 
5- Execute MERGE to calculate 
ap/ab by Eq. 7 
6 - Calculate VF from Eq. 6 
Figure 3. Program Calling Sequence for Gradient Evaluation 
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A UNIX shell script was developed to integrate the execution of the various codes required for 
the optimization. Figure 4 depicts the general flow of the shell script. Figure 4 does not do the 
script justice, as the script is over 800 lines long, and provides substantial flexibility to the user, as 
well as extensive error trapping, diagnostics and execution history tracking. Appendix A is the 
usage guide for the script, and indicates some of the capabilities implemented in the script. The 
shell script, CONMIN, VBCGEN, COMET/ACOUSTICS and MERGE run on NASA Langley's 
DEC ALPHA. NASTRAN runs on NASA Langley's DEC 5000. 
Test user input options, strip out 
file names from command file 
Test if files exist, abort if error 
Launch CONMIN, wait for CONMIN 
to call for first objective evaluation 
Execute VBCG EN to write NASTRAN results 
to COMET/ACOUSTIC input file 
If not already existing, execute COMET/ACOUSTIC 
to generate acoustic sensitivities 
Execute COMET/ACOUSTIC to 
generate first pressure solution 
Return to CONMIN, wait for CONMIN to call for 
next objective function evaluation or gradient 
evaluation, or to complete optimization 
Optimization 
done 
Figure 4. Conceptual Flow Chart of Shell Script 
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3. MODELS AND RESULTS 
3.1 Uniform Cylinder 
In this study an unstiffened uniform thickness cylinder. clamped at both ends is investigated to 
represent a fuselage structure. The excitation is a single tone exterior monopole source on one side 
of the fuselage. chosen to represent a propellor source. The cylinder geometry and excitation were 
modeled after that of the NASA Composite test cylinder in Reference 1 and also the numerical 
model of Reference 2. Optimization was performed with the objective to minimize the global 
acoustic levels by tailoring the thickness distribution of the shell elements. The optimization for 
this year's work was performed at a single frequency. the excitation frequency. 
3.1.1 Model Description. The aluminum cylinder has length L=3.66 m. a radius of 0.838 m. and 
a thickness of 1.7 mm. Selecting to study only symmetric modal response. only one quarter of the 
cylinder was modeled. Figure 5 illustrates the structural finite element model. A cylindrical 
coordinate system (r.8.x) is used with the origin in the center of the clamped end. and with the 
x-axis running along the length of the cylinder. 
Clamped End 
/ Centerline of Cylinder 
FEM Structural Model 
~onopole 
~ Source 
BEM Acoustic Model BEM Data Recovery Mesh 
Figure 5. Finite Element and Boundary Element Models 
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The primary exterior acoustic field is a single monopole source located at 0.16g m from the 
shl'll and at x/L=0.5 and 8=0 (similar to Reference~). Since a one-way coup Jed structural acoustic 
formulation is utilizcd hcrc. the exterior acoustic prohlem had to he solved separately. This prob-
lem is composed of radiatilHl of the mlmopole onto the rigid cylinder (blocked pressure). and was 
soh·ed using CO!\-IET/ACOL'STICS tl) produce the complex acoustic pressures on the surface of 
the shell. A FORTRAN code was written to integrate these pressures to produce elJuivalent com-
plex nodal forces to usc in the NASTRAN structural model. 
Figure 5 also illustrates the BEJ\1 houndary mesh and data recovery interior mesh. The bound-
ary mesh density was set to handle the wavelengths approptiate for an analysis frequency of 250 
Hz or less. The data reco\·ery mesh was modeled after that in Reference ~- however the mesh 
density was dramatically reduced to keep the CPLT time in computing sensitivity derivatives 
reasonable. A totJI or I XX data recovery nodes were used in this mesh. 
A modJl solution is used to compute the structural velocity response in NASTRAN. using 
modal contributions out to 300 Ht.. iv1odal (viscous) damping at 19( of critical is applied to the 
cylinder. Figure 6 shows the vi hration natural modes of this unstiffened cylinder. the vibration 
nJturJl llll)des l)f the stiffened cylinder (to he discussed in the next section). and the acoustic nat-
ural modes l)f the cylinJricJI cJvity. For the cavity only the zero radial modes are plotted in Figure 
6. Due tt) the symmetry defined in the prohlem. only odd axial tnode numbers of the structure 
occur. and only even axial modes of the cavity are excited. The frequency selected for the mono-
pt)lc excitation and the optimization colTesponds to that of the (2.1) n1ode of the cylinder at 154.2 
Hz. A contour of this mode shape is shown in Figure 7. This mode was selected as one that 
respLmds well to the excitation. and efficiently forct's the cavity. In Figure 6. it is seen that the 
( ~.1 ) structural mode at 15-t-.2 Hz forces the off resonance response of the ( 2.0) and ( 2.2) acoustic 








0 5 10 
Circumferential Modal Number n 
15 
Figure 6. Cy·linder and Cavity Natural Modes (k =axial mode no.) 
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20 
Figure 7. Contour of ( 2.1) Cylinder 
Natural !vtnde (I S-+.2 Hz) 
Figure 8. Initial Thickness Design 
Variable Groups 
3.1.2 Optirnization Results. Initially a coarse grouping of design variables was selected so that 
eight groups of clements hi.H.l the same thickness design vmiahle. These thickness design groups 
arc ilJustratcd in Figure X. The intetinr nnise level contours for the initial uniform thickness 
cylinder are shown in Figure Y. The actual peak interior level was l..t.Y.2 dB (note that this is \'ery 
high due tl) the arhi trary se kctil m of the magnitude of the exten1al monopole source). 
I .4!22111•1!2 
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Figure 9. Interior Aclnistic Levc Is for U nifnn11 Thickness Cyli ndcr (dB) 
The optimal thickness distribution and rcsultin~ acoustic contours are illustrated in Fi2urcs 10 
~ ~ 
and 11. rcspectin:-Iy. It is interesting to note that the optimized thickness disttibution and acoustic 
contours show the effect of the nonsymmt?tric loading on one side of the shell. The peak acoustic 
leYel has been reduced w 121.7 dB. a reduction of 27.5 dB. The structural resonances adjacent to 
the 15-L2 Hz cxcitatil)ll/optimization frequency are now 151.0 and 157.5 Hz. so the structure is 
now heing excited l)ff resonanL·e. Figure 12 sho\vs a contour of the resonance at 151.0 Hz. Note 
that the mode is very cmnplex with very short wave length motion. hoth in the axial and circum-
ferential directions. This mode docs not couple well with the global acoustic response of the 
cavity. The other nearby structural modes arc very similar to this mode. and the (2.1) mode dis-
appeared altogether. Note also that this mode is actually too complex in the circmnferentiral 










Figure I 0. Contours of Optimal Thickness Disttihution (mm) 
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Figure 12. Contours of Resonance at 151.0 H1 
l\e.\t t\\\) other thickness design \·atiahle groups \vere tested. to study the effects of circum-
ferential and longitudinal variation of the thickness. These are illustrated in Figure 13. For 
hre\·i ty. the re suits \\·ill nut he illustrated here. 
Circumferential Grouping Longitudinal Grouping 
Figure 13. Design Vatiahle Grouping Studies 
3.1.3 Algorithm Perforn1ance. For each of the unifonn cylinder models. the starting design 
n?ctor was a unifonn thickness distribution \vhich yielded a structural resonance near the fre-
quency of interest. Fur the model with design vaziahles grouped in 20 circumferential stzips. a 
starting design vector with all va1iablcs set to their upper hounds was also considered. Tahlc 1 
summarizes the results of the optimization in terms of the ohjecti\·c functilHl. Clearly. the routine 
is capahk nf pt\)ducing designs that yield significant reductions in interior noise levels at a single 
frequency. At this time. we han:- no assessment as to how the designs perform at l1ther than the 
design frequency. 
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Table 1. Starting values, ending values and dB reduction in~the objective 
function for each model and starting design vector 
Model 
Uniform, 8 variables 
Uniform, 20 variables, 
circumferential 
Uniform, 20 variables all at 
upper bound, circumferential 
Starting E Ending E dB reduction 
1.0 0.00126 29.0 
1.0 0.00173 27.6 
1.0 0.00513 22.9 
In addition to the results presented above, we are interested in the computational efficiency of 
the algorithm. Measures of computational efficiency are the average, maximum and minimum 
execution times for each of the codes that constitute the algorithm. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the 
performance for each of the models considered here. The times are elapsed clock times, not cpu 
time, so the influence of varying user loads on the NASA Langley ALPHA and DEC 5000 are 
included. The time for CONMIN is the time in each iteration that CONMIN is actually processing. 
With the current algorithm and control script, CONMIN is always executing, but it spends the vast 
majority of the time waiting for the external codes to complete their tasks. 
Table 2- Uniform cylinder with 8 design variable groupings. Average, 
maximum and minimum execution times, minutes. 
Program 





A verag~ Max Min 
0.9 1.4 0.1 
36.6 131.5 8.8 
3.4 5.7 1.5 
0.3 0.6 0.1 
100.8 166.4 39.0 
Table 3 - Uniform cylinder with 20 design variable groupings, circumferentially oriented. 
Average, maximum and minimum execution times, minutes. 
Program 





Average Max Min 
1.5 2.0 0.2 











Tt)tal cxccutil)n time fur the algotithm depends on btl\\' many function and gradient eYaluations 
arc performed. Due tt) a numhcr of factors. the algorithm tends to nnt run withl)Ut interruptions. 
IntcrruptiLms rcquirL' user intern:·ntion to resta11 the control script. The model \Vith 8 design vari-
ables took approximately three days to conYeTge to a solution. inc1uding numerous interruptions. 
The model with 20 circum fercntial design \-atiahlc groupings took eight days. with interruptions. 
for the first conYcrgcd Stllution. With the design va1iahles set at the upper hound. this model tonk 
8lJ hours to conYcrge. including one I-+ hour interruption. The significant differences in these 
L)\'erall execution tinll'S are caused hy the difference in the total numher of function and gradient 
e\·aluations required. 
The production runs to date have identified a numher of issues that will require addressing. The 
generatiun of the initial actmstic sensitivity data. dp/(J\-. hy COMET/ACOUSTICS requires an 
unacceptahle amount of time. For the IR8 data recover nudes in the models used. COl\1-
ET/ACOLTSTICS required 39 hours to generate sensitivities. Once generated. however. they were 
used in all suhsequent analyses. The l\1ERGE program. which performs the chain-rule calculation. 
is also a significant hott!C'neck. 
3.2 Stiffened Cylinder 
In this study. frame and stringer stiffeners were added to the cylinder. The optimization was 
performed \\·ith the same ohjectin:' to minimize glohal acoustic levels. howeYer the design vari-
ahlcs were selected to he the heights t)f the frame stiffeners. 
3.2.1 \lode I Description. Thi~ mt )del has exactly the same degrees of freedom as in the unstiff-
ened prohlcm siill'C the frame and stiingcr stiffeners are modeled using offset heam e1cments. 




~ -~ c=::=====:::::::!.l 
•-0.01905 _____.. 
Frame Geometry 
0.0224 Stringer Geometry 
I L-------,-' 
• • .. --- 0.0224--+-
0.0013 
,·"··. 
. •: : ,~;-,">'>>,.:,:Model 
.-
•' 
' ' .......... ~"' 
Figure 1.+. FEIV1 ~~1ndel with Stiffeners 
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3.2.2. Optimization Result!ii. Eighteen groups of heam elements were chl1scn with independent 
frame stiffl'ncr design vatiahlcs and arc shown in Figure 15. The equations relating the area and 
incnias nf these hcams tl) the cross section dimensilms \\·ere incorporated in the NASTRAN file 
using DEQAT~ and DVPREL2 input cards. These nonlinear relationships allowed the element 
properties to he related to the height dimension of the stiffeners. The same structural resonance 
( 2.1) mode was studied. which fl)f this prohlem is at a frequen<.:y of 13Y.5 Hz. At this frequency. 
the coupling with the cavity was less efficient than the unstiJTened model. with a peak acoustic 
le,·elof 101.7 dB. An L1ptimal design for this stiffened cylinder was not achieved hy the time this 
document was written. as the analysis was still in progress. 
~·. 
Figure I 5. Frame Stiffener Design Ya1iahlc Groupings 
4. PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK 
\Vhile this year· s efforts involved optimization at a single frequency. the goal for next year· s 
work will he tn impron~ the optimization algorithm so that multi-frequency optimal design can he 
performed. Thus the ahility to optimize multiple peaks across a fre4uency range will he 
investigated. Utilizing the unifonn and stiffened cylinder study prohlcms. the CONJ\HN optimi-
zation code will he modified so that resonance fre4uency tracking will he performed a~ opposed to 
sim pic resonance a voidance. This will aliC1\\ the optimization procedure to foliO\\. resonance 
peaks. therehy tailln·ing the structural natural modes so that they ht"come inefficient acoustic 
radiawrs. 
New and more complicated nptitnization oh.ieL·ti,·e functions will he studied. Composite oh-
_jective functions which minimize noise transmission with side conditions on weight as well as 
those that minim izc weight with a side cundition on Jh)ise transmissinn \vill he e\·aluated. As the 
first ycur· s work only optimized the sum of squared aCl)Ustic pressure in the ca,·ity interior. the 
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performance of other acoustic quantities will be investigated in the objective function~ such as 
acoustic power, intensity or energy density. 
Studies which improve the computational efficiency of the design algorithm will be 
investigated. Advantages/disadvantages of the fully coupled indirect BEM solution versus the 
one-way coupled solution will be evaluated as pertain to sensitivity computation and other CPU 
bottlenecks. Refinements in design variable groupings will be made to reduce the CPU expendi-
ture for NASTRAN sensitivities. A complimentary optimization algorithm will be developed that 
implements the same functionality as the current CONMIN based optimizer, but which uses the 
nonlinear SIMPLEX algorithm. This optimization algorithm will be used to efficiently search the 
boundaries of the design space for the optimum solution on the boundary. 
The resonance tracking capability will require improvement to the COMET/ACOUSTICS 
code in 0rder to increase efficiency. As the current CPU bottleneck in the algorithm is the com-
putation of acoustic sensitivities in the COMET/ ACOUSTICS code and the resultant chain rule 
computations in the MERGE program, a close scrutiny of these calculations will be made to re-
duce the CPU time. COMET/ACOUSTICS will be modified to incorporate frequency interpola-
tion on both acoustic pressure and sensitivity. Since sensitivity calculations are only made in the 
one-way coupled solutions, sensitivity calculations will be developed for the fully coupled indi-
rect solution, to investigate the potential for CPU savings. 
To improve the generality of the overall optimization algorithm, the data translators VBCGEN 
and MERGE will be upgraded to handle general coordinate systems. NASTRAN DMAP code 
will be developed to implement resonance tracking in NASTRAN, as well. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Much has been accomplished this year towards achieving our overall objectives. With the 
valuable assistance from AAC in supplying translator codes, a computational algorithm has been 
assembled for single frequency optimization using NASTRAN (FEM), COMET/ACOUSTICS 
(BEM), and CONMIN (optimizer). Preliminary optimization results were obtained on the un-
stiffened shell, and optimization runs were in progress for the stiffened shell at the time this report 
was written. 
Next year's efforts will involve multi-frequency optimization with frequency tracking (tore-
main on-resonance with the structural natural modes) within a frequency band. Different objective 
function formulations, as well as improvements to the computational efficiency of the design al-
gorithm will be investigated. 
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Appendix A. Usage guide to NASA shell script 







Fully qualified filename of the CONMIN input file 
Filename of the NASTRAN input file, without .dat extension 
Filename of the COMET/ACOUSTIC input file, without .dat extension 
user name on remote host. Use if your usemame on the remote 
host is different from that on the local host 
-p programname name of the code to launch as optimization code. CONMIN is 
the default. 
-m memorysize size of the COMET executeable, in form XXM, where XX is a 
number (4, 8, 16, 32). 4M is the default. 
-r hostname machine name for remote host. Use if NASTRAN is to run on 
other than risque. risque is the default 
-s Flag to indicate that a COMET sensitivity file already exists, with name AFILE.srslt 
-M Flag to indicate that initial MERGE results already exist, with root names NFILE 
-N Flag to indicate that Nastran results already exists, with root names NFILE 
-P Flag to indicate that COMET pressure results already exist, with root name AFILE 
-R Flag to indicate that COMET restart file already exists, with root name AFILE 
$Cmd refers to the current name of the shell script. The most current version is 
/usr2/users/cunefarelbin/ns3. If you put the directory /usr2/users/cunefarelbin on your search path, 
you need only issue "ns3" as the command. You may also copy the script to your own /bin direc-
tory (which should be on your search path). If you do not do either of these, you must provide the 
full directory specification to execute the script. 
As of 7/27/94, there is a known bug that will kill CONMIN if you log off before the optimization 
is completed. We are investigating this, but have no effective solution or work-around at present, 
other than not logging off. 
The CONMIN input file name must be the complete name of the file containing the basic CON-
MIN parameter definitions. CONMIN writes user specified debug and progress statements to the 
file "log.dat". These are statements generated in the user portion of CONMIN. CONMIN also 
writes user requested optimization data to the file CONMIN.out. These are statements generated 
by the optimization portion of the code (see the CONMIN quick reference guide for various print 
options). 
The NASTRAN input file name must be the root file name, without a ".dat" extension. Note that 
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the input file to NASTRAN will always have the ".dat" extension. This is in accordance with the 
manner in which a user would call NASTRAN, independent of the script The script builds the 
names of the output files (.sens, .f06, etc.) from the root name, appending the suffixes as necessary. 
The script will extract the sensitivity output file name specified on the "ASSIGN 
OUTPUT4=filename ... " line of the NASTRAN input file. 
The COMET/ACOUSTIC input file name must be the root file name, without a ".dat" extension. 
Note that the actual input file to COMET must always have the ".dat" extension. The script builds 
the names of the output files from the root name, appending the suffixes as necessary. Note that 
the COMET input file includes a line for the jobname. The jobname must match the COMET 
input filename. Output from COMET is stored in comet. out. Merge_sense.exe writes its standard 
output and error to merge_sense.exe.out, while vbcgen writes its error output to vbcgen.err. 
The -s, -M, -N, -P and -R options provide the Jser a restart capability for the script, and the capa-
bility to perform the initial acoustic sensitivity analysis independent of the shell script. These 
options apply to files that are generated for the same set of velocity boundary conditions and 
design variables. 
-s tells the script that a COMET I ACOUSTIC sensitivity file already exists, and that its name is 
AFILE.srslt. The script assumes that the current AFILE.dat has been modified such that it is asking 
for a pressure solution, and to generate a COMET/ACOUSTIC restart file. 
-P tells the script that an initial pressure solution has already been generated, and an associated 
COMET/ACOUSTIC restart file, for the current velocities and design variables. The script as-
sumes the pressures are in the file AFILE.rslt, and the restart file is AFILE.rest. The script assumes 
that the AFILE.dat file is configured to generate pressure solutions from the restart file. 
-R tells the script that a COMET/ACOUSTIC restart file exits, but not pressures. The script as-
sumes restart file name is AFILE.rest. The script assumes that the AFILE.dat file is configured to 
generate pressure solutions from the restart file. 
NOTE: If the user specifies the -P option, the -s option must also be specified. 
-M tells the script that a MERGE output file already exists, for the current velocities and design 
variables. The script assumes the file's name is AFILE.sens. 
-N tells the script that NASTRAN has already been executed for the current design variables. The 
script assumes the output files are named NFILE.ext, where .ext refers to the extensions of the 
various files generated by NASTRAN. 
The script will test for the existence of the files that are implied by the s, M, N, P and R options. If 
these files do not exist, the script will abort with an error message. 
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LOCKHE~ED AERONAUT S'r CO-GA 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 1/'J 7. ~ Q /() 1/ / I 
ANAl YSI:S OF PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT lERM 03-21.M- 10·31..96 
CONTRACT #Rf .: ,:, i ·~O 
PRIME #NAS·I-20102, TASK ASSIGNMENT #6 
ANNUAl 
EMPLOYEE TITlE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT ESTIMATED 
JULY 1, 181& • OCTOBER 31. 1995 
BIESEL, VAN B. RES ENGR I JUL 3.621 66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1 .8~0.84 43.33 
AUG 3,621.66 MONTr<LY 50.00% 0.00 
SEP 3,621 66 MONTHLY 5000% 0.00 
OCT 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
NOV 3,621.66 MONTHLY 5000% 000 
DEC 3,621 66 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
JAN 3,621 .G6 MONTHLY 5000% 0.00 
FEB 3,621.66 MONTH 1.·l' 50.00% 0.00 
MAR 3.621.66 MONTHLi 5000% 0.00 
APR 3,621.66 MONTHLY 5000% 0.00 
MAY 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
JUN 3,621.66 MONTHLY 5000% 0.00 --------
l'OTAL 1,810 84 43.33 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRAOASST JUL 1,250 00 MONT~LY 33.00% 1,250.00 57.20 
AUG 1.250 00 MONTHLY 3300°.(. 0.00 
SEP 1,250 00 MONTH! Y 33.00% 0.00 
OCT 1,250 00 MONTI-il v 3300% 0.00 
NOV 1,250.00 MONTHLY 3100% 0.00 
DEC 1,250 00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
JAN 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
FEB 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAR t .Z50.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
APR 1,250 00 MONTHLY 33.00'16 0.00 
MAY 1,250 00 MONTHLY 3300% 0.00 
JUN 1.250.00 MONTHLY 3300% 0.00 
TOTAL 1,250 00 57.20 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH ASST PROF JUL 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80°k 4,586 16 24.64 
AUG e,oes.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
SEP 6.066.04 MONTHLY 1Ci.80% 0.00 
OCT 6,00G 04 MONTHLY 18.60% 0.00 
NOV 6.066.04 MONTHLY 18 80% 0.00 
DEC 8,066 04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JAN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
FEB 6.066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAR 6,066.04 MONTHlY 18.60% 0.00 
APR 6,0136.04 MONTHLY 16.80% 0.00 
MAY 6,066.04 MONTHLY 16.50% 0.00 
JUN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
TOTAL 4,586.16 24.64 
8/4/95E25W56B.XLS 
GRAND TOTAL FOR 1994-95 7,647.00 125.17 
EMPLOYEE TilLE 
JULY 1, 1883 - JUNE 30, 19M 
BIESEL, VAN B. r?l- ,.; ~NGR l 
. 
' .. 
"" ~ ' I CRANE, SCOTT P. 
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SENT BY:GRANTS & CONTRACTS ; 9-13-95 ; 10 =58 ; GEORGIA TECH~ 404 894 5945;# 1/ 7 
~~ "'\- Jl II 
1=~-- :25- ws-(p JF 12. 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
O~FICE OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS ACCOUNTING 
180 BOBBY DODD WAY 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332-0250 
•oATE: ----~j-JI-~_4_5 ________ _ 
NUMBER OF PAGES J 
(INCLUDING THIS PAGE) 
TO: __ ~UJ~P~n~~~~--~~-~--o~~---------­
FROM: _;1_..6 ......,,· ';;..a...' ~~-~..o.liiie .... ~~--~~--Y~-&;--ry..._s~7 _ 
SUBJECT: E~25-U)5 b sl'><k~ek 
MESSAGE: g f' \Q, ~ 
-
(IF lliiS MESSAGE IS ILLEGIBLE OR IF THERE IS A TRANSMISSION PROBLEM, 
. PLEASE CALL (404) 894-4624). 
R •ul~l~l====================================~~~~~~ 
SENT BY: GRANTS & CONTRACTS ; 9-13-95 ; 10=59 ; GEORG I A TEOf .... 404 894 5945;# 3/ 7 
GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
PLEASE REMrT TO: 
GEORGtA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 100117 








ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
S/81-69, ZONE 0285 
8 6 SOUTH COBB DRIVE 
MARIETTA GA 30063-0285 
DESCRIPTION 
OPTIMIZATION IN STRUCTURAL 
ACOUSTICS USING FEM/BEM 
PRIME: NASl-20102 TASK 5 
PERSONAL SERVICES 
FRINGE BENEFITS 









I certify that all expenditures reported (or payment,. 
quested)..,..~ llppi'Opriate puf'PC*IS and in .a:otdance 
wtd. t.. ~ .x·the •oo•icatfon and award docu· ,.. 
o.-.viJ v. Wt...-&t:h. Oir«"t~V r.r;:.-.10 ~ C'.llnT. ""~:-
INVOICE NO. B-25-W56 - 0906 
246R81190AO 
PAYABLE UPON RECEIPT OF INVOICI 









50,405.04 7 ,647.( 
9,054.59 1,586.4 





IF YOU HAVE ~STIONS CONCERNING TH(~J~f.~~ 
CONTACTaJ I L R E D M 0 N DPHONE:J9 - iJ 
PLEASE PAY THIS TOTAL AMOUNT > $ 13,276.71 
RBTORN THIS COPY WITH PAYMENT 
.-
SENT BY=GRANTS & CONTRACTS 9-13-95 10=59 ; GEORG I A TECH-t 404 894 5945;# 4/ 7 
LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY CO-GA 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANAlYSIS OP PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT TERM 03-31-N .. 10~1-t& 
CONTRACT tiRF727 40 
PRIME fNAS1·201021 TASK ASSIGNMENT lla 
MONTHLY PROJECT -EsnMATED 
EMPLOYEE nTLE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1. 11M· JUN! SO, 11M 
BIESEL. VAN B. RESENGRI JUl. 3,385.31 MONTHLY 50.00 .. 0.00 
AUG 3,385.31 MONTHLY so.oo-. 0.00 
SEP 3,3Q5.31 MONTHLY 10.00~ 0.00 
OCT 3,385.31 MONTHLY 50.00 .. 0.00 
NOV .3.~.31 MONTHLY 50~ 0.00 
DEC 3,385.31 MONTHLY $0.004 1,f»a.47 25.87 
JAN 3,305.31 MONTHLY so.oo-.. 1.708.33 G.n 
FEB 3,395.31 MONTHLY so.oov. 1,708.33 4l.n 
MAR 3,S5.31 MONTHLY 50.0011(. 1,708.33 a.n 
APR 3,396.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.n 
MAY 3,385.31 MONTHLY 50.00-.. 1,708.33 43.n 
JUN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.n 
TOTAL 11,259.45 288.51 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRADASST JUL 1,376.00 MONTHLY 33.00% ,,333.33 55.68 
AUG 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00 .... 1,333.33 55.88 
SEP 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.0011(, 1,333.33 55.68 
OCT 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.001Jf. 1,250.00 52.20 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 52.20 
DEC 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00116 t,250.00 52.20 
JAN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.~ 183.34 7.66 
FEB 1,376.00 MONTHLY 33.0016 1&3.34 7.Ge 
MAR 1,375.00 MONTHLY ~-~ 183.34 7.ee 
APR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.~ 183.34 7.66 
MAY 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.~ 183.34 7.66 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00. 183.34 7.66 
TOTAL 8,850.03 36G.S8 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH ASSTPROF JUL 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.SOOA» 2,857.-44 15.41 
AUG 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.8()C)f. 2,857.44 15.41 
SEP e,cee.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 2,857.44 15.~1 
OCT 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
NOV 8,086.04 MONTHLY 18.EDM. 0.00 
DEC 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18~ 0.00 
JAN e,Of56.04 MONTHLY 18.80116 0.00 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.8016 0.00 
MAR 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 0.00 
APR 8.006.04 MONTHLY 18~ 0.00 
MAY e,ooe.~ MONTHLY 18.8()1t6 0.00 
JUN 8,0&1.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 0.00 
TOTAL 8,572.32 46.23 
GRAND TOTAL FOR 11N.S5 28,881.80 704.31 
111319&E26W68B.XLS 
SENT BY:GRANTS & CONTRACTS 9-13-95 11=00 ; GEORGIA TECH-. 404 894 5945;# 5/ 7 
LOCKHEED AERONAUT SV CO..cA 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANAL YSJS OF PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT TERM "~1-M ·1041-11 
CONTRACT IRF727.0 
PRJME ffNAS1-2D102, TASK ASSIGNMENT MJ 
MONTHLY PROJECT •ESTIMATED 
EMPLOYEE TITLE MONTH 8ALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1. 1•3 • JUNE 30, 11M 
81ESEL, VAN I. RESENGRI JUL 3,385.31 MONTHLY 50.001ft 0.00 
AUG 3,386.31 MONTHLY 10.0015 0.00 
SEP 3,385.31 MONTHLY 50.00 .. 0.00 
OCT 3,3ie.31 MONTHLY SO.OO'Mt 0.00 
NOV 3,385.31 MONTHLY &o.OCW. 0.00 
DEC 3,395.31 MONTtiLY 50.0()4i 0.00 
JAN 3.385.31 MONTHLY so.~ 0.00 
FES 3,3g6,31 MONTHLY 60.00% 0.00 
MAR 3.395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
APR 3,3Z.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00-A. 0.00 
JUN 3.~.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRADASST JUL 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
AUG 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00116 0.00 
SEP 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00CJC. 0.00 
OCT 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00C)(a 0.00 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.0CW. 0.00 
DEC 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
JAN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
FEB 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAR 1,375.00 MONTHL.Y 33.00% 0.00 
APR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00'4 0.00 
MAY 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.001(, 0.00 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CUNEFAR~KENNETH ASSTPROF JUL 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 0.00 
AUG e,oee.04 MONTHLY 18.80'Jb 0.00 
SEP 6,066.04 MONTHLY 11.80"' 0.00 
OCT 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80'Ml 0.00 
NOV 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 0.00 
DEC 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 0.00 
JAN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
FEB 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAR 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 0.00 
APR 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2.143.08 11.56 
MAY 8,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80" 2.143.08 11.56 
JUN 6,06Ei.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
TOTAL <4,288.18 23.11 
GRAND TOTAL FOR 1113-94 4.286.18 23.11 
llt3/16E21WICB.XLS 
SENT BY: GRANTS & CONTRACTS 9-13-95 11=00 ; GEORGIA TECH ... 404 894 5945;# 6/ 7 
LOCKHEEDAERONAUTSYC~ 
O!ORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT TERM 03-21_,4 ·1041-H 
CONTRACT IIRF72740 
PRIME #NAS1.Z010Z, TASK ASS~NMENT II 
MONTHLY PROJECT -esnMATED 
2MPLOYEE TITLE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1, 11H • OCTOBER 31, 1111 
BJESEL. VAN 8. RESENGRt JUL. 3,121.16 MONTHLY 50.00 ... 1,810.84 43.33 
AUG 3,121.e5 MONTHLY SO.c:10111 1,810.84 -43.33 
SEP 3,621.68 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 
OCT 3,821.68 MONTHLY 50.00'Ma 0.00 
NOV 3,621.68 MONTHLY SO.ooeAa 0.00 
DEC 3,621.68 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 
JAN 3,821,86 MONTHLY 10.00% 0.00 
FEB 3,621.68 MONTHLY 50.001' 0.00 
MAR 3,021.08 MONTHLY 50.00,. 0.00 
APR 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.001fa 0.00 
MAY 3,821.88 MONTHLY so.~ 0.00 
JUN 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00'16 0.00 
TOTAL 3,821.68 86.67 
CRANE. SCOTT P. GRADASST JUL 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 1,250.00 57.20 
AUG 1,2!50.00 MONTHLY 33.W.. 1,.250.00 57.20 
SEP 1.250.00 MONTHLY 33.00.. 0.00 
OCT 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.~ 0.00 
NOV 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
DEC 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
JAN 1.250.00 MONTHLY 33.001Wl 0.00 
FEB 1,250.00 MONTHL.Y 33.0011 0.00 
MAR 1.250.00 MONTHLY 33,00,.. 0.00 
APR 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
MAY 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00'ilt 0.00 
JUN 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
TOTAL 2,500.00 114.40 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH ASSTPROF JUL 1,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80 .. 4_!ee.1& 2~.64 
AUG 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80,. 4.586.18 2".64 
SEP 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.804' 0.00 
OCT 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
NOV 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 0.00 
oec 1.066.04 MONTHLY 18.80'1» 0.00 
JAN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80" 0.00 
FEB 6,088.04 MONTHLY t8.80~ 0.00 
MAR e.006.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 0.00 
APR 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80C)C. 0.00 
MAY 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.8~ 0.00 
JUN 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.~ 0.00 
TOTAL 8.172.32 ~.21 
GRAND TOTAL FOR 11H.SI 15,284.00 250.34 
1113111E2&WI8B.XLS 





GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT TERM OS-21-84 ·10oo31..ae 
CONTRACT .RF72740 
PRIME fiNA$140102, TASK ASSIGNMENT II 
MONTHLY 
TITLE MONTH 8ALARY 
Georgia Tech does not track personal~ervk:e charges ror 
professional atatr by lhe hour. We use lht Planned-
Con&mlllon Sy.lem •• required by the Federal govei'I'Mnt'• 
guldlines in Circular A-2t. Tne figures here we ntimates 
based upor~ the 1nnual salary, the number ofworx houra in 
1 y_., the pei"CCtUge of budgeted effort 11 r.qull'ld ~ th8 
cantrac:t, lnd thiiCtiAl ch~rg• each month tot ttU project. 
TJME 





GEORGIA TECH RESEAF~CH CORPORATION F-~Vl~ 
+P/~ 
PLEASE REMIT TO: INVOICE NO. _,5;=23-=.HS .. G_.- lQ05 
246R81190AO 
GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 1001 1i 
ATLANT ~-. GEORGIA 30384 
I LASC~GEORGIA 
L. 
ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
S/81~49 1 ZONE 0285 
86 SOUTH COBB DRIVE 
MARIETTA GA 30063-0285 
DESCRIPTION 
_j 
PAYABLE UPON RECEJPT OF INVOJCI 














OPTIMIZATION IN STRUCTURAL 
ACOUSTICS USING FEM/BEM 
PRIME: NASl-20102 TASK 5 
PERSONAL SERVICES 
FRINGE EENEFlTS 









TRAVEL 2, 964 .1 0 
SUBCONTRACTS NO!-J-HTDC 
SUBCONTRACTS MTDC 
3(: r ::,:?.1. J :.:: 3,970.3 
l0B,817.l9! 13,203.8 
I 
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS CONCERNING 'I'HIS IN~·o~,CE_ 1 
CONTACT .. ~ ~ t ; .. I .• • • I . . I ··PHONE • ·. ·, ,., ...... ,.. . . l •. .· ' * tJ• bb'f ~~ ·> r•· ~ ... ,. I.\ 1' ~.. '•' ·~ ·' • • "' 1' ' • 
l 
I 
• j.. .. ·--·· . "" _ .... ,,. "" ..... - .•••. ---
13,203.8~ PLEASE PAY T~~~,-~OTAL AMOUNT > 1$ 
_:.:.·~---=··· :::: ......::--: ..... ·=·~~ ..  ..... ..,.:;:;:: .. ,..,.:;,:: ... ,,. , .. ,~ ... ,,..,.._::;::.~~:::=;::============::.....:.:· ·= .. ,·-=···1-... =· =·====-===--:::-:: .. -~-::::-: .... ~:-:-. -;-:-::,. ·===========...::::::.::...:..:...::.:..::=::.:.=::==:::=:.::::: .....:::-: ...-:-:: ..... ::::-: ......::-:-... ~ ........ ~:=-:::-..... ================== 
RETAIN THIS COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS 
~t.J'll tH : liKANT.S & CONTRACTS :11- 2-35 8' ,-~~ '~·- GEORG: A TECi_,GA TECH Off CO\T AD'1:;; .±,: I 
LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY CO-GA 
GEORGIA INS1riTUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANAL YIIS OIF PEftSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT 1rERM 03-21-U -10-31-81 
CON'1"RACT MF72740 
PRIME ~AS1-ICI102, TASK ASSIGNMENT #I 
MONTHLY PROJECT -esnMATED 
EMPLOYEE TITLE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1, 11N ·JUNE 30, 1181 
BIESEL, VAN B. RES ENGR I JUL 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
AUG 3,396.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
SEP 3,3Q5.31 MONT"HLY SO.OO'MI 0.00 
OCT 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.(10% 0.00 
NOV 3,395.31 MONTHLY SO.OO't& 0.00 
DEC 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,009.47 25.87 
JAN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.n 
FEB 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00~ 1,708.3~ 43.77 
MAR 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
APR 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.0CJ%, 1,708.33 43.77 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
JUN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00CW! 1,708.33 43.77 
TOTAL 11,259,45 288.51 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRAOASST JUL 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00CW, 1,333.33 55,68 
AUG 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,333.33 55.68 
SEP 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,333.33 55.68 
OCT 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 52.20 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00CW, 1,250.00 52.20 
DEC 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 52.20 
JAN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00'ft 183.34 7.66 
FEB 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00')6 183.34 7.88 
MAR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 183.34 7.86 
APR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.~ 183.3-4 7.68 
MAY 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00CW. 183.34 7.66 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.oo<lt 183.34 7.66 
TOTAL. 8,850.03 3M.58 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH AS8T PROF JUL 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.8016 2,857.44 15.41 
AUG 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2,857.44 15.41 
SEP ti,066.04 MONTHLY 18.801)& 2,857.44 15.41 
OCT 6,006.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
NOV 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.SOCK. 0.00 
DEC 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JAN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
FEB 6,006.04 MONTHLY 18.80'ft 0.00 
MAR 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
APR 8,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAY 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JUN 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80'W. 0,00 
TOTAL s.sn.32 46.23 
GRAND TOTAl FOR 11N-II 28,881.80 704.31 
1112/MEIIWIIIlXLS 
~C 1'1! tiT : liKAI~T:S & LO~lK:\lT~ :11- ~-~:s ~:::::= CitUJ\.G J .~l ~ ::c.·~·.-;G;l ~ .·:.c~·. ur.F· CO\' .~D.V:.;;. ·"J / I 
LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY CO-GA 
GEORGlA INS1riTUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANAL \'SIS ~= PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT l'ERM 03-21-N • 10-31-11 
CONl'RACT IIRF72740 
PRIME#NAS1-20102, TASK ASSIG~MENT N 
MONTHLY PROJECT .... t:STIMATI:D 
EMPLOYEE TITLE MONTH SALARY TIME; AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 17 1 .. 3 • JUNE 3G, 1N4 
SI~SEL, VAN B. RESENGRI JUL 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.~ 0.00 
AUG 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 
SEP 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0,00 
OCT 3,396.31 MONTHLY 50.00if. 0.00 
NOV 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
DEC Jj8.31 MONTHLY SO.OOCJ6 0.00 
JAN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00'tf. 0.00 
FEB 3,S96.31 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 
MAR 3.395.31 MONTHLY 50.0011(. 0.00 
APR 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 
JUN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRADASST JUL 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.001)(, 0.00 
AUG 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
SEP 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
OCT 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
DEC 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
JAN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
FEB 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.0Mb 0.00 
APR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33,()()% 0.00 
MAY 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH ASSTPROF JUl 6,006.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
AUG 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18,8()C)f, 0.00 
SEP 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
OCT 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.8Mf» 0.00 
NOV 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.8MC. 0.00 
DEC 8,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JAN 6,0Gft.04 MONTHLY 18.aoci 0.00 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAR 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80"' 0.00 
APR 8,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2,143.08 11.56 
MAY 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80'1& 2,143.08 11.56 
JUN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
TOTAL -4,286.18 23.11 
OMND TOTAL FOR 1113 .... 4,286.16 23.11 
1112181E21WI8B.XL8 
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LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY CO-GA 
GEORGIA tNS1"1TUTE Of TECHNOLOGY 
ANALYSIS 01: PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT 1'ERM 03-21-&4 • 10-31-11 
CONl'RACT IIRF727.U 
PRIME f#NAS1..20102, TASK ASSIGNMENT tl 
MONTit..Y PROJECT ·~~ESTIMATED 
EMPLOYEE TITLE MONTH 8Al..ARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JUlY 1. 11H ·OCTOBER 31, 1HI 
BIESEL, VAN B. RES ENGR I JUl 3,821.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810.84 43.33: 
AUG 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.omD 1,810.84 43.33 
SEP 3,821.68 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810.84 43.:33 
OCT 3,621.ti8 MONTHLY Sl.OO't6 0.00 
NOV 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.~ 0.00 
DEC 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 
JAN 3,821.88 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
FEB 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
MAR 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
APR 3,621.66 MONTHLY so.oocw. 0.00 
MAY 3,621.68 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
JUN 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00" 0.00 
TOTAL 5,432.52 130.00 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRAOASST JUL 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 1,250.00 57.20 
AUG 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00'4 1,250.00 57.20 
SEP 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 1,250.00 57.20 
OCT 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00CM. 0.00 
NOV 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
DEC 1.250.00 MONTHLY 33.0()% 0.00 
JAN 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.()0% 0.00 
FEB 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAR 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 0.00 
APR 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAY 1.250.00 MONTHLY 33.00CN. 0.00 
JUN 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00'1(, 0.00 
TOTAL 3,750.00 171.60 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH ASSTPROF JUL 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 4,586.16 24.64 
AUG 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 4,5a8.16 24.64 
SEP 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.8016 4,588.16 24.64 
OCT 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
NOV 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
DEC 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JAN 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80 .. 0.00 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAR 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
APR e,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80,. 0.00 
MAY 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JUN 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80'1 0.00 
TOTAL 13,758.48 73.91 
GRAND TOTAL FOR 1181-tl 22,941.00 375.51 
11121t6E21WIIB..Xl.S 




LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY Co.GA 
QEQROIA INS11TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANALYSIS 01: PERSONAl SERVtcES 
CONTRACT l'ERM 03-21-94-10-31-96 
CONl'RACT tiRF72740 
PRIME t1NAS1..20102, TASK ASSIGNMENT Ill 
MONTH&..Y 
TITLE MONTH SALARY 
Georgia T eeh does not trick peraonal service charges fnr 
profeHtonal starr by the hcur. We use the Planned· 
Confirmation Sy.tem •• required by the Federal goverrn1nfs 
guklllrw: In ClrcuMir A .. 21. TI'MI figures hwa are ... lmah~ 
t.Md upon tht aMUal &lillY. the number of work hourt· In 
1 ywr, the peroant•g• of bud981ed effort aa required by lhe 






SENT BY:GRA"\TS & CONTRACTS ; 11- 2- s.s : ::r 2 c· : G::ORG I i~ TECH~GA TECH Off CO:\T ADM : # 1 ! 7 
~>· ;;:;;-e e--: ;; = : _ ··---·---... ···~ e: ]I lJ 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE C)f TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS A.CCOUNTING 
190 BOBBY DODO WAY 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332-0259 
~ DATE: · l~ 2-~i:J7 
----~----------~-
NUMBER OF PAGES .. . 'J 
(lNCLUDING THIS PAGE) 
TO~ ____ UJ~ro~v~\~~4--~-~-)·-~_o_~~------------
FROM: _ _..S._.t...,.· ( L...._----.J..(~_·· ~e....;;;;;r~;;;.,.,...JJ_YLV_..__.~......__Lj._··.t .... J/,_l-::::5:;;__7_ 
SUBJECT: -'"""'E._·· ....,2~5......;.·-L __ 0.....a:;;S_b __;lll~;;,..;..u.' . }2 •• }Jl..._C.J...;:;;:;~r;M...e...;....__ 
. ... 
MESSAGE: --~0~·~x~---v.p~~-·~~~~-\~--·~o~~----------------
(IF THIS MESSAGE IS ILLEGIBLE OR IF THERE IS A TRANSMISSION PROBLEM, 
PLEASE CALL (404) 894-4624). 
EMPlOYa nnJ! MONTH 
JUl. y '· tiN ........ 1 .. 







































OAANO TOTAL FM 1~-M 
11n111E21WU8 XI.& 
~D ~iT c'XJ..ol6l 
~1iM. t.alrtnln! 011" -~(;~f 
t.NAL. YIA6 4)f JllliiSONAL RRVICU 
CON1'MC1 TIRM U..at_.. · fi.J1 ... 
e wJITMCT t/N7%74t 
PRIME ~14Jt'MI. TMK MIIOUUf.Nlll 
MONnLY 
IAU\RY 11MI 
,,386.31 ...aN'THLY 50.~ 
l.M.31 MONTHlY 50.00., 
3,386.31 MONTHlY 50.~ 
3.3riiiS.31 MONTHlY 50.~ 
3,3li6.S1 t.fONTHl't 50.~ 
J,386.31 t.K>NTHl Y ~.~ 
\l015 31 '«WTHl't' ~.~ 
;,l95..)1 MONT~H-~· ".0.~ 
),J95.31 ~THlV ~.oo-. 
l,)Ui5J1 MONTHLY ~.\JO .. 
·!,l96.3, ~._fHLY so~ 
1,396.,, MONh1LY ~ooc. 
l,li'SOO ~fttLY ~~ 
, .J'l'SOC ...O~HLY ~-~ 
1 . .17'5 00 MONTHl¥ '3~ 
1.1PiOC MONlHt·,· u~ 
i,375.00 ~ONTHlV \3 ((MI, 
t 375.00 '-.o10N111l ¥ tJ~ 
1.)~.00 MONfHLY J3.00C. 
:.l7S 00 MONTHLY jJ oocr. 
. -~75 00 a.«.>N 1 Hl 'f .\3.00.. 
I 37500 M()NTi1L'I \J~ 
1,31500 I.AONTHI..l' '1~ 
1,17500 ...0Hft1l.Y $3 <.'l01it 
6,0818.04 MONTHLY \8.~ 
6,068.04 MOtHHlY \6.~ 
e.oae.CM MONTHlY i4l.eo. 
6,0ti8.0o\ MOHlltLY 16~ 
a,oee Oot ~LV 18.~ 
tUl6fJ.04 MONTHlY ~e.~ 
a.oeeoc '-40Nft1LY ·a~ 
&.08S.04 MOHTP-!lY .a~ 
e,oee.04 MONTHlY ·a.~ 
8,(85.04 MOtr.Hl Y l6.~ 
e.oee04 MONTHLY 14.~ 










1,008 .C1 ~~~ 
'.lOft. ;;..1 <-tn 
•.106 3:3 \j 
t 1o6 \.1 .0 .. 
t.lf.Jf. l.~ .u .. 
1 roo !.1 .:..) .. 
~ i !Jw. _.:; .. -~ 
- - . ~ ... 
, •. _'14.·1 ~ ·~: . 
1 J..l.:U.3 ·.'";~ 
l.i"J.) )J •'JM 
1 ~-~·}. 3.:,1 "J, !'\ol:l 
1.2'.C1 ('(J . ' /li 
1 ?":AJ (~ ,..,_. 
1 lSJ,...-~ ...... .:,; 
'8J )A ~~ 
'eJ ~ ;~ 
1e:! .W '6(: 
'tt.; .)«< >::.f3 
18J .}4 l ::It· 
. 6-1 '3-4 ,lfJit; 
a 85003 j$io_ljl 
2.857.~ i~41 












18,d81.80 TOt&)' _.._.,_~_ 
EMPLOYII 
JUly 1. tiP - ........ 1* 
BtESEI... VAN 8. 
CR"NE. SCOT T P. 
CUNEF~F<£. KfNNETH 











































t.J)C"~?:'O AEROMNJT S'' CO..O.' 
-.r:~ w.•Tm.JTE Of Tfl:...at.OQY 
ANAl vall 01-~ UJiliVtCb 
CONTRAC'T '1"!J'tN P41...t4 · \t-.11-M 
CONTUCY Mf'71141 
PRJMf INAii·ttit'£. TASK AUIONMeH1 • 
MONTM..Y 
UI.MY T1ME 
3,385)1 MONntlY ~00.. 
llDS 31 MON'Tl1! y 50.00.. 
3~.31 MONTHLY eo.CJOII 
3.30S.S1 MONTHLY 50.~ 
3,315.31 MONTHLY S>.t:XJI' 
l,la\31 MOHTHL'f SO.~ 
3,315 31 MONTlil.Y 50.~ 
3 •. 31 MO ... THlY ~QOI!b 
3 JG63~ "AANTiil'W 5C~ 
3.305 31 MONllo\lY ~~ 
3,396.31 MONTHLY 50 oocr. 
3.385 31 t.tONTHl Y SO.~ 
1 375.00 MONTHLY 33~ 
1 37500 MONTHL'V 13.~ 
~ .31500 ~,.HlV lJ~ 
1.31'S.OO t.AONTHL"i l3.~ 
i .31S (XI M«JNTHLY '13~ 
1.m.oo UON'I'HlY 33~ 
1 375.00 MONTHLY :3 OO'tJ 
~.l7500 MONTHLY 33.00.. 
1.375.00 MONTHLY 13~ 
~ ,375.00 MONTHlY 33~ 
1,375.00 MO"ffHl Y 33~ 
1 37'5.00 MONTHlY 1J.~ 
e.:ao.c MONTHlY 18~ 
e.ote.o- MONntlY t8.~ 
e.oes.04 MONTHlY 18.~ 
6.088.0.. MONTHlY 18.~ 
8,068.04 MONTHLY te.aa.. 
e.oee.04 MONTltlY ,.,.,. 
4S,OOIJ.04 MONTHlY t8.8101l 
8,08804 MONTHLY t8.8M. 
e.oes.oc MONTHl,.f 18~ 
fS.OI'JG.04 MC>tmiLY 1e.~ 
e.oee.04 MONTHLY '*·*" 
~.OM04 IAONTHLY '8.80'1. 













































~.IJiCIO«l"G ~ IY C".o41\ 
ot~ INI ~~ <JITWCfiiiOl.OQY 
ANAL Yt41 i)# PUtaONAL l!tMCU 
~,.,....~-21 .... 1141 ... 
CQIITIUCT ~-
FNMI -.Aa1.;eG1t2. TAlk Aa&eGNMfHT II 
~ TtU> ~ f'lOt tree..: t*"ttO"tatiiW\'Ittt ct"o41"0f!a fCJf 
pcQiu A lor Ill tlatf t1'f INt rox Wo ._... N ~ 
~ sr-*"" .. ~~ bt l!"4 r*CS«<I grH~r.~*ll'• 
~~.r.."'".Jv.-... .. rA-21. ~'\rJI.Ae .... aN~te. 
~ ~~ !he aMUIW ... 'f. the f"l~ of WOft( hell' il 
a .,._ tt. per~tge of ~  eff•Ji1 .. r.quRd IJt 1M 
.:.x~ . .r..J •he tctUIIIi ~ MC1'1 mor'Ol tor thts Pfo;ect. 
~CT 
AMOUNT 
EMPLOV!E mt£ MONllt 
JUlY 1,11 .. -JUNE 30, fiM 








































GRANO "!'OTAL f:OR 1t~-H 
1Zl22111E25WI~B.XI..S 
/ .-' .:>(' • "• T f" ; , 
li.X:111.Hft.U ~MON.\UT S'f' C04A 
o: -~ 01 TEt;HNOl.OG'" 
AJU¥.. VI~ <:~ P'fRi-ONAl IERVICEa 
cONTRAC·r TERM u.a1~ ~ t t..U ... 
CO~T Mfl'Z7~ 
flfUM£ ~1-20i0~ TASK AUIONM~ til 
MOH"M.V 
&ALARY TIME 
l.~J1 MON"THlf 5000~ 
~.395.3' MONTHl.Y 50~ 
3,3516 31 t.teNTI-tl''( !50~ 
.i,39.5 31 MOflfTHLY 50 ()OIW; 
l,305.J• MONT~l''t' ~-~ 
3,395 ~l MONTHLY 50 OC)qt, 
3~3' MONTHLY SOOO% 
3.»5 :3~ ~ONTHL··: ~00% 
3,395.~·. ... ONTHL'l 50~ 
3,39531 MONTHLY 50 OO'lb 
3,395 3i MONTHLY ~.00'!1. 
3.390 J, MONTHlY 5000~ 
1,375.00 M0t~ r~~l v :u OC% 
1,375.00 MON"fHL'-. 33~ 
1,375.00 MOr~TH~ ·~ 33.~ 
1,375 00 UONTHLf 33.00~ 
1,375.00 MONTHl'r 3300% 
i,37~ 00 MONTH!..r 33 OOCf, 
~ ,~i7~.00 MONTHLY 3300~ 
1.375 00 MONTHlY 33.~. 
I .3.f!l.().' MONT~: 'f 3300'*-
1.375 (1~ MOt·Pl-i' Y 3.3~, 
i,37~ 00 MON1•"i.'' 33.~ 
1,375 00 MONT~~, , 3300~ 
6Jti5 J.4 MOU~ :~l Y 18~. 
~.06fH}4 MONTHLY 1860% 
15,08604 MONTHL 'l 1880'\: 
6,066 0-4 MONl.,.LY 1880~ 
t3. ()F.B I )4_ MCN !'"HLV 18 8()illt 
~.066 04 MONTHlY 1680~ 
6,0615 ()A MONH•!.Y 18 B01b 
6,066 (Hi M0~· 1 "(L• 18 8Ml. 
e.oetl tw MONTI-ti\ 18.5t.J'l. 
&.OW~ MONTH!.'/ tSOO~ 
6,06604 MONTHL'T 1e~ 
&,066 !).1 ~ONTHr.v , A B()(J. 
E-d-5--ws~ 
*ts-







1 ,OOQ 47 !'-, R7 
1 .• ~oa :n ...:' r 
~ .7!:.0 :>J .cr 
1 .7oe.:u 4317 
1 7Qa 33 4J r: 
I .7f.'tP. 3J 4J ";"':> 
I /Of! 3J 4:3 .,. --------- ~ 
~1.2594.'.. 2813.5: 
1,3$3 3~ S5 Qe· 
, .3.~ 3.3 ~~ 
~ .:n:, 3:3 /"'.~ ., .. J .... - ....... '111 
1 ,:?50 00 ~,) x.~ 
• 250 00 5 . ')' 
~ .. " 
1 ~:X. 512(; 
~ f:J-3 34 "!' t!.e 
HB.~ 7 f)t: 
163 j.4 :7~ 
; 8J.3-1 "'£:( 
18:} :3-4 .. ~i· 
18334 :'&3 ----· 
IS,f:SSO 0-'3 ~SP. 
)e!;744 ·~-": 
2.55-7 .4-j 1 !' ·1' 










-~- ------.. ~---- -·--
a ~n 52 4(. :1 
____ _3_8~~ --·-·- 704 :1~ 
~--- ... -
SE\T BY:GR.\\TS & CO\TRACTS 1-16-36 13:04 GEORGI.\ TECH-G.\ TECH OFF CO\T 0~1: ti}:.. / 13 
,. 
RONAUT IY CO-GA 
OF TECHHOLOG'Y 
SERY'tC!S 
GONTAACl TEAM 03..a1_.. * t 1-.30-11 
ca..nw; t IIRI'72740 
PRiME ~\-~0101. TASK A&81GNMEN1 
MONntL'f PROJECT """EITir.lATED 
EMPLOYEE nn..E MONTH &ALMV TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JUl. y 1. , ... . JUNE ~. 11M 
l \fAN 8. RE ENGRI JUl.. 3.fJ21 .86 MONTHLY 50.00 ... 1j810.84 <4333 
AUG ,821.~ MONTHLY 50 OCl'ilt .810.&4 4'3J3 
SEP ),&21 .ets MONTHLY t.Q.O()lW, t,S10 84 4333 
OCT 3,tn1 .66 MONTHLY 50 00., l , 21 Sf$.67 
NOV 3,621.66 MONTHL 50.00~ ,810~ ~33 
DEC 3,621 M MONTHLY ~oo<Mt 0 
JAN 3,C'21 66 MONTHLY 50 .!'.X1'Wt 000 
FEB • ,621.66 MONfHLY ~00% 000 
MAfl 3,621 66 MONTHL 50.00~ 000 
APR J,ts21 fJ(i MONT~LY 50 row. 000 
MAY 3,621 .66 MONTHL'f 60,00,.. 000 
JUN ,62:1 .00 MO THl SOOO~Mt 0.00 
T TAL 088502 260 
E conP. ORAO AS T JUL 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33 tlO% ,250.00 S720 
,t.UC 1,25000 MONTHLY 33.00~ t,250 57.2'0 
SEP ,250.00 MONTHlY 33,00.,.. 1,JSO 00 '57;.. 
OCT 1,250.00 MONTHLY .Qf.lfW. 000 
NOV 1,250.00 MONTHL ~~ 000 
DEC 1,25000 MONTHLY 3300~ 000 
JAN ,,2SOOO MONTHLY 33.001' 000 
FE& 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33~ 
MAR 1,250.00 MONTHLY 3..1 00% 00 
APR 1,250 00 MONTHLY 33 .~ 0 
MAY ,250.00 MONTHLY ,()Oq(, 000 
Ll ,25000 THLV 00% 0.00 .. --·-
0 3 750 
cu FARE, s. P Of JU 6,066.04 MONTHL 18.00% -4,586 1e .. 464 
AUG 6.oe6.04 MONTHLY 16.80~ 4,58616 2.4~ 
seP 6,~.04 MONTHLY s~ 586.1e 2-4.64 
ocr 8,06604 MONTHLY 1880% 1 639~ 881 
NOV 6,066.().4 MONTHLY 11:180% 1 636. tl $1 
DEC f5 1066.04 MONTHL'( ,a.~ 000 
JAN 6,0MG4 MONTHL 8 ,801(, {100 
FEB 6,06604 MONTHLY 18.60 000 
MAR 6,086.04 MON1HL I&.OOttb 000 
APR 6,015e.Oo4 MONTHLY 16.~ 000 
MAY e,066 04 UON(HLY 18 80i\ 000 
JU I 6,()t;e 04 MO THlY 1880% 0.00 ,. AJ.. .038.1.il g 53 





LOC~; r'f:~r· l .. fROHAUT SY CO.GA 
OE • " ~ TECHNOLOGY 
ANAL Y!US :;f. Pf:RSONAL SERVICES 
CONmAC,. TERM 03·21-14 - 1140-.N 
COfO'RACT IRY12740 




Ct.orgla T er.)1 doe6 not ,ack ~ &er"tACe chctr~e:s fcx 
Pfo'esUor\ill .tatf by the h<:ttw W• lAe the Planned--
Cod\rmetlon. Sywtetn as requP..J by the F~t gove"'Ntnt'a 
gukt~ne& In CirculAr A-11 T~ ngures hefe are estimatee 
bided i.J~ the ant~ualtJI(ary, the numbfw of 'NOf1« hours V1 
e ,_,.the percentage of budQeted erfort u required by the 







JUt Y 1. 1113 • .AJNE 30, 1tN 
BIESEl. V.A.N B 







































LOCt{tiEE!) A.fR<*AUT 8"f' CO.oA 
Q!:.i. ,- . .. · ~ r flF TECHNOLOGY .. 
ANAL vaaa ~>f PER&ONAL. IERVIC!S 
CONTRACT TERM 03-21.t4 • 11-JO .. e 
Cot.rTRACT *RF721• 







3 395 3~ 
J~11 
'395 31 
~ 3.95 31 
3 3P5 31 
3~1' 
1,375.00 
t ,37S 00 














€ 000 ().1 
Fi06B04 
~.0&3.~ 



























































































































----4,256 16_ ~ --·--- 2?_1_1_ 
EMPl OVEE TITLE MONHf 
JULY 1, lfM- JUNE )0, 1891 
81ES£l VA"-1 & RES E~~t,;R I 
.·_, 
., ... _ .. 
;.t,..:•. 











~."' ...... ;.} 
. lkf: .. 
.. •t<{' F'J\C t rt:~M ~''J-11-~ 11 '1-96 
t::C..Jti,IH~~~c T pf(.f7VIW 




, .3l".l6 j1 
i >-~ Jl 




~ :~, XJ 




: J7S 00 
1 .J75.UO 
17:. ;)l. 







,; u6() 04 
:i (~04 







,_,<.·~.J! : !; ( 




MON.,.~I .. -' 
""') r« 1 ; '' 





M(")~< fHt Y 
"-''-''"1 fHL ·-t 










'r10N :H:.. '{ 
:;1r lNTt1L r 
r'Ai..•NTHLI' 
Mr·;...: Hi._,· 





•.· ;'r -' . 
~ " l ........ 
r~·~, 
1:~ -~ "·. ( •( 
• ~ ('Jt":'-4 
-.~ •. ~ ··~. 
""'· 





!"'' '-"" ~ ....... 
b ,..,,.. 





... _ ,., 
.... -..•. 
-:-i- ,-'\,_··~ • 




• • •• t :~ • 











.. ~ ...... .... 
- ·, 
l -fj'. 
EMPLOYEE nnE MONTH 
JULY 1. 1813 ·JUNE 30, 111M 







































~.AND T1.)fAl f=~ 18&3_.,. 
2J1!98E21W56BJtLS 
LuC.K.nEE:) !..i;Rf....:;,ll.l.,; ': =~ <' t~!).•JA 
Cl£0AGlA INbTITUi!· ('It: ~tU·iN<f_;_;..~'/ 
A.NAl YSlS (Jf PER~ON.S..:. .:.t:!~\iiCC;-1 
CONTRACT TERM <J.:S-.It ~~ . 12-31-80 
C~rTRAC l ~Fl2/40 
PRIME IJINAS1.J0102, TASK A~t.•tlii'IIMf.Nj #I 
MONJHLY 
SAL.ARY TIME 
3,395 31 MONTH! V ~()()qt. 
.1,JQti 31 MONTI1L.l SO.OO'M. 
3,395.31 MONTHt Y 50.00% 
3,395.31 MONTHLY sooo~ 
3,390.~1 MONTHLY 50.00% 
3,395.31 MONTH!.' 'lG 00~ 
1.~31 MONlrlL 'f ~.00% 
3,395 31 MON Jt~:.." 5000~ 
3.M 31 MOt,(r"1;_'r 50.00% 
3.395.31 MONTHLr ~OW'}t. 
3,395.31 MON rl'it ( ~.o OO% 
3,396 31 MONTHLY GC.oo~. 
, J7~ 00 M·?N"!HL r .j:j,(,)lj'~ 
1 J75 00 MONIHi 1 ·~3.·JO' 
1.375.00 MvN·I~h. t JJOO~ 
1 ,3l5 00 MONTt-1l r j:J.\.10% 
1.375.00 MONTrlL Y J.:!OO'*' 
1 ,.S7~ 00 MONT1"1l Y ~-00~-)b 
I ,375 00 MONTHLY ~00% 
1.375.00 MOI'ot T 11 L ,- i-3 00'*' 
1,J7~.00 MON.,.H~ Y 3J oo .... 
, ,J7~ 00 MC,rHHL i ..).J.OO'!t 
l,:ilS 00 MOtf'HLY JJ.00'1b 
1.3-15 00 MONThLY ~.00~ 
6,06604 MONTHl V :S80% 
6,066.04 MvNTI~l v ·,u tto'-M:~ 
6,066.0~ MON'l'r,Lr ~&.80% 
6.066.04 MONn~~ · lh80~ 
6,066.04 MIJNih,'; :500~ 
6,066 04 MONTNL l i6~ 
8,0&3.04 MQNTf-·U t l(l 00% 
tl,Oti6 04 MONlrt f 1d80% 
6,005.~ MONTHti 13.3V'VJ 
6,066.04 MO~THL'f 1e 00'.1+. 
6,~.04 MONIHL'f 1 (} t)Oijf. 
6,066 04 MONTiilY ~ ~.acy·,.:, 
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1,286 lfl h11 
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GRAND TOTAl FOR 19M .ef 
L~K~~FIJ AEROP\J~Ur GY CO-GA 
GEOAOt.A fN!,TJTUT£ OF TECHNOI OOY 
ANALYSIS OF PERSONAl. S!RVICES 
CONTRACT TeRM 03-21-J.4 - 12-!f -98 
COI'ITRACT f!IR~721'..0 
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L(P(;,.J;J.:fu ALHON.~\.1 1 S'r LO-U~ 
Q[~Gi~ ~~."';i74Jfi: (Jf fECt11NOUAiT' 
ANAL 't'J:U~ Of ~~SO~Il.t- Sf:kVtcES 
COHT~T rEkM U:)_.1~ 12-Jl-i~ 
CO.fRAC'f 'fRF7Ji~ 
PRIME lfNA$1~20102, TASK ASS~NMEHT Na 
MONTHLY 
8A&.AAY 
Geoty~ '-.ch ~ .,.:( 'te:o• ~t&ar!a! lk""':';.e CN}I'~€:'il 'v• 
pro(~ etatf lJv t~"ti i'IJU; ':''fl ~-·~ lflt:t P;anneoJ-
Connr!'T'·&l!o'l ~-;·~6tl1 •~ rf.l-::•~;~~ .. 1 t ·r tr'"-' Federal 9QV~H~ ~ente 
.,;v.io.!~·o6't. !·· "!rCI.:~! ..!.-:'' .- ..... '"J·~·;,,o l'~e aree.t:~II:IS 
N!~ .!J;-;.'" f .. ~ Jr"•l5i ~&ar, ;, ·, : . ·• t:.wr ot woril ~.cu• ~ 1n 
11 ye¥r !•u• i"''VIft"~J~• o• t·.· :·,r~·..,.,• ,.;• "'. !S requlre.l D) the 




, ,;,; . 
.. E6 liMA I t.U 
HOURS 
EMPLOYEE TJrLE MOWTH 
.ltJL V t. 1881- JUNE lO. 1896 
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., r (' 
("(Y'.T\" 'f'T'-..' •l 
,)L., I n T • i !K 4 "\ ! "i ·"' 
i..r.•Ctt:t·tt f!1 li.t-Ht if-4AIJY' :.n co-o:, 
Uc0RGi,. t.'i.~ltrL'lt- C)f" Tf.CHNvLOO'J 
ANJ..J.. YSits i:.•l· PfR::tON.At SfRVX:~t. 
CO'-''TRAC T TEiRM Gl-21-Sre 'f4 ~ ~ -96' 
CONTRACT IIRF7l74C 
MjMf #IINAS 1.2t)102, 1 ASK ASS.tONMf:NT #t 
MONTHLY PROJECT -ESTIMATED 
EMPLOY!! TtTLE. MOHlH SALARY TIME AMOUNl HOURS 
JULY 1, 11N · JUNE 30, 18N 
BJESEL, VAN 6. R~!1 f:NGR I .JlJl J 39G . .)1 MOf'HtH• "..J ()()q(, 000 
AU\.> 3.;~) 31 M~.'NTHt.. r St.; {.1()~ 000 
~(!) 3~31 MONi1 tl .. ;')() 00'*' 0.00 
OCT 3.,j9t; 31 MONTrli...Y 500041b 000 
Nr.;v ~.~.31 MONn·fl Y 5000~ 000 
UI.!C 3.~.31 MVNIH,'i ~ 00'1. 0.00 
JAN 3,:195 31 MONTI-iLT ~00% 000 
t-'ffl 3.~~31 MONTt1L' 5000% 000 
MA.._. 3.395,31 MC•NTHt Y ~,0 ()()% 0.00 
APR 3,~.31 MONTI'1l "r 5000% 000 
MAY 3.395.31 MONTHLY ~00% 000 
.JUt\f 3.395 J1 MON1 HL'i 5000% 000 
-~·-----
•orAL.. 000 000 
· 'R.A.NE. SCOTT P (. .... :An .... ss; }'.Jl 1,3"15 00 M0t~THL ~ :tJ uo% 000 
AU;:.> 1 .31':1 00 MUN JHL Y 33 00% 000 
::,t:P I 375 00 MONJ'Hlt 3300% 000 
OCT 1,J/~.OO MONTHLY 3300% 000 
Nov 1.375.00 MONTHLY J300% 000 
OfC 1,375_00 \40N J HL V 33.00% 000 
IAN , ,J75 00 :~.AONTHlY 33.000jt, 000 
fl:.tt 1.37500 1\i40NTHLY 3J ()(}qb 000 
MAR 1 .J/~.00 :vtvN IHl Y 33.00% Cl.OO 
APR 1,375.00 MONlHLY 3300% 000 
MAY 1.3?'5 00 MONThL v' 3J.OO% O.UO 
JUN 1.3!5 00 MONTttl Y 33 OO<J4 000 --- -
lOTAl 000 000 
UNEFARf:, KE:NNETH ~$~ 1 1-'I{Qf JUl 6,00604 MON ~ :-:l. ~ 18 80% 000 
,1\U~ 6,000.04 MONTHl . ., ~ 8 dOftb 000 
St-P 8.066 04 MONH·h Y 18.80% 0.00 
OCl 5,066.04 MON fHL't 18.80% 0.00 
Nuv 6,066 04 MONTHL'f ll:l.~% 000 
OcC 6,066.0-4 MONTHLY iliOO% 0.00 
JAN 6,0ti6 04 MONTHLY 1/i 80~ 000 
FE!i 5,066.04 MONTHLY Hs.OO% ()00 
MAR 13,066 04 MONTt-iLY 18.80% 0.00 
A.PR s 006 04 MONTHLY 18 60% :), , 4,108 1156 
"'tA ( 6,06604 MONiHl Y 1880% 1.~4.' ua , 1 56 
JUN ts.06e.04 MONTI-il.Y 18.60% 000 --------·-
TOTAL 4 ~~Hi 23.l1 
CjRANO TOTAl FOR 1993-t4 4,286.16 2J.11 
'1.17 /HE26W668.XLS 
( ( ·, '\ '1 
·,l .\. r·, 
"f'"T Pv · rp ~ '"'T.:· t":l fV··•-:'T'P t.rT··: 
.\ 
u.)(;KHfF.O A.C~=n:~ur sr r.o \.•·'· 
G!:OP.GIA W.t: fiTUT"E <)f: 'ti:CHHO.: ·iGY 
ANALYSIS Of= PeRSONAl !tERVICES 
CONTRACT ·reRM 03·21~. U..J1-~ 
COMrRACT *RF127 U 
PRIME #NAS1-2C,102, T A$K ASSIGNMENT ff6 
MONTHLY PROJECT ••ESTIMATED 
EMPlOYEE TITLE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1, 11M- JUNE 30. 11H 
BlfSEL. VAN B. RESFNGRI JUl 3,395 :u MONTHLY ')0.00% o . .x> 
AUO ).395 31 MONTHL'l' o;,o~ :JOO 
S£P 3.~J1 MGI\iiH: l :Ji.J.OO% 0 lj(l 
ocr '3.395.31 MONTHL'i '>0.00% 0.00 
~0\1 3,395 31 MONTH!."( 50.00~ 000 
'",f•:. 1.395.J1 MQNT:-il'r :IJ 00% 1.0C6f 47 ?5.87 
):0.~ 3,395 31 MON!HL• 50.00% , ;ry, jj 43.77 
CFR 3.'39531 MON:'HL( 5C.OMb t ,706 )3 43n 
._.AR 3.3Q5 31 MONTHL" '50.00% 1.708 33 4377 
APF< 3,39531 MO~HHl·~ SOOO% 1 708 :\..S 4J 1f 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHLY ~.00% f. !013.33 43Ti 
JlJN 3,395 31 MONTH! y 5000% ~ 70b .n 43 ll -----
TOTAl 11 259 45 .286 51 
·:'~ti.NE SC:01 r P GRAO A~~.;. .JUL 1 37~ 00 MONTHLY 3J.OO'lb 1 33 3 3.3 55138 
AU("; 1,376.00 MONTHlY 3300'itl l -3~.3 -1 .. 1 ~~~ 
~jf· ~· 1.315 00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1.333 33 SS66 
OC"T 1.315.00 MONTHLY 3JOO% 1 l50 oc ':ll.~'O 
t~OV 1,375.00 MONTHLY :33 ()~')% • ,2'50 OJ S2 20 
OEC. 1,375.00 IIAONlHL Y 3300% , 25() OCJ S:t :lO 
JAN ,,3;'5 00 "-AONTHLY 33.00'M. 183 }4 768 
FEB 1,375.00 ~ONTI-ILY 3300% 18J .\4 /(56 
M.t.R l_;j75 00 i\110NTHL Y 33 OO'lh 18334 7.66 
APR I ,37~.00 I~ONTHL'f 3300% 1tG J4 166 
MAY 1,375.00 MONf"Hl.Y JJOO% H~3.).S 7/!.JA5 
JUN 1 ,:t/5 00 I\.40NTHi V 33.0004 ''3-3 J.4 7~ ---------- ·- -
ronu s fi~,() 03 369.58 
:UNEfARE,KENNEIH ASST PROF JUL s 066 04 MONrHt \' 18.80% 2.857 44 15.41 
AUG 6,068 ()4 hAONTHL f i880% ),fi')l 44 ,.J 41 
SEF' 6.006.04 MONfH( Y 18 00~ 2,857 M 15.41 
OCT 6.066.04 MON'H~LV 1680% c.oo 
NOV 6,006 04 MONTHi..Y 16.60'Jtl O.OI.i 
DFC. 8,066.04 MONn·u 'i 18.80% i)O() 
JAf\4 8,0&3.04 MONTHL)' 1680% 000 
f-E:-A 6,056 04 MONTHLV 18.80% O.OC 
MA.P. f) ,Ot'56. 04 MO"-'lHI -v 18.80t;)b 0.00 
APft 13.066.0<4 MONTH·._V 1880% 000 
MAY 6,066 04 MONTHi.Y 18.80~ aoo 
JUN 6,008 04 M(JN 1 HL'! 'lt100~ (rOO 
-~------
TOTAl t.~n J:O 4f, 1.1 





lOCK~~t:O At~CO·iA.t.:,. SY CO-OA 
OEMill/1 crus·; !TilT~ c)l: "~'FCI-il-..tOl.OOY 
ANAL YSit. OF P'fR.Sc.JNAL S£R\!I<:F8 
CONTRACT ,~RM 0:1-21~(. 1~-31-88 
COHl"RACT #RJ-:72740 




<JeOrga. I 8Ch d~ not trac.k ~~)(ll'Ji &tll"vlce ~~h~rgtts ~cr 
prof~cMI~tt.:fl tty :~~ ~'101,. '.VI'! ~~ ttl& Plarmed 
C?f•fiw,llllhoc'l :~y&ten~ ll& req•)trt'·; ':'f me '"e<Jor&l ~ctrrrW~nt'& 
JU;d,;,.,~. • · :...•~· .~ ~~i • ,. --~:" . .: v ... rWtre II' A I!ISti!'rlaL.til 
bul4ld •J('l" •t..; ~"'h.:e• Ui:l ·~ •• .. :n~ ofvtork t'lvvil'l ~n 
!t ~t. tr-.e J.;i)rt.-r.t~~ or !"'·_II"Y.;·b..t _.;'/:-:.,~~required o~ ha 
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PLEASE REMIT TO: 
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~· 0 BOX H>0117 
ATLANTA. Gt.OROIA :i().384 
I LASC:-GF.ORGIA 
A1'TN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
S/81-49, ZONE 0285 
86 SOU~H COBB DRIVR 
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OP'[ lMl ZA110N IN 8'1 Kl:CTURAL ACOUSTICS 
PRIMF: NASl-20102 TASK 5 















lF ~OU HAVE QUt~STJi'Ji" .. ,;; C..\)NCFRN!.NG THIS INVOTC~ 
F-2~-WSb - 020796 
INVOICE NO. 24 6R81.19 OAO 
PAYA8LE UPON AfCE'IPT OF INVOICE 
PAYER'S ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
RK72./40 
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~--i-~CE OF GRANTS AND CO~.A.C1'S ACCOU~:r!NGi 
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PHONE {404) 694-4524 rA:X {404) !394·5.519 
NO OF PAGES ._-~ 
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D/\ T[ 
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It~D l REC·~ 
lf YOU HAVF. QUPS'l'lUNS CCJNC.:BRNING TILS INVOICE 
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l ·~ 1 l-1 () ,: -,: ' , ... \.-j • .. .. -~ 
PLE.A.SE PAY TH!S TO! AI... Arv1C)LH\JT > $ 1·~ : '.t .: 
'· ~··. r:r-nP.(il_\ 1f(H -G\ T[CH c_>ff (r)\T .\DV: ~ 1· 
~:l.r';"'T"' r:·.,.T-. -~R-.\~', r,.~. f •• • 1\'-'J' ~ '· - I 
l,.OQ(t&D AIRONAliT .IY co-GA 
GIEOMa&A ~ITITVTI OF ncHNOlOOV 
ANAL Y818 OF P£AIONAL 8ERVICb 
CONTRACT TERM 03-21·111' · 01-3,·97 
CONTRACT IAI1Z 740 
PRIME INAI 1 ·20 102. TAll< AJIIIONMINT 15 
MONTHLY PROJECT ••UnMATED 
IMPLOVEE TITLE MONtH IALARV TIME AMOUNT HOURa 
JUlY 1. 1884 - JUN£ JO. 1996 
fUfStl, VAN 8. RES ENGA I JUL 3,396.31 MONTHLY 60.00% 000 
AUG 3.395.a 1 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
SEP 3,395.31 MONIHL. Y bO.OO~ 000 
OCT 3,395.31 MONTHL.Y !)0.00% 0.00 
NOV 3,395.31 MONTHLY SO,OO,_ 0.00 
DEC 3,396.31 MONTHlY 50.00% 1.009.4 J 25 Q7 
jAN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1. 708.33 43.77 
FEB 3,396 31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1 '708.33 43.77 
MAR 3,395.31 MQNTHLY 50.00% 1. 708.33 43.77 
AP~ 3,396.31 MONTHLY 50.00,. 1,708JJ 43.77 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,108.33 43.17 
JUN 3,396 31 MONTHLY 50.00~ l ,708.JJ 43.77 
tOTAL 11,2&9.45 l88.f) 1 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRA.O ASST JVL 1 ,37~ 00 MONTH! 'tf 33.00~ 1,333.3J &5.68 
AUG 1.:ns.oo MONTHLY 3J.OO~ 1.J33.3J 5~.68 
SEP ',375.00 MONTHlY ::u.oo,_ 1,333.33 66.81 
OCT 1,375.00 MONtHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 52.20 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHlY 33.00~ 1,250 00 52.20 
OfC 1,375.00 MONTHLY lJ.OO% 1.2!>0.00 52.20 
JAN l.J7b.OO MONTHLY 33.00% 183.l4 7.86 
FEB 1,375.00 MONl'HLY 33.00.,., 183.34 1.$6 
MAR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 183.34 7.ee 
APR l ,376.00 MON.THlY 33.00% 183 34 7 6tl 
MAY 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 183.34 7.66 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHL't' 3300~ , 8J.J4 7.66 
TOTAl 8,850.03 369 58 
CUNffARf.KENNET~ AS$T PROf JUL 8,08&.04 MONTHLY 18.80% .2.857.44 15.41 
AUG e.oe6.04 MOHTHL"f 18 . .80'% 2,857.44 1 6.C1 
SEP 8.066.0' MONTHLY 18.80% 2,857.~ 1 S.41 
OCT 6,066.0-4 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
NOV 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
DfC 8,08tt.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JAN e..o6e.o.c MONTHLY 18.80611)b 0.00 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTHLY 1S.80% 0.00 
MAR 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
APR 6,066.0 .. MONTHLY 18.80~ 000 
MAY e,0$6.04 MONTMLY 18.80% 0.00 
JUN e.oee.Oo4 MONTHLY 18.80CW. 0.00 
TOTAL 8,572.32 44.l3 
QRAHD TOT AI. FOR 1994-9& 28.~8,.80 704.31 
IJ14JMEBW668.XLI 
J -,-, : 
lOCKHEED AP\ONAVT I:Y CO.GA 
QIOAGIA ... l'tTU'T£ CW nCHNOLOQY 
ANAl V818 OfF ~80NA'- .!RVICU 
CONTRACT TIRM 03-21-84·- 01·31-87 
CONTMCT Mf7z·r•o 
PRIM! INAI1·1010!, TASK AfhafQNMINT 16 
MONTHlY PROJECT ••£8ftMAT8) 
eMPLOYEE TITlE MONTH •ALARY 'riM I AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1. 1t93- JUNE 30. 19M 
81ESfl, VAN 8 ~fS ENGR! .JUL 3.396.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
AUG 3,395 31 MOfi.'THLY 50.00% 000 
seP 3.395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
OCT 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
NOV 3.39S.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
DEC 3,395 a1 MONTI-4LY 50.00% 0.00 
JA"' 3,395.31 MONTHLY 5000~ 0.00 
FEB J,JS5.31 MONTHLY 60.00~ 000 
MAR 3,395.Jl MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
APfl 3,39'5.3, MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHlY 50.00~ 0.00 
JUN 1,39S 11 MON'tHLV 50.00'% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CRA.Nf SCOTT P. GRAD ASST JUL t,375 00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
AUG i ,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
SEP l,J?S.OO MO~THlV 33.00% 0.00 
O~T \.37~.00 MOHTHLV 33.00~ 0.00 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHlY 33.00% 000 
DEC 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
JAN \,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 000 
J.lB ~ ,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAR 1,37!5.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 000 
APR l ,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAY 1.375.00 MONTHlY 33.00% 0.00 
JUN 1,3?!.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
TOTAl 0.00 0.00 
~JNEFARE, K~NNfTH ASST P~Of! JUL e.oee.o-4 MONTHLY 18.80'% 0.00 
AUG 8.06&.04 MONTHlY 18.80% 0.00 
SEP 8,086.01. MONTHLY 18.80"' 0.00 
ocr 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 0.00 
NOV 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
OfC 6.068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 000 
JAN 6.068.04 MONTHLY l8.80% 0.00 
~u• 6,06&.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 0.00 
MAR 6,088.().4 MONTHLY 1 8.80% 0.00 
APR 6,086 04 MONTHLY 18.80% 1. 14J 08 1 t.S6 
MAY 6,008.0-4 MONTHlY 18 80~ 2. t4~.oa 11 . tie 
JUN 8.0&8.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
TOTAL 4,2ae.1e 23 1t 
GRANO TOTAl FaA ·s ~91-M ~286.10 23.1'1 
8/14188£26\Wel. xu 
n-=-(:H-·:1.\ lECH r~;fF C')\1 \D\~: = ~ ~-:-- ( ,f.•~j I \ .. I 
~:·r\·T FY -r_o ',",;-r·,~ ..---.·, ... :-·-r:' 
LuC.krii:I:U ~OHAUT • '( Co-l;,;., 
UEOto\Q;A INSHlUTI Uf TECHf.i~OO-... 
ANAL Y$t.i Of ~~~AI. &ll'Vi~U 
CONTRACl rEAM O.l-11-94 · 01-31·9? 
C~l'RACT 1114#7 ~! 740 
PR~( lfttA81·2010L TAaK ~~aa•GNM!NT A 
MONTHLY "'WEC'T ••t&TIMATED 
EM.,..OVf.E mu MONTH SALAIIIY nMI AMOUNT HOUR8 
J"'-Y 1. 1t86 ·JUNE 30. ,_ 
81ESEL. VAN 8 Af .. t.~GFI I JUl 3,62t .66 MONTHLY 60.00% 1,810.84 43.33 
.1\UG 3,821.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,S 10.84 43.33 
SEP 3,821.65 MONTHlY 50.00~ L810 84 43.33 
OCT l,e21.ee MONTHL'Y 50.00" a,B.21.6e ae.67 
NOV 6,02 i .66 MONTHLY SO.OO% 1 .S t0.84 43.3~ 
DEC 3.62l.68 MOI'H'HlY 50.00-)b 0.00 
.JAN 3,6~ l.~e MONTHLY &0.00% 0.00 
FES 3.&21.86 MONTHLY 50.00~ 3,621 .68 815.67 
MA.~ J,6:i 1.66 MONfHI.Y 5.0.00~ 1.810.84 43.33 
Afo"f-l 3,0.2l.&e MONTHlY 50.00% l.S 10 84 41.33 
MAY J.62l.&e MONTHlY 50.00~~ 1.810.84 43.33 
JVN 3,621.8-8 MONtt-:L'Y ~.OO'>b i,810.9; 43.34 
TOTAL 21 73(J.1 ~ 520.00 
D.l TER SJ-t;_.,N GRAD ASS r .uL C.OO MONlHL" 50.00% 0.00 (),00 
•uc. 0.00 MON"l"HLY so.oo~ ().CJO 0.00 
SfP 000 MONTHlY 50.00~ 0.00 0.00 
OCT 0.00 MOHTH&..V 60.00"' 0.00 0.00 
NOV 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 0.00 
DlC 0.00 MOf.CTHL'r' 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 1,3b0.00 MONTI-iLY 3300~ 45C.OC l'd.07 
FEB 1,350.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 450.00 19.07 
MAR l,350.0ll MONlHLY ll.OO% 460.0C Ht.07 
Af14 1,360.1)0 MONTHLY 33.00%. 4SO.Oll 19.07 
MAY i,l50.00 MONTHl.Y Jl.OO~ 450.00 19.07 
JUN 1,350.00 MONTHLr J3.00% 450.00 ~·Ql... 
TOTAL 2.700.00 , 14.40 
CRANE. scon P. GHAD ASST JUl 1.2~0.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 1.250.00 57.20 
AIJG 1,260.00 MOftiiT~l'f :,jj f.lO"' '.260.00 61.20 
SEP , .260.00 MONTHL'f l3.00~ 1.250.00 57 20 
OCT •.250 00 MONTHl't' 33.00% 0,00 
r-.ov 1.2~.00 MONTHLY 33.00'*' 0.00 
DEC 1.260.00 MONTHLY 33.00' o.oc 
JAN , ,.260.00 MONTHLY ~l.OO'- 0.00 
Ha 1,260.00 MONTHLY llOO% 0.00 
MAR 1,.250.00 MONTHL'r' 33.00,.. 0.00 
APf4. 1,.250.00 MONTt1L~ 33.00% 0.00 
MAY t ,2!)0.00 MON'ftiLV J3.00"' 0.00 
JUN l,lGO.OO MONTHLY Jl.OO~ 0.00 
TOTAl 3, 750.00 17LSO 
8i14196EZ&~88.J(l8 
_ OC-ll' HUl) AlJCot-tAl.fr S ,. CO-Q;\ 
~fORa..- WtTHVT£ Of T£CkNOlOGY 
~NAL V&l& or PEA80NAl .;eftVtCES 
COHTRACT T&RM 03-21-84 · 01<l1-87 
COHTMCT IRF727•10 
PRIME INAa1-.2.0102. TASK A.8lSIGNMENT •i 
MONTHLY PROJECT ••EsTIMATED 
~OYU T~ MONTH aA~RV TIMe AMOUNT HOURS 
CUNEFARE,KtNNET~ ASST P~Of JUL 8,086.04 MONTI-tL'V 18.80~ 4~88.16 2464 
I 
AUG &.068.04 ~ONTHLY 18.80~ 4.;A6.18 24.tl4 
SEP 6.066.04 MONTrclY 18.80% 4,586 18 24.54 
OCT e,oee.o4 MONTHLY 18.80,.. 1,639.93 8.81 
NOV &.o&e.o4 MONTHLY l8.8C% ~.eJ983 8.81 
DEC &.066.0-4 MONTHLY 18.80'% 1,639.83 8 81 
JAN 8,086 04 MONTHLY 18.80% l.512.77 813 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTI-fl'1 18 80% , ,}66 99 9.49 
MAA 6,068.04 MONTI-f!_y 1 9 .80,. I ,1;39.83 8.&1 
APR 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 819 92 440 
MAY 6,036.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 8.9.92 440 
JUN e.oee.o• MONTHLY 18 80'% 819.92 4.40 
TOTAl 25,057.22 1 j~ 98 
GAANO TOTAl fOR 1996-96 64.237 36 831 .&8 
\JLY 1, 1~ · JANUA~l' 31. i9Sl 
:fStt. VA"J el ~e~ ENGR I HJi.. J.A39.00 MONTHLY 50.00' 1. 319.SO 43.33 
AUG 3.839.00 MONTHLY M}OO% 000 0.00 
SEP 3,83~.00 MONTHLY SO.OO~ 0.00 0.00 
ocr 3,833.00 MONTHLY 50 00~ 0.00 0.00 
NOV 3,839.00 MO,_THlY 60.00% 000 000 
Otc $,S3S.OO MONTHlY W.OO% 000 0.00 
!A~ J.alg.oo MONTHlY 50.00~ () Q() 0.00 
FEB 3,839.00 MONTHt V bO.OO~ 0.00 000 
MAR 3 839 00 MONTHLY SO.OO% 0.00 0.00 
A~ 3.839.00 MONTHL"'' SO OO'lb 0.00 0.00 
MAY 3.,J9.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 000 0.00 
JUN ),839.00 MONTHLY 50.00'% 000 0.00 
TOTAL 1,91950 43.33 
._ TEFI. BRIAN GR"D ASS:· J!JL 1,1 ee.6e MONTHLY lt>O.OO% 1.1 RA 66 0.00 
AUG ,,,4>e5.0& MONTHlY 1i)0.00~ 000 0.00 
SEP , .• 86.86 MONTHLY 100.00~ 0.00 0.00 
CCT 1,168.66 MONTHLY l•JO.OO% 0.00 000 
NOV '', 68 tifS MONThLY 1()11').00, 0 .W 0.00 
DEC 1. l6& ea MONTHlY ,(1().00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN , .166 86 MONTHlY 1(10.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 1,1 ee.ee MONTHLY \{110.00~ 0.00 0.00 
MAR 1., ftl. 66 MONT~LY 1(1().00% 0.00 0.00 
APR 1. Je6.~~ MONTHLY 1(1() 00~ t).OO 0.00 
MAY 1., &e.ee M<>H'Tl\l" \CO.OO% 0.00 0.00 
..!UN 1.t&e.ee ~ONTHl '( 1CO.OOf)w -~-- .. -~.-
TOTAL 1.1 es&.ae 0.00 
S/1~JHE26W6M.)(U 
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;..OCi<H.tf.D AFJI;fft,.A,.vT i ?' C~.H.-..x 
1lf•~GJA i!•4!1TrlJff Of rECH~OUi'.l' 
AN,iU .. '~~' Sl$ VI- PERSONAl tJER\IICft 
CONTP..A CT teAM 03-21-!M · 0 l·J l-8 7 
CONTRACT IAF72 740 
PRIME ~A&l-20102. TASK AIStONMENl' 16-
~ONTHlV PROJECT 
MONYH IAlARY 11ME AMOUNT 
JUl e. '5159 33 MONTHLY 93 00% e. 149.33 
AUG 6.569.33 fo.AONTHl Y 93 00% 000 
Sf~ s 559 . .J3 MONT~l't' 93.00~ O.uO 
OCT ~.1:&9 Jl MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 
"wOV 8.559 . .13 MONTHLY 0.00~ 000 
OfC e .b~s . .ll MONT'Ht Y 0.00, O.UC 
JAN a.sss .·)3 MONTHLY 0 .OC' 000 
FeB e,sss.:n MONTHLY l•.OO% 0.00 
~AR 6.559.33 MONTHlY 000% 0.00 
AN~ e. S5l:I.JJ MONfHl.'f O.OO"A. 000 
M.AY e.sse Ja MON1"Hl Y C.OO~ !) 00 
.JI_lfii 6. ~59 3.1 MONTH! Y 0.00% 000 
















-~.:.13_6_4_9 ____ 1 ~· .46 
(.;.,t,,,_...~,, ... ., c~, .... t~·r. 38 !flq•·ited bv rh& F~tden•l QOY<Iti·J~f~t'fl 
;t1t.t11i,..,,u 11' :. ··.·JiJtr 1.. 21 I~ flguroa her8 a1o "stirraf&s 
l uo~o-j J;'<)" • ·~., l4nrn..~l si'\Jar y, t~ nurrb.sr of wolic hour~ ;1 
.. .,--our P'" f "'''.e-"'4\JO :or h·,:·.~uetod ettr.rt "e roqtJtr~ !"lv tho 
c crt!• ... l'tf';lj t".~ ~:n:,.; , hargea illach !"''lonth ,,,, thit prc.j&ct. 
6i '-4 tteE26 W6M. XUJ 
• 1 ~ ~s,wsu -·"' 
LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY CO-GA w GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL SERVICES ~~ 1f1c; CONTRACT TERM 03-21-94- 01-31-97 
CONTRACT #RF72740 
PRIME #NAS1-20102, TASK ASSIGNMENT #5 
MONTHLY PROJECT **ESTIMATED 
EMPLOYEE TITLE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1, 1996- JANUARY 31, 1997 
BIESELI VAN B. RES ENGR I JUL 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 11919.50 43.33 
AUG 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 11919.50 43.33 
SEP 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 11919.50 43.33 
OCT 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAR 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
APR 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAY 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
JUN 31839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 51758.50 130.00 
DA TER1 BRIAN GRAD ASST JUL 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 11166.66 173.33 
AUG 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 11166.66 173.33 
SEP 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 11166.66 173.33 
OCT 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAR 11166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
APR 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAY 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
JUN 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 3,499.98 520.00 
CUNEFARE,KENNETH ASST PROF JUL 6,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 6,149.33 151.12 
AUG 6,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 6,149.33 151.12 
SEP 6,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 6,149.33 151.12 
OCT 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
1/15/97E25W56B.XLS 
LOCKHEED AERONAUT SY CO-GA 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL SERVICES 
CONTRACT TERM 03-21-94-01-31-97 
CONTRACT #RF72740 




TITLE MONTH SALARY TIME 
FEB 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 
MAR 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 
APR 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 
MAY 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 
JUN 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 
TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL FOR 1996-97 
Georgia Tech does not track personal service charges for 
professional staff by the hour. We use the Planned-
Confirmation System as required by the Federal goverment's 
guidlines in Circular A-21. The figures here are estimates 
based upon the annual salary, the number of work hours in 
a year, the percentage of budgeted effort as required by the 




















GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORA 1riON L_ r~<- (: _, 
PLEASE REMtT TO: INVOICE NO. E·25-W56 9·24-97 
GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 1001,7 







ATTN: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
S/8 1-49, ZONE 0285 
86 SOUTt-1 COUll DRIVE 
MARIETTA, GA 30083-0285 
DESCRIPTION 
TITLE OF PROJECT 
PERSONAL SERVICES 
FRINGE BENFITS 




SUBCONTRACTS NON M IUC 
SUBCONTAAC TS M fDC 
INDIRECT 
246R8 I 19UAO 
PAYABlE UPON RECEIPT OF INVOICE 
SPONSOR ACCOUNT # 









85.474.57 16,567 00 
-· 
280.138.26 50,188.76 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS 
INVOICE CONTACT JIM WOODRUFF {404) 894-6757. 
PLEASE PAY THIS TOTAL AMOUNT $ 50f 188.76 
.::_.- 'I i:~ ""' -
RETAIN THJS COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS I certify that all expenditures reporte.;: ~of 
payment requested) ara for appropriate · 
purp0818 and In .ccordlnol wtlh the provisions 
of 1h~ Jnd,fWIIddocumants. 
c£a;(e, T. Du~.~rfm Director 
Grants & Contracts Accounting 
<:-, ,i. .. 
~L...o'"' &...II ""--l\..1..11t.J '-' \..V. 1 & &\..,,_ 1 W 
.:.....-~ Ul .1..-:t"'.LJ. Ul-VI\.U 1 ., I ._.._II . "'l:IJ"'l: VIJ"'l: ·JLV·J •.,.,. V/ v 
MONTHLY PROJECT • • E'STIMA TED 
l:MPLOYEE n1u MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY 1, 1997 ·JANUARY 31, 1998 
BIESEL, VAN B. RES ENGR I JUL 3,839.00 MONTHLY SO.OO% 1,015.41 22.92 
AUG 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,015.41 22.92 
SEP 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
OCT 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 3,ij39.00 MONTHLY GO.OO% 0 00 0.00 
DEC 3.83.9.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAR 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
APA 3,839.00 MONiHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAY 3,H~9.00 MONTHLY 60.00% 0.00 0.00 
JUN 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 2,030.82 45.85 
OA TER, BRIAN GRAD ASST JUL 1,188.68 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
AUG 1.166.66 MONTHlY 100.0()0.-t, 0.00 0.00 
~EP 1. l6CS.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0 00 000 
OCT 1.166.68 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 1,186,68 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 1,188.86 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
FF'8 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAH 1, 166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
APR 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAV 1,188.86 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
JUN 1.1 ua.ea MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CUNEFARE, KENNETH ASST PROF J~L 6,669.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 4,903.33 120.50 
AI.JG 6,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 4,903.33 120.50 
SEP '3,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 0.00 0.00 
OCT 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 8,569.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 8,669.38 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00~ 0.00 0.00 
MAR 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
APR 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAY 8,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
JUN 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00~ 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 9,806.6fl 241.01 
QRANO TOTAL FOR 1997-98 11,837.48 286.85 
Ute of Contract Total 149,783.06 • 4.1~.:..79_ 
• • NOTe: Gt,torg&e Toch 4.fuf.tr.J uot tru~,;k p~rsonttl ijfwtrvt~.:v chorun tor 
profeulonal ataff by th• hour. We use the Plannsd· 
Confirmation Svatem aa required by the Federal goverment'e 
guidJines in Circular A-21 . The figures hem~ are estimatas 
bas~d upon the annual aalery, the number of work hours in 
a yaar, the percenta.ye of budgeted effort as required by the 
cvntru"t· und tltu cactuul t.~hariJu!S ouuh mut;th ftJr thi~ J ..HvJoc.;.t. 
DT :l.Jl'(_~' I~ .!t LV.'< IK.~L I~ 
; ~-~.:J.-~1 ; 1-I-=lu lJt:.IJI(lJ I.-\ Jt.Ln-. -iU~ O~H :>:!0-:>; ~ II 0 3C.."' .......... ~, .. Hu.Jt:.l,;l ••t:.ttiiMAr~ 
EMPLOYEE TITLE MONTH SAiARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JULY l, 1996 ·JANUARY 31. 1997 
BIESEL. VAN B. RES ENGR I JUL 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,919.50 43.33 
AUG 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 1.918.50 43.33 
SEP 3,S39.00 MONTHLY 60.00% 1,919.50 43.33 
OCT 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 959.75 21.87 
NOV 3,939.00 MONTHLY 50.00'*- 959.76 21.67 
OEC l.aJ9.oo MONlHlV ~0.00% 959,75 .21.67 
JAN 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 959.75 21.EI7 
FEB 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 959.75 21.67 
MAR 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 959.75 21.67 
APR 3,839.00 MONTHlY 50.00~ 959.76 21.87 
MAY 3,839.00 MONTHLY 50.00% S!:i9.75 21.67 
JUN 3,Sl9.00 MONTHLY 60.00% 959.75 .21.67 
TOTAL 14,396.26 325.00 
DATER, BRIAN GRAD ASST JUL 1,166.86 MONTHLY 100.00% , '1 66.66 173.33 
AUG 1,, 88.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 1 '166.66 173.33 
SEP 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 1,166.66 173.33 
OCT 1,188 H8 MONTHlY 100.00% 1,166.66 173.33 ...-. 
NO \I 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 1,166,66 173.33 
oec 1,168,66 MONTHLY 100.00% 1,166.66 173.33 
JAN 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 1.166.66 173.33 
FEB 1,168,66 MONTHLY 100.00% 1,166.66 173.33 
MAR 1,166.66 MON'THLY 100.00~ 1.1 aa.aa 173.33 
APR 1.168 66 MONTHLY IOO.OO'k 0 ()Q 0.00 
MAY 1,166.66 MONTHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
JUN 1.1~8.66 MONrHLY 100.00% 0.00 0.00 
TOTAl 10,43!::J.94 1,500.00 
CUNEFARE, KENNETH ASST PROf JUL 6,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 6,149.33 151.12 
AUG 6,559.33 MONTHLY 93.00% 6,149.33 151.12 
SEP 6,55!).33 MONfHlY ~:3.00% 6,149.33 151.12 
Ot;:T 6,(;59.33 MUNfHLY 0.00% 0 (J() 0.00 
NOV 8,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
oec 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 6,659.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAR 6.559.33 MONTHLY o.ooc~ 0.00 0.00 
APR 6,559.33 MONlHLY 0.00% 1,751.00 0.00 
MAY 6,559.33 MONTHLY 0.00% 1,751.00 0.00 
JUN 6,559.33 MONTHlY 0.00% 1.751.00 0.00 
TOTAL l3,100.99 4b3.37 
GRANO TOTAL FOR 1996 97 48,697.18 2.338.37 
~C..' I tST;lJKA'l~ & LU.,li'CKJ~ ; ~-L-i-~1 ; 1-l; 1 u lJt: VKt.J I .-\ lr::..Ln- ~U-4 0~ :>~Go:>·: Oi 0 ............. ··-· rn~'-• ....... ~ . ....., 
EMPLOY& Trn.. MONTH SAlARY nME AMOUNT HOURS 
JCJLY 1, 1996 ·JUNE 30. 1996 
BlfSfl, VAN a. flES ft-IGR I JUL 3,621.66 MONTHLY bO.OO% 1 .a 10.84 43.33 
AUG 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810.84 43.33 
SEP 3,821.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810,84 43.33 
OCT 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 3,621.66 96.67 
NOV 3,621.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810.84 43.33 
DEC J,621.66 MONTHLY 50,00% 0.00 0,00 
JAN a,621.e56 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 3,621.66 . MONTHLY 50.00% 3,621.68 86.67 
MAR 3,521.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810.84 43.33 
APR 3,621.68 MONTHLY 60.00% 1,810.84 43.33 
MAY 3,82 t.66 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,810.84 43.3:3 
JUN 3,621.66 MONTHLY ~0.00% 1,810.92 43.34 
TOTAL 21,730.14 520.00 
DATER, SRIAN GRAO ASST JUL 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
AUG 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
S(P 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00~ 0.00 0.00 
OCT 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
NOV 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 0.00 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 _o.oo_ 
JAN 1,350.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 450.00 19.07 
FEB 1,350.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 450.00 19.07 
MAR 1,360.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 450.00 19.07 
APR 1,350.00 MONTHlY 33.00% 450.00 19.07 
MAY 1,350.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 4~000 19.07 
JUN 1,350.00 MONTHLY 33.00%. 450.00 19.07 
TOTAL 2,100.00 , 14.40 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRAD ASST JUL 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 57.20 
AUG 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 57.20 
SEP 1,250.00 MONTHlY 33.00% 1.250.00 57.20 
ocr 1,250.00 MONfiiLY J3.00% 0 00 0.00 
NOV 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 0.00 
DEC 1 ,2.50.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 0.00 
JAN 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 0.00 
FEB 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 0.00 
MAR 1.260.00 MONfHLY 33.00% 0.00 0.00 
APR 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00<;4 0.00 0.00 
MAY 1,260.00 MONTHlY 33.00~ 0.00 0,00 
JUN 1,250.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0,00 0.00 
TOTAL 3,750.00 171.80 
CUNEFARE, KENNeTH ASST PROF JUl.. 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 4,586.16 24.64 
AlJG 6,066.04 MONTfiLY 18.80% 4,596.1( :!4.G4 
SEP 8,088.04 MONTHLY 18.90% 4,586.18 24.84 
OCT 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 1,639.83 8.91 
NO \I 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 1,639.93 8.81 
DEC 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.90% 1,8J9.Bl a.s1 
JAN 6,0d8.04 MONTHLY I H.HO'ro 1,~, I '!..ll d.U 
FEB 8,086.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 1,766.89 9.49 
MAR 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 1,639.83 8.81 
APR 6,066.04 MONTHLY 19.80% a 19.92 4.40 
MAY ~.066.04 MONTHLY 18.80~ 819.92 4.40 
JUN 6,066.04 MONfHlY 18.80% 8l!:J.9l •1.40 
-- --~- .. -----
TOTAL 2ti.057 .22 139.98 
ORAND TOTAL HH~ 199t.l·96 54.237.36 8:i1 58 ---- --~ 
:St.!'! I ts Y ; UK.~., I :S & LU., 1 K.~L I :S ; tl-::::-I-tl/ ; 1-I:utl lJ t. Vt(t.J I .-\ tt.Ln- -lU-I Otl-4 ·J~O.J;;;: ~I •• ,._. •• I II .. I 
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EMPLOYEE riTLE MONTH SALARY TIME AMOUNT HOURS 
JUt. Y 1, 1993 - .JUNE 30, 1994 
BlfSEL, VAN B. RES F.NGR t JUL 3,395.31 MONTHLY 60.00% 0.00 
AUG 3,395.31 MONTHLY 5000% 0.00 
SEP 3,396.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
OCT 3,395.31 MONTHLY 60.00% 0.00 
NOV 3,395.31 MONlHLY 50.00% 0.00 
DEC 3,395.31 MONTHLY 60.00~ o.oo 
JAN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
fEB 3,396.31 MONTHLY bO.OO~ 0.00 
MAR 3,3515,31 MONTHLY 60.00% 0.00 
APR 3,396.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
MAY 3,395.31 MONTHLY GO.OO% 0.00 
JUN 3,l86.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CRANe, scon P. QRAO ASST JUL 1,375.00 MONTHLY JJ.OO% 0.00 
AUG ,,375.00 MONTHlY 33.00% 0.00 
Stf-1 1,375.00 MONiHLY lJ.OO% 0,00 
OCT 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33,00% 0.00 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
oec 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
JAN 1,375,00 MONTHLY 33.00% -o.oo-
FEB 1,376.00 MONfHL'r' 33.00% 0.00 
MAR 1,376.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
APR 1 ,37'5,00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
MAY 1,37~.00 MONTHLY 33 00% 0.00 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 0.00 
TOTAL 0.00 0.00 
CUNEFARE.KENNETH ASST PROf= JUL 6,0G6.04 MONTHLY 18 HO% 0.00 
AUO 6,066,04 MONTHL'l' 18.ij0% 0.00 
SEP 15,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
OCT 6,086.04 MONTHLY 1S.SO% 0.00 
NOV 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
OtC 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
JAN 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80°..(, 0.00 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAR 8.066.04 MONTHLY 18,80% 0.00 
APR 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 1.143.08 11 S6 
MAY 6,066.04 MONlHLY 1 B.tW% 1,143.08 11. 5tj 
JUN 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2,143.08 11.56 
TOTAl 6,4~9.24 34.07 
GRANO TOl"At. FOR 19~3-84 6.429.24 ..)4.67 -··- ,_.,... __ __..____...-... ... 
~t.l" 1 or:UKA~l~ ~ LU~lKALl~ tJ-~.:.l-~{ ; 1-I:u~ ~ lJI:.VKlJ 1.-\ II:.LM- -IU-1 0~ :lLO.:t • :a • I 0 
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PRIME INAS 1·201 02. TASK ASSIGNMENT #6 
MONTHLY PRruECT ••ESTIMATeD 
EMPlOYEE TITLE MONTH SALARY TIM I AMOUNT HOUR8 
JUlY 1. 1994- JUNE 30, 1996 
BlfSEL, VAN 13. RES FNGR I JUL 3,39G.l1 MONTHLY 5000% 0.00 
AUG 3,395.31 MONlHLY 50.00"' 0.00 
SEP 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00" 0.00 
OCT 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 0.00 
NOV 3,396.31 MONTHLY so.oocw, 0.00 
OEC 3,3!l5 31 MONTHLY SO.OO% 1,009.4/ 25.87 
JAN 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
FEB 3,395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
MAA 3,395.31 MONTt-ILY 60.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
APA 3.395.31 MONTHLY 50.00,. 1,708.33 43.77 
MAY 3,396.31 MONTHLY 60.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
JUN 3.395.31 MONTHLY 50.00% 1,708.33 43.77 
TOTAL 11,259.45 288.51 
CRANE, SCOTT P. GRAD ASST JUL 1,376.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1.333.33 55.88 
AUG 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,333.33 56.68 
SEP 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,333.33 55.68 
OCT 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,25000 52.20 
NOV 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,.250.00 62.20 
DfC 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 1,250.00 52.20 
JAN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00~ 183.34 7.66 
FEB 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 183.34 '7.66 
MAR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 183.34 7.66 
APR 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 193.34 1.68 
MAY 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 163.34 7.66 
JUN 1,375.00 MONTHLY 33.00% 183.34 !.66 
TOTAL 8,860.03 369.58 
CUNEFARE, KENNETH ASSi PROF JUL 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2,857.44 15.41 
AUG 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2,857.44 1 '3.41 
SEP 8,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 2,9S7 .44 1 '::i.41 
OCT 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
NOV 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
DEC 5,086.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
J.AN 6,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
FEB 6,066.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAR 6,088 04 MONrHLY 18&0% 000 
APR 8,068.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
MAY 6,066.04 MONTHLY IS.AO% 0.00 
JUN 6,088.04 MONTHLY 18.80% 0.00 
TOTAL 8,672.32 46.23 
QRA.ND TOTAL FOR 1994-96 28,681.80 704.31 
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PREFACE 
This report was prepared by Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems (LMAS) and Georgia 
Institute of Technology (GT) under Task Assignment 5 of Contract NASl-20102 with NASA 
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OPTIMIZATION IN STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICS 
USING FEM/BEM 
S.P. Engelstad, K.A. Cunefare, S. Crane, V. Biesel, B. Dater, E. A. Powell 
SUMMARY 
This report documents the results of a research program to develop a computational scheme 
using Finite Element and Boundary Element Methods (FEMIBEM) to minimize noise transmis-
sion into an aircraft fuselage interior by optimizing selected structural parameters. The algorithm 
is composed of MSC/NASTRAN (FEM) to model the structure, AAC CO:MET/ Acoustics (BEM) 
to model the acoustic fluid, and CONMIN and COMPLEX as the optimizers. The algorithm can 
treat single- and multi-frequency excitations with multiple objective and constraint options. The 
potential and applicability has been validated against idealized unstiffened and stiffened cylinders, 
as well as against a more complex model of an actual airframe. Shell (skin) thickness and stiffener 
cross section dimensions were selected as design variables, and significant noise reduction poten-
tial by tailoring these details was demonstrated with little or no impact on weight. Various 
objective functions/constraints were evaluated. The best performing formulation minimizes the 
sum of pressure squared subject to constraints on weight and bounds on design variables. The 
computational efficiency and performance of the algorithm has been evaluated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the research accomplishments of a joint Lockheed/Georgia Tech research 
program directed toward optimizing the acoustic environment inside aircraft structures. The 
objective of the research was to develop design tools such that the structure of an aircraft fuselage 
may be tailored in such a way as to minimize the interior noise levels. 
It is desirable that future aircraft be designed to have quieter passenger cabins, eliminating the 
need for retrofitted active or passive noise control systems. Designing quiet structures is itself a 
form of passive noise control, and falls under the broad category of Multidisciplinary Design 
Optimization (MDO). MDO is defined as a formal design methodology based on the integration 
of disciplinary analyses and sensitivity analyses, optimization and artificial intelligence, appli-
cable at all stages of the multidisciplinary design of aerospace systems [ 1]. Design of quiet aircraft 
cabins is multidisciplinary in that it requires satisfaction of not only acoustic goals and constraints, 
but also structural goals and constraints such as weight, stress· and aeroelastic effects. Figure 1.1 
shows a typical MDO problem statement [2], where the constraints are equations modeling 
conditions that must be satisfied and the goals represent conditions that are desired but not required 
for a successful design. Ar and As are functions that model the multiple design objectives of the 
problem. 
The objective, constraint, and goal functions in a MDO problem model the often conflicting 
goals of a variety of disciplines. This makes the multidisciplinary design process extremely 
complicated, requiring many iterations of time-consuming analyses coupled with a mathematical 
programming algorithm as a means of optimizing the system. In addition, due to the complexity 
and often high nonlinearity of MDO problems, it is nearly impossible to guarantee that a solution 
is truly optimal. It is more likely that a set of local optimum solutions will be generated rather than 
a single global optimum. It remains the task of the designer to choose from among this set of 
optimal solutions the one which best satisfies not only the goals and constraints defined in the 
MDO problem, but also meets more intangible standards such as design experience and intuition. 
While MDO offers many benefits to design engineerst industry has been reluctant to confront the 
difficult challenges that it also presents. Cohn, in discussing structural optimization, points out 
that while a vast amount of literature exists on the subject, there are few instances where optimi-
zation has been applied to real problems in industry [3]. He states that optimization can aid the 
design process in three ways: (1) goal-orientation of the design approach; (2) tedium reduction; (3) 
decision-making help, trend finding, and preliminary design guidance. Although MDO may be 
difficult to implement, it offers a number of far reaching benefits to the designer, and it is 
beginning to be embraced by the aerospace industry for optimization of aircraft structures and 
performance. 
FIND 
The vector of design variables (x) 
SATISFY 
The constraints 
~(x) {~} Gu (or all u 
The goals 
~ (x) {n Gt for all t 
MAXIMIZE 
Ar(X) for all r 
MINIMIZE 
As(x) for all s 
Figure 1.1 - General Model of a Multidisciplinary Design Optimization Problem 
The research at hand sought to exploit the current state of the art in structural dynamic 
modeling codes, acoustic radiation modeling codes, and optimization to tailor the structural details 
of cylindrical aircraft structures for minimum interior noise levels. The research considered two 
academic cylindrical shell models: one bare isotropic model and one stiffened model, and a model 
derived from the production analysis model for a commercial aircraft manufacturer. 
To conduct the intended optimization on these models, an extensive program development and 
integration effort was performed. This development effort involved the development and use of a 
UNIX shell script to integrate optimization codes (CONMIN and COMPLEX), a structural 
analysis code (NASTRAN, by McNeal-Schwendler (MSC)), and an acoustic analysis code 
(COMET/Acoustics, by Automated Analysis Corporation (AAC)). 
For the development of the basic algorithm and capability, we considered an idealized fuselage 
modeled as a cylinder segment. We sought to minimize a measure of the interior noise within the 
2 
cylinder, while imposing a constraint on the weight of the cylinder. Other variations on this 
objective include a combined minimum weight and noise objective, and also minimum weight 
with constraint on noise. Other constraints include structural-integrity, including local stress limits 
and buckling. We consider both single-frequency and multi-frequency (using a peak-tracking 
algorithm) acoustic and structural excitations. The design tool has the capability to perform cross-
section optimization on stiffener members. Further, it can include pressure-stiffening effects, and 
the ability to discriminate between which structural modes to include in the peak-tracking based 
on percentage of strain energy associated with the modes. 
A great deal of research has examined optimal design for minimum weight [ 4-6], minimum 
fundamental frequency [7], specified displacement [8], etc. However, the research reported here, 
with its use of a desired acoustic response as a fundamental component of the objective function, 
appears to be relatively unique. Some recent work that seeks to integrate acoustic considerations 
into the design optimization process include those of the Naghshineh [9] and Lamancusa [10]. The 
Naghshineh work [9] presents a means to tailor certain material properties to achieve a desired 
minimum noise condition, but without constraints on weight. The Lamancusa work [10] presents 
a number of different formulations for acoustic objective functions. Hambric [11] considered a 
number of different optimization formulations as applied to the exterior radiation from cylinders. 
In light of the above, and to the best of our knowledge, the integrated design tool developed under 
the research project documented in this report represents a unique capability within the aerospace 
industry. Note that several software modeling companies, including McNeal-Schwendler and 
SDRC, are moving to incorporate similar capabilities as those developed here into their commer-
ical products. 
In the following sections, we review the Finite Element Method/Boundary Element Method 
(FEM/BEM) solution/modeling procedures, the theoretical basis for our optimization approaches, 
the computational structure of the integrated optimization algorithm, the results of our model 
studies, and our conclusions. 
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2. FEMIBEM MODELING 
2.1 Solution Procedures 
The structural/acoustics problem discussed in this report involves a solution of the linear har-
monic structural dynamics equations coupled with the linear wave equation. The structural 
problem is solved using the MSC/NASTRAN FEM solution, while the acoustic problem is solved 
using the CO:MET/Acoustics BEM solution. A brief review of the governing equations follows 
here, but since the primary focus of this work is in the area of optimization, the FEMIBEM 
formulation details are omitted. 
The general form of the equilibrium equation for the finite element discretized degrees of 
freedom of the linear structural system are: 
[M] {ii} + [B] {u} + [K] {u} = {P(t)} (2.1) 
where { u} is the vector of grid point displacements , { u} is the vector of grid point velocities, 
{ ii} is the vector of grid point accelerations, [M] is the mass matrix, [B] is the damping matrix, [K] 
is the structural stiffness matrix, and { P(t)} is the time-dependent applied force vector. A 
frequency response solution assumes a harmonic loading of the applied force vector at the jth 
element. Assuming a steady state solution of Eq. (2.1) and constant M, B, and K matrices results 
in a harmonic displacement solution of the following form: 
[- Mw2 + iBw + K] {ii} eiwt = {P} eiwt (2.2) 
Note that the factor eirot can be eliminated from Eq. (2.2), and becomes an underlying factor of the 
solution. The vector { p } is a frequency dependent set of dynamic loads on the structure. The 
displacement solution { u} eiwt is differentiated to produce the velocity solution required for the 
acoustic analysis. To account for stiffening effects, the converged nonlinear stiffness matrix, KNL, 
is used in place of the linear stiffness matrix K. 
The acoustic boundary element method (BEM) is used for the required interior and exterior 
acoustic analyses. The governing differential equation is 
(2.3) 
where V2 is the Laplacian operator, k is the acoustic wavenumber, and pis the acoustic pressure. 
This equation is the Helmholtz equation, the time harmonic case of the linear wave equation. 
Equation (2.3) and its fundamental solution, the free space Green's function, are used to derive the 
governing integral equations over the acoustic domain. This volume integral can be expressed as 
a surface integral by Green's theorem. The surface integral is called the Helmholtz Integral 
Equation, and may be used to solve for the pressure anywhere in the acoustic domain, including on 
the surface. The Helmholtz Integral Equation is typically iinplemented through discrete elements 
mapped onto the surface of the structure, leading to what is called the Boundary Element Method 
(BEM). Typically, the BEM requires specified normal velocity boundary conditions. Several 
alternative implementations exist for the acoustic BEM, including what is termed the indirect 
BEM. For the indirect BEM, the boundary conditions are the differences in pressures and differ-
ences in the gradient of the pressures across the boundary. 
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Discretization of the surface geometry and numerical integration lead to a system of algebraic 
equations for unknown surface quantities (pressures or pressure differences) at discrete points on 
the surface. In matrix form these equations are fully populated. This system of equations can be 
solved to yield the values of the boundary variables. Once the boundary variables are known. it is 
then possible to determine the acoustic quantities anywhere within the acoustic domain. Typically. 
this is done at a number of discrete points within the volume, called "data recovery nodes". 
2.2 Model Descriptions 
The numerical models are described in this section. This includes the test cylinder models 
used to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, and the Cessna fuselage model. 
2.2.1 Test Models. In this study. unstiffened and stiffened uniform thickness cylinders. clamped 
at both ends are investigated to represent an idealized fuselage structure. The excitation is a single 
tone exterior monopole source on one side of the fuselage. chosen to represent a propellor source. 
The cylinder geometry and excitation were modeled after that of the NASA Composite Test 
Cylinder [12] and also the numerical model of Grosveld. et al. [13]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 
structural finite element model for the unstiffened cylinder. A cylindrical coordinate system 
(r.8.x) is used with the origin in the center of the clamped end. and with the x-axis running along 
the length of the cylinder. The aluminum cylinder has length L = 3.66 m. a radius of 0.838 m. 
and a thickness of 1.7 mm. Selecting to study only symmetric modal response. only one quarter 
of the cylinder is modeled (0:::; x:::; L/2. 0:::; 8:::; 1r). A direct frequency response solution is used 
to compute the structural velocity response in NASTRAN. Structural damping at 1% of critical is 
applied to the cylinder. 
.._ ClampedEnd 




BEM Data Recovery Mesh 
Figure 2.1 - Finite Element and Boundary Element Models 
The primary exterior acoustic field is due to a single monopole source located at 0.168 m from 
the shell and at xiL = 0.5 and 8 = 0. Since a one-way coupled structural acoustic formulation is 
utilized here. the exterior and interior acoustic problems are solved separately. using the indirect 
BEM solution in COMET/ Acoustics. Thus. prior to optimization. the exterior acoustic problem is 
solved to determine the blocked pressure due to the monopole on the outside of the cylinder. This 
pressure is integrated to produce the external loading of the NASTRAN FEM model, and for a 
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single frequency analysis. this loading remains constant throughout the optimization. The 
NASTRAN FEM structural and COMET/Acoustics BEM interior acoustic responses are 
computed repeatedly in the optimization process. The design variables selected for this model 
were the shell thicknesses and stiffener cross-section dimensions. 
Figure 2.1 also illustrates the BEM boundary mesh and original data recovery interior mesh 
(refinements to this mesh will be discussed in Section 5.2). The boundary mesh density was set to 
handle the wavelengths appropriate for an analysis frequency of 250Hz or less. The initial data 
recovery mesh was modeled after that in Grosveld. et al. [13]. however the mesh density was 
dramatically reduced. A total of 188 data recovery nodes were used in this mesh. 
For the stiffened version of the structural model. frame and stringer stiffeners were added to 
the same cylinder. For this model. design variables were not only shell thicknesses. but also 
heights and lengths of stiffener section dimensions. This model has exactly the same number of 
nodes as in the unstiffened problem since the frame and stringer stiffeners are modeled using offset 
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Figure 2.2 - FEM Model with s.~feners 
2.2.2 Cessna Fuselage Model. A model of a Cessna Citation m was constructed to test the 
performance of the algorithm and potential noise reduction for a real fuselage structure. The 
description of this model and results are given in Chapter 7. The results discussed in this report 
prior to chapter 7 refer to the test cylinder models described in the previous subsection. 
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3. OPTIMIZATION APPROACH 
Section 1 described the multidisciplinary design optimization problem in its most general 
form. The general formulation is intended to show the broad range of application of MDO, and 
the fact that the design variables, constraints, goals, and objectives can model a system with 
elements from many different disciplines. In reality, . such a general problem statement is 
extremely difficult to transform into a working model. While a vast number of mathematical 
programming algorithms exist, few if any are capable of solving the problem of Figure 1.1. This 
section presents a description of the two optimization algorithms, CONMIN and COMPLEX, used 
in this research. Subsequently, we present the formulations for the optimization problem. 
Many methods of constrained optimization are single-objective, requiring that multi-objective 
problems be recast in single-objective format. They do not recognize goals, only constraints. 
These algorithms seek a single, unique optimal solution to the design problem. As mentioned in 
Section 1, this is rarely possible, and instead several solution attempts may yield several different 
designs from which the optimum can be chosen. 
We implemented two single-objective optimizers in the course of this research: CONMIN 
[14], a FORTRAN program that uses a modified form of Zoutendijk's method of feasible direc-
tions algorithm to solve constrained problems and the conjugate direction method of Fletcher and 
Reeves to solve unconstrained problems; and COMPLEX, a FORTRAN program that implements 
M. J. Box's [ 15] algorithm. 
CONMIN can optimize both linear and nonlinear objective functions. CONMIN was chosen 
for its familiarity, having been used in previous research, its ease of implementation, and because 
it could solve problems with initially infeasible solutions. 
COMPLEX can treat the same objective functions as CONMIN, however, where CONMIN 
requires gradient information for the objective and constraints, COMPLEX does not. This makes 
COMPLEX suitable for analyses where the calculation of gradients is too computationally 
intensive, or where gradients are not available. COMPLEX is a direct-search optimizer. 
3.1 CONMIN - Method of Feasible Directions 
The general optimization problem of Section 1 can be rewritten for the case of single-objective 
constrained optimization using the method of feasible directions as: 
Minimize f(x) (3.1) 
Subject to gj(x) ~ 0 for j = 1, 2.:J (3.2) 
(3.3) 
where Eq. (3 .1) represents a single-objective function of the vector of design variables x. Equation 
(3.2) represents a set of inequality constraints implicit or explicit in the design variables, and Eq. 
(3.3) represents upper and lower bounds on the design variables, or side constraints. This formu-
lation does not consider equality constraints, because such constraints do not have a feasible 
interior. As mentioned by Vanderplaats [14], equality constraints may be treated as an analysis 
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sub-problem or may be considered by treating some of the design variables as dependent variables. 
·As long as the conditions represented by equality constraints are remembered, they may be omitted 
from the formulation. In this research, all constraints were modeled as inequalities. 
As is standard for all direct methods of nonlinear optimization, the method of feasible 
directions proceeds iteratively, choosing a new vector of design variables at each step that hope-
fully results in an improvement in the objective function over the previous step. The new vector 
of design variables is chosen by moving a certain distance and direction in the design space from 
the previous vector of design variables. A linear approximation of the problem is used to deter-
mine the search direction. Once the direction is known, the N-dimensional design problem 
becomes a one-dimensional line search at each step. This process is stated mathematically as 
(3.4) 
where q is the number of the current iteration, S is a search ~irection, and a* is the step distance in 
that direction that minimizes the objective function. It is necessary to determine a direction S such 
that the step a*Sq be both usable and feasible, that is, it must reduce the objective while ensuring 
that no constraints are violated. The condition that S be usable can be stated as 
(3.5) 
where V f( xq) is the normalized analytic gradient of the objective function. The condition of 
feasibility for search direction S is 
(3.6) 
where V g i xq) is the normalized analytic gradient of the Jh active constraint and NAC is the 
number of active constraints. A constraint is defined as being active if the condition g;{xq)=O 
holds. Figure 3.1 is a diagram of a two-dimensional problem with a single constraint, showing the 
relationship of the usable-feasible region to the gradients of the objective and constraint. 
The search direction S can be found by solving 
Maximize p (3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
S Bounded. (3.10) 
This problem will attempt to find a search direction that is opposed to the directions of the 
gradients of the objective and constraints. The 9i are "push-off' factors that push the design away 
from the active constraints. The choice of the ei is important. If they are zero, the resulting search 
direction will be tangent to the constraints and the objective will be reduced quickly. However, 
there is a risk that the constraints will be frequently encountered if they are nonlinear. If the ei are 
large, the search direction will tend to be tangent to the gradient of the objective and will not 
reduce the objective by very much, but the constraints will not be encountered at every step. The 
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values of ej can be made variable, and by using a penalty function an initially infeasible design 
(where violated constraints are also considered active) can quickly be brought into the feasible 
design space. In this case the objective function would be modified to be 
(3.11) 
where the constraint of Eq. (3.8) is eliminated but the others remain unchanged, and cp is a 





Figure 3.1 Diagram of Usable-Feasible Region in a Two-Dimensional Design Space 




where NDV is the number of design variables. This transformation makes the problem of Eqs. 
(3.7) - (3.10) a linear problem with one quadratic constraint. By applying the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions, this can be converted to a purely linear problem. The Simplex method can be 
employed to solve this problem. If the final result is such that~ equals zero, then Sq-Sq= 0 and the 
design is a relative optimum, otherwise Sq is a usable-feasible· direction and the next step of the 
optimization can proceed. 
Having determined a search direction S, it is now necessary to perform a one-dimensional 
search along S to determine a step size a* that minimizes the objective. This can be done using 
any of a number of one-dimensional search strategies. CONMIN uses two- and three-point 
interpolation to approximate the objective in one dimension. The minimum value of this one-
dimensional function is then easy to determine. Knowing a* and S, Eq. (3.4) can be used to 
compute the design variables for the next iteration. 
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3.2 COMPLEX Method 
The nonlinear optimization method chosen for this approach is M.J. Box's Complex Method 
[15]. As mentioned previously, it is a direct-search algorithm, requiring calculations of only the 
objective function and constraints. The Complex Method was chosen for its ability to span large 
portions of the design space, thereby providing a better chance of fmding the global optimum, and 
for its ability to solve constrained minimization problems. The Complex Method assumes that 
satisfying the explicit (side) constraints of the variable values does not guarantee a feasible point 
(i.e., satisfying the implicit constraints). 
The Complex Method of nonlinear constrained optimization is an extension of the simplex 
method of unconstrained optimization. Like the simplex method, the Complex Method "is based 
on the generation and maintenance of a pattern of search points and the use of projections of 
undesirable points through the centroid of the remaining points as the means of finding new trial 
points." [ 16] When inequality constraints are applied to the simplex method, problems arise with 
the generation of an initial simplex of points. As each point is generated it must be tested for 
feasibility, and if it is found to be infeasible, it must be adjusted. This adjustment destroys the 
regularity of the simplex. Also, the points must be sequentially generated, rather than being 
defined using the formula for a regular simplex. These considerations led Box to propose the 
Complex Method [15], which uses an irregular complex of points in place of a regular simplex of 
points. 
Figures 3.2 to 3.5 show how this implementation of the Complex Method operates. The *'sin 
the figures indicate the modifications (additional logic) which were added to the original algorithm 
for this research. 
Calculate Objective Function end 
t--------.! Constraint Velu~ for Normalization 
Calculate Objective Function end 
Con3trai nt Vel ue3 for Final Centroid 
Point 
Figure 3.2 - COMPLEX Main Program Schematic 
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The Complex Method attempts to optimize (minimize in this implementation) the objective 
function by reflecting bad points through a centroid to find a better point. The initial steps set up 
the run by randomly generating a complex of points that should contain at least N+ 1 points, where 
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Figure 3.3 - COMPLEX Point Generation Phase Schematic 
After a set of valid (satisfying all constraints) points has been generated, the algorithm moves 
to the optimization phase of the run (Figure 3.4 ). In this phase, the method calls for the improve-
ment of the worst point in the complex (the point with the highest objective function value). To 
improve a point, the algorithm reflects it through the centroid of the remaining points. If the new 
point is worse, or it violates an implicit constraint, it is retracted half the distance to the centroid. 
The method continues in this manner until two convergence criteria are met (discussed in the next 
section), or the maximum number of function evaluations is reached (this is set by the user). 
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Figure 3.4 - COMPLEX Optimization Phase Schematic 
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As was briefly described above, the method starts with an initially feasible point (in this 
implementation, this point is randomly generated), and from there, a set of P trial points is 
generated (Figure 3.3) by 
xi,j = xf + r(x~- xf) (3.13) 
where: 
= 1,2, ... ,N, 
J = 2, 3, ... , P, 
Xi,j = a design variable value, 
r = a random number between 0 and 1, 
and where Pis a number not less than N+l. If a new point is infeasible (it violates one or more of 
the implicit constraints), it is retracted half the distance to the centroid of the valid, previously 
generated points. An invalid point is retracted until it becomes feasible. Notice that Eq. 3.13 will 
always produce a valid point with respect to the explicit constraints. 
When a set of P feasible points has been generated, the method moves to the optimization 
phase (Figure 3.4). It takes the point with the highest (for minimization) or lowest (for maximi-
zation) objective function value, and reflects it through the centroid of the remaining points, 
xn = X + Q (X - xT) 
where: 
xa = the new point 
x = the centroid of the remaining points, 
xr = the rejected point, 
a = the reflection parameter. 





where, i is 1,2, ... ,N. It is possible that some of the new point's design variable values violate the 
explicit constraints (variable bounds). If this occurs, these design variable values are reset to the 
value of the bound that they violate. 
When a new point has been calculated, the objective function and constraints are evaluated. 
There are now three possibilities [ 16]: 
• The new point is feasible and its function value is not the highest of the set of points. In 
this case, the method continues with the selection of the point with the highest objective 
function value as the next point to be reflected. 
• The new point is feasible and its objective function value is the highest of the current set of 
P points. This type of point is retracted half the distance to the previously calculated 
centroid. 
• The new point is infeasible. In this case, the point is retracted half the distance to the 
centroid as well. 
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The method continues until the two stopping criteria are met, or the maximum number of 
function evaluations is exceeded. The first stopping criterion is based on the objective function 
values of all P points in the complex. This convergence criterion, 
p 2 




is the sum of the squared differences between each point's objective function value and the 
average objective function value of the points in the complex. The criterion is met if this value is 
less than or equal to the value of E (a user defined variable). The second criterion that must be met 
for convergence of the solution is a measure of the design space covered by the complex of points 
N p 2 
.L .L (xi,j - xi) 










xi p Lxi,j (3. 20) 
j=l 
and where, i is 1 ,2, ... ,N. When both of these criteria have been met, the method has converged to 
an optimum point. 
Several additions (indicated with *'sin Figures 3.2- 3.5) were made to the original method of 
optimization during this research. Occasionally, situations were encountered where the optimi-
zation program would get "stuck." When these situations were found, attempts were made to 
eliminate their future occurrence by adding additional search logic to the existing method. These 
additions originated with this research, and were not found in the literature, and as such represent 
a new contribution. 
Often, during the optimization phase of a run (Figure 3.4), a better point could not be found by 
retracting half the distance to the centroid. When no appreciable change in a point can be detected 
through a retraction, meaning that the point is very close to the centroid, the point is reflected in 
the opposite direction, 
xn = x - a ( x - .,( ) (3.21) 
This causes the new point to be on the same "side" of the centroid as the original, rejected point, 
except that it is a times farther away from the centroid. If this point is still not acceptable,. it is 
again retracted half the distance to the centroid. This type of search allows the optimizer to fmd 
design improvements that were inaccessible with the original algorithm. 
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If the negative reflection (Equation 3.21) and subsequent retractions also fail to find a better 
point, the method begins a search of the vector of points formed by the rejected point and the 
centroid (Figure 3.5). This is accomplished by modifying a variable that replaces a in Equation 
3.14. This new variable is varied from 2.0 to -2.0 by increments of 0.1. Once again, if an explicit 
constraint is violated for a design variable, that design variable is set to the value of the constraint. 
This movement along the vector formed between the original worst point and the centroid of points 
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* 
Figure 3.5 - COMPLEX Point Modification Schematic 
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A point that cannot be improved upon by any of these methods is said to be a problem point. 
Instead of throwing this point away and generating a new one, the optimizer ignores it. To do this, 
the program sets the problem point's objective function value to the negative of its current value 
(Figure 3.5). This makes it the lowest value, and provides a simple method of identification. Any 
points with negative objective function values are excluded from centroid or convergence criteria 
calculations. This technique would clearly not work with. an objective function that could have 
negative values. In this implementation though, it is impossible to have a true negative objective 
function value, so this technique is acceptable. 
After a set number of improved, feasible points have been found, the objective function values 
of points that are negative are reset to positive values. This is done in the hopes that the centroid 
of the complex of points has moved far enough to allow these problem points to be improved upon. 
3.3 Objective Function Formulations 
Four objective function formulations were implemented. The four formulations address 
different means of considering interior noise and weight. A relatively simple problem (low node-
count cylinder model) was used in the development and testing of the design tool. The baseline 
formulation considers only the interior acoustics of the cylinder, with no explicit limit on weight. 
The remaining three formulations consider both the acoustics and the weight of the cylinder. 
These remaining formulations are referred to as the acoustic problem, the weight problem, and the 
compound problem, where the names refer to the property that is being minimized (compound 
implies that both acoustics and weight are being minimized simultaneously). The following 
sections detail each of these objective function formulations. 
3.3.1 Baseline Formulation. This formulation only considers the interior acoustic behavior of 
the cylinder model. The objective is to minimize the sum of the squares of the acoustic pressure 
amplitudes measured at the data recovery nodes of the cylinder model. The only constraints are 
side constraints that impose upper and lower bounds on the design variables. Stated mathemati-
cally, the optimization problem is 
NDRl'.' 
2: I p, (x)l2 
NDRN 
2: Pi (x) p;(x) 
Minimize f(x) --=i~=-=-1 --- -
(l:P2)ref (2: r)ref 
i= 1 (3.22) 
(3.23) 
where Pi(x) is the complex pressure, implicitly a function of the design variables, at the ith data 
recovery node, p;(x) is its complex conjugate, and NDRN is the number of data recovery nodes in 
the cylinder. The gradient of the objective function with respect to the jthdesign variable,xj, is 
a f NDRN ( a ..... a .... ) NDRN ( a .... ) -= ~ ..... ___!!_!_+ -~___l!i =2 ~ Re ..... -'lJ. a x. L.J P~ a x. P' a x. ~ P, a x. 
J i-1 J J i-1 J 
(3.24) 
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where Re represents the real part of the argu~ent and the derivative a P; is the global structural 
acoustic sensitivity derivative. a xi 
3.3.2 Acoustic Formulation. The acoustic formulation seeks the vector of design variables 
that minimizes the sum of the squared acoustic pressures subject to the side constraints and to a 
constraint on the total weight of the structure. In a similar manner, Lamancusa [10] looked at 
optimizing the thickness of an isotropic plate to minimize radiated acoustic power, subject to a 
constraint on the mass of the plate. The formulation is stated as: 
Minimize 
NDRN 
I: Pi (x) p;(x) 
f (X) - --._i=_,__l ---
(L P2)ref 






W is the total weight of the structure, and W Max is a user-specified maximum weight. Notice that 
it is entirely possible, and in fact likely, that the initial weight of the cylinder will exceed the 
specified maximum, indicating an infeasible starting point. This is not a problem for either 
CONMIN or COMPLEX , which are able to move the design into the feasible space. As in the 
baseline formulation, the objective function is nonlinear, and the added constraint on the weight is 
linear in the design variables. 
3.3.3 Weight Formulation. The weight formulation seeks the vector of design variables that 
minimizes the weight of the structure subject to design variable side constraints and a constraint 
on the maximum value of the sum of the squared pressure~. Again, Lamancusa [I 0] investigated 
a similar formulation for a plate model, where mass was minimized subject to a constraint on the 
radiated acoustic power. The weight formulation is stated as: 
Minimize f(x) = W!Wref (3.28) 
Subject to (3.29) 
(3.30) 
where (~ p 2) Max is the maximum sum of the squared pressures. The user specifies this maxi-
mum average value for the squared pressure at the data recovery nodes, and this number is multi-
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plied by the number of nodes to determine the maximum sum. Note that the objective function in 
this case is linear while the constraint is nonlinear. The weight formulation is in effect the 
converse of the acoustic formulation, and it will be observed that they produce very similar results. 
3.3.4 Compound Formulation. The compound formulation seeks to find the vector of design 
variables that simultaneously minimizes the sum of t~e squared acoustic pressures and the 
structural weight. Because CONMIN can only minimize a single-objective function, it is neces-
sary to find a way to cast this multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem. Bends0e 
et al. [ 17] used a method whereby a multi-criterion problem could be handled by minimizing 
bounds on the criteria. This concept is applied here. The objectives, the pressure sum and the 
weight, are normalized by their initial values and required to be less than bounds ~a and ~w, 
respectively. These bounds are considered to be two additional design variables, and their 
weighted sum is taken as the new objective function, where Jla and Jlw are the respective weighting 
factors. The weighting factors allow one or the other objective to be considered more important. 
It is necessary to use the "beta" variables since it is physically meaningless to minimize the sum of 
the normalized pressures and weight. The "beta" variables allow the pressures and weight to be 
recovered at any step in the optimization. Not using this bounding variable method would require 
additional post-processing to recover the optimal values of the objectives. The mathematical 
statement of the formulation is: 
Minimize 11 R +u R rat-'a rwt-'w (3.31) 
NDRN 
}: Pi(x) p;(x) 
Subject to i::l (3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
where (~ P2) is the initial value of the sum of the squared pressures (before the optimization 
Ref .. 
process began), and similarly Wref is the initial weight of the structure. The "beta" variables are 
initially set to be 1.0, to make both constraints active initially. In addition, upper and lower bounds 
on the "betas" are set to be very large and very small, to allow them to vary freely. In this way, it 
can be seen that Eq. (3.32) and (3.33) represent rather flexible constraints. Notice that this method 
allows additional objectives to be modeled, merely by adding additional "beta" variables and 
constraints. As with the weight formulation, the objective for the compound formulation is linear, 
but represents a different quantity. The acoustic constraint is nonlinear, and the weight constraint 
is linear. · 
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3.4 Additional Constraints - Structural Integrity: Stress and Buckling 
There are several additional constraints, dealing with buckling and structural integrity, that 
may be added to any of the above formulations. These constraints use information generated by 
the Finite Element Analysis program (NASTRAN) to determine if a given design is structurally 
sound. If it is not, the design is rejected. The additional constraints are represented generically as 
(3. 35) 
where Gz(x) is the value of the normalized constraint, gz(x) is the calculated value of the 
constraint, and g~nax is the maximum allowable value for the constraint. Using this representation 
(Eq. 3.26), a constraint is violated if its normalized value is greater than zero. This makes the task 
of checking the new design for feasibility simpler for the optimization program. The program only 
needs to check the returned array of constraints for numbers greater than zero. 
For these "integrity" constraints, translator or extraction programs are used to find the appro-
priate data within the various output datasets. The foll~wing describes the explicit integrity 
constraints. 
3.4.1 Stress Constraint Formulation. Static stress loads throughout the structure can be calcu-
lated for each model design using a separate NASTRAN or static FEM run. Resultant stresses can 
be compared to known, allowable limits and reported to the optimizer as constraints so that only 
structurally feasible designs are considered. 
For this work, the maximum and minimum principal stresses at the outer surfaces or at the 
mid-plane of model elements of interest are compared to upper and lower bounds for each 
element. Two constraints exist for each element (one for the upper bound, one for the lower 
bound). The stress constraint formulation for the upper bound on the maximum principal stress is 
[ ( cr - C>1ower ) I (crupper- crlower )] - I ~ 0 (3.36) 
The st1·ess constraint formulation for the lower bound on the minimum principal stress is 
[ ( crupper - cr ) I (crupper - cr1ower ) ] - I ~ 0 (3.37) 
Note that for each formulation, the stress value is normalized to the range of allowable stress. This 
is consistent with the treatment of weight and acoustic constraints discussed previously. 
3.4.2 Buckling Constraint Formulation. Structural buckling. can be calculated using a separate 
NASTRAN or static FEM run which calculates limiting buckling eigenvalues. The buckling 
constraint is formulated as 
-(BFACKIBMIN) +I~ 0 (3.38) 
where BFACK is the buckling factor (eigenvalue) calculated by NASTRAN and BMIN is the 
lowest allowable eigenvalue for the design. 
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4. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION- DESIGN TOOL 
This section presents the mechanics of implementing the overall optimization algorithm. The 
algorithm requires information to compute the objective functions, the constraint functions, and 
the functions' gradients. The objectives and constraints are based on acoustic pressures, structural 
weights, and, optionally, static measures of structural integrity. This information is not computed 
in the optimizer code itself, but rather is supplied by external codes. While each of the functions 
described in Section 3 are fairly simple, the fact that the data required to compute these functions 
is provided by codes external to the optimizer leads to a complex integration and coordination task. 
The computational structural acoustic design tool is intended to be robust and flexible. It is 
easily modifiable to fit a variety of computer system architectures. The heart of the design tool is 
a 1330-line UNIX Korn shell script. The script has been designed to be portable, and it has been 
running at NASA Langley Research Center and at Georgia Tech on DEC Alpha workstations, and 
at Lockheed on an SGI Indigo 2. Note that the script can control a heterogeneous computing 
environment, with different pieces of the overall algorithm executing on different platforms, so 
long as there is reliable communication between platforms. The shell controls the interaction of 
three main programs and three supporting codes and also provides error-trapping capabilities to 
detect problems with any of the integrated programs. The modular structure of the UNIX shell 
script, based on defined sheii functions, simplifies modifications and expansions. A description of 
the launch and input line options of the shell script is located in Appendix A. 
The user provides two input files containing parameters that define the programs to be used for 
each type of analysis and their locations, parameters that define the optimization (objective and 
constraint formulation, convergence criteria), and parameters that define the FEMIBEM models to 
be used. These files are read by the shell script and several supporting FORTRAN codes to 
configure and structure the analysis. A detailed listing of all input parameters for the two files is 
located in Appendices B & C. 
Figure 4.1 is a flowchart depicting the generalized analysis tasks that must occur each time the 
optimizer requires information. Depending on whether the optimizer requires objective or 
gradient information on a given iteration, the shell script will control tasks that operate in such a 
manner as to provide the correct data. The basic flow is the same for both cases. Once the 
optimizer has been launched and has written instructions for a set of design parameters, the 
following tasks must occur: Structural modes are calculated (FEM) to determine resonance 
frequencies for a given design state. These frequencies become the forcing frequencies in the 
structural response (or sensitivities) solution (FEM). The structural response in tum is used to 
generate interior velocity boundary conditions so that the acoustic pressures (or sensitivities) 
inside the structure may be calculated (BEM). At this point, the objective and constraint functions 
or gradients are calculated using a FORTRAN routine and this information is returned to the 
optimizer. The optimizer runs throughout the entire course of the design optimization procedure 
but is temporarily suspended every time new structural and acoustic analyses are required. 
The optimizer is currently configured to be either CONMIN or COMPLEX. Both have been 
described in Section 3. All FEM analyses of the structural model are performed by 
MSC/NASTRAN running on a workstation such as a DEC ALPHA and an IBM RISC 6000. It is 
not necessary for NASTRAN to run on the same machine as the shell script. The user is required 
to prepare all NASTRAN datasets describing the structural model and any structural loading 
conditions. If the optimization is for one fixed frequency only, any external acoustic loads must 
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be determined prior to the run execution, with the pressures applied as harmonically varying loads 
at the structural element nodes, with the resultant dynamic forces included by the user in the 
NASTRAN response model. External acoustic loads and interior acoustic analyses are computed 
using the boundary element code COMET/Acoustics [18]. The acoustic analysis for the cylinder 
models is uncoupled, meaning that the vibration of the structure is not considered to be affected by 
the internal acoustic medium. The user is required to provide a COMET dataset, which defines not 






Figure 4.1 - Flow chart of generalized optimization tasks handled by the design tool 
Figure 4.2 is a detailed flowchart depicting the interaction of the analysis and all supporting 
programs within the shell. The design tool handles many variations of analysis: single/multiple 
frequency, beamshape optimization, structural integrity analysis, unpressurized/pressurized 
structures, and structural/acoustical excitation. These variations all contribute to the complexity 
of the logic flow. 
Figure 4.3 is the same detailed flowchart of the design tool, highlighting the steps that occur in 
every optimization run. Once the shell script has initialized. its own variables and defined the 
parameters of the run, a FORTRAN program, OPTSETUP, is executed to read in the input 
parameters for the optimizer. The optimizer is launched and the shell script cycle of optimization 
is begun. The optimizer writes a file containing a design state and a request for either objective 
function or gradient information, then is suspended. A FORTRAN program, UPDNAS, is then 
executed to update all NASTRAN models with the current design state. The NASTRAN response 
model is executed once its external loads are updated (for a basic single frequency run these 
external loads are constant and the response model is launched following UPDNAS). When 




& Define Parameters 
Figure 4.2 - Flow chart of design tool 
Figure 4.3 - Flow chart of design tool highlighting staple events of run 
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(of the interior surface velocities to changes in the design state). The program WTSENS is used 
to read the total cylinder weight from the NASTRAN response results. When gradients are 
required, WTSENS also reads the sensitivities of the weight to changes in the design variables. 
The VBCGEN program then translates structural surface velocities from the NASTRAN response 
results into a format readable by COMET for use as velocity boundary conditions. The interior 
COMET model is then executed to calculate the acoustic pressures. Finally, the acoustic pressures 
and model weight are read by a FORTRAN code, OPTOBJ, which calculates the objective and 
constraint functions required by the optimizer. When gradients are required by the optimizer, 
OPTOBJ reads the acoustic and weight sensitivities and calculates the gradients. 
The flowchart in Figure 4.4 highlights the programs used to handle beamshape optimization 
and structural integrity constraints. When beamshape optimization is being performed, the 
INTEG code is used to determine the section properties associated with a mesh defining the 
section perimeter. These properties are then written into the NASTRAN design data sets. When 
structural integrity constraints are desired, the NASTRAN stress and/or buckling static models are 
executed. These branches of the run logic are independent of the other variations of analysis and 
are not displayed in subsequent figures in order to simplify the flow chart. 
Entrance 
Initialize Variables 
& Define Parameters 
Converged? 
NASTRAN - Pressurized 
Figure 4.4 - Flow chart of design tool highlighting beamshape and structural integrity events 
The flowchart in Figure 4.5 highlights the NASTRAN runs which are executed for the case 
when pressure-stiffening is to be incorporated. The "Pressured" run produces a stiffness matrix 
associated with the internal pressure, for subsequent inclusion in the stiffness matrix for modes 
determination. The "Energies" run calculates the strain energies associated with each mode within 
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the analysis bandwidth. This is used to discriminate between global-response modes and very 
localized modes. This reduces the computational effort in the peak-tracking multi-frequency 
algorithm. UPDNAS and UPDFREQ are signaled by the shell script to perform specific tasks to 
handle the pressurized case. 
Entrance 
Figure 4.5 - Flow chart of design tool highlighting multiple frequency analysis events 
The flowchart in Figure 4.6 highlights the programs which are utilized to handle multiple fre-
quency optimizations. Once updated with the current design state, the NASTRAN modes model 
is run to calculate structural resonant frequencies. The UPDFREQ program then reads these 
frequencies and modifies the NASTRAN response model and CO.MET models so that analysis 
will include them. When the excitation of the structure is acoustical, an external CO .MET model 
is run to calculate the surface pressures on the structure exterior. The EXTLOADS program then 
translates the COMET surface pressures into a format readable by NASTRAN for use as loading 
conditions. 
The flowchart in Figure 4.7 highlights the programs which are launched to calculate objective 
and constraint gradients. The acoustic gradient, the sensitivity of interior acoustic pressure to 
change in design state, is calculated by chain rule differentiation, 
ap. ap. av 
,_ l (4.1) ax.- av ax. 
J J 
where dp/dXj represents the sensitivity of the pressure at node i due to change in design variable j. 
In Eq. ( 4.1 ), v is the surface normal velocity on the interior of the structure, dp/dv is the sensitivity 
produced by COMET, and dvldxj is the sensitivity produced by NASTRAN. At the most general 








Figure 4.6 - Flow chart of design tool highlighting events for pressurized structures 
Entrance 
Initialize Variables 
& Define Parameters 
Converged? 
Yes 1-------._ EXIT 
Figure 4.7 - Flow chart of design tool highlighting events for gradient calculation 
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COMET run to calculate the total sensitivity. OPTOBJ then processes the sensitivity results and 
submits the gradients to the optimizer. However, there is one subtlety that must be accounted for 
when considering multi-frequency analyses: the peak frequencies will shift with changing design 
variable, and this will change the exterior pressure distribution. This causes a non-zero sensitivity 
of the excitation to changes in design variables. However, NASTRAN assumes this sensitivity to 
be zero. Therefore, we explicitly compute a force sensitivity as 
8f 8f 8w 
{4.2) 
8xj 8w fJxj 
Note that this force sensitivity term is identically zero for a single frequency analysis, and zero for 
all "fixed II frequencies (e.g., interior cavity mode frequencies). During script execution, this force 
sensitivity component of the acoustic gradient is calculated flrst. An external COMET model is 
executed which solves for the exterior pressures at slightly perturbed frequencies from the current 
set of peaks under consideration. These results, in conjunction with the exterior pressure results 
from the first external COMET run, are used by EXTLOADS to calculate the sensitivity of 
exterior pressure to change in frequency (this operation ofEXTLOADS is controlled by the shell). 
The EXTMERGE program then chain-rules this force-to-frequency sensitivity with NASTRAN 
results of resonance-frequency-to-design-variable sensitivity, and outputs the result in a format 
readable by NASTRAN. The subsequent NASTRAN response run incorporates the force sensi-
tivity into its calculation of the total surface velocity sensitivity. 
In summary, the basic components of the algorithm are: 
• OPTSETUP- To define the run parameters for the.optimizer. 
• Optimizer- (CONMIN or COMPLEX) To perform the actual optimization. 
• UPDNAS - To update all NASTRAN models with a given design state. 
• INTEG- To integrate beam cross-section properties for beam shape optimization. 
• NASTRAN - Finite element code to perform all structural analyses, and compute 
sensitivities of surface velocity and weight to changes in design variables. 
• UPDFREQ - To update NASTRAN response and COMET models with required 
frequencies for analysis of a given design state. 
• CO:MET/Acoustics - Boundary element code to perform all acoustic analyses, and 
compute the sensitivity of interior pressures to changes in the surface normal velocity at the 
boundary. 
• EXTLOADS - To translate CO :MET exterior pressure output into boundary conditions for 
NASTRAN, and to compute the sensitivity of external loads to changes in frequency: 
• EXT:MERGE- To translate force sensitivities into NASTRAN format. 
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• WTSENS - To read structural weight and weight sensitivities from NASTRAN output. 
• VBCGEN - To translate NASTRAN velocity output into boundary conditions for 
COMET I Acoustics. 
• MERGE -To combine structural sensitivities from NASTRAN and acoustic sensitivities 
from COMET/Acoustics. 
• OPTOBJ- To compute the completed objective an~ constraint functions/gradients. 
• The UNIX shell script- To coordinate the execution of, and data interchange between, the 
components. 
A complete listing of all files generated by the shell script and the various algorithm 
components is located in Appendix D. 
The shell script also implements an automatic restart capability. The gradient descent 
algorithm will terminate execution based on either a rate-of-convergence criteria or an absolute 
convergence criteria. If the algorithm terminates based on rate of convergence, restarting the 
algorithm from the last design state frequently leads to a period of accelerated improvement as 
compared to the iterations prior to the restart. If the algorithm terminated based on absolute 
convergence, there will be no improvement. The control script automates the restart process for the 
algorithm. The restart function saves all pertinent files from the initial run, then relaunches the 
control loop. No user intervention is required for the restart capability. 
The UNIX shell script and the supporting FORTRAN codes of the design tool have been 
delivered to NASA Langley and are available for use. NASTRAN and the various AAC codes are 
commercial and must be leased. 
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5. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE AND IMPROVEMENT 
This section presents the results of various efforts to understand the relative performance of 
each of the objective function formulations, and of efforts to improve the overall algorithm 
performance. Section 5.1 presents detailed information comparing the different formulations as 
obtained with CONMIN. Section 5.2 presents the results of a study conducted to determine if 
lower node-count data recovery meshes would perform adequately, and yield equivalent results to 
the initial mesh. Section 5.3 briefly discusses the implementation of a concept termed dynamic 
remeshing, leveraging the results of the reduced-density mesh study, for the purpose of improving 
algorithm performance. 
5.1 Objective Function Formulation Assessment- Single-frequency CONMIN Based 
Relative performance assessments used a low node-count coarse cylinder model extensively in 
testing and developing the formulations. This "coarse" mesh cylinder model used all the same 
geometry and properties as the "fine" mesh models in Figure 2.1, except the mesh density was 
much lower, providing a less accurate solution. The advantage of this approach was that it 
provided rapid tum-around on analyses, due to the low node count leading to low iteration times 
(as compared to the full "fine'' mesh production models). Further, the expectation that the quali-
tative performance of each formulation applied to the coarse model would apply to the full 
production model was borne out. 
In order to compare the effectiveness of the optimization problem formulations and their com-
putational efficiency, each formulation was used to optimize the coarse cylinder model under a 
variety of constraint conditions and from three different starting points in the design space. 
CONMIN alone was used for this exercise. Multiple initial design states are needed to assess if a 
single optimal solution exists for each set of objectives and constraints. The standard starting 
design for the model is a uniform thickness of 1. 7 mm for each of the design variables, 
corresponding to a weight for the quarter cylinder of 217.9 N. The other two starting designs are 
chosen to set all the design variables either to their upper or lower bounds. Table 5.1 summarizes 
these three initial design states. 





















Care must be taken when comparing functions based on the pressures at data recovery nodes, 
for both coarse and full production models. The excitation used here is arbitrary, and the models 
themselves have vastly different levels of refinement. Therefore, the initial interior levels between 
the two models, for the same exterior forcing, can not be expected to be equal. Further, the initial 
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level and reduction from this initial level is of limited value, as the initial value is a strong function 
of the initial design state. Indeed, any discussion of dB reduction from the initial level is essentially 
meaningless. The ending levels are what is significant and comparable between formulations. 
Therefore, an arbitrary zero dB reference was selected such that all starting and ending points can 
be expressed with respect to this reference. 
The following sections detail the results of the coarse cylinder optimizations. The first section 
presents the results for the baseline formulation, which was used during the initial development of 
the design tool. The next three sections present the results of each of the three remaining optimi-
zation formulations. 
5.1.1 Baseline Formulation. The baseline formulation was run once with each of the initial 
design states. Recall that the baseline formulation seeks the vector of design variables that 
minimizes the sum of the squared pressures at the data recovery nodes, and that cylinder weight is 
not considered. The coarse model has only one data recovery node. Table 5.2 presents the results 
of these optimization runs, and includes information on the number of iterations required to 
achieve the optimum. 






















The observation that the final values of the objective function are essentially the same for each 
of these cases suggested that they have each individually converged to the same fmal design state. 
This was the case, as may be observed from the final vector of design variables for each case, 
presented in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 - Final Vector of Design Variables for the Coarse Model, 
Baseline Formulation 
Design Variables (mm) 




Upper 2.21 2.21 2.21 1.19 1.19 230.67 
Middle 2.21 2.21 2.21 1.19 1.19 230.67 
Lower 2.21 2.21 2.21 1.19 1.19 230.67 
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Notice that the optimal design lies at the bounds, i.e. the upper side constraints are active for 
variables 1, 2, and 3, and the lower side constraints are active for variables 4 and 5. Also notice that 
the optimal design has increased thickness toward the free end of the quarter cylinder (the center 
of the full cylinder) and reduced thickness at the clamped end. The weight of the cylinder at the 
optimal design point, because it is not constrained, has increased by 5.9% over the weight of the 
standard cylinder. 
5.1.2 Acoustic Formulation. Each of the three remaining formulations consider the weight of 
the cylinder as some aspect of the optimization, so that more test cases must be run to explore the 
behavior of these formulations. The acoustic problem, which seeks to minimize the sum of the 
squared pressures subject to a weight constraint, was tested with 24 different combinations of 
initial design and maximum weight constraint. For each constraint case, the cylinder model is 
started from the same three initial design points as for the baseline formulation. The eight tested 
constraint conditions on the cylinder weight are summarized in Table 5.4, where constraint case 3 
indicates a model where the cylinder weight is not allowed to increase over the weight of the 
standard cylinder. 






























It should be noted that the upper initial design point, with a weight of 283.2 N, is infeasible for 
each design case, as is the middle initial design point for cases 4 through 8. As mentioned earlier, 
this is not a problem for CONMIN, which quickly drives infeasible designs into the feasible space. 
figure 5.1 is a plot of the results of 24 tests of the acoustic formulation of the coarse cylinder 
optimization. Two interesting observations may be made from these results. First, there appears 
to be a nearly linear relationship between the optimal weight and the optimal sound pressure level 
at the data recovery node in the coarse cylinder. No comparable result has been found in the 
literature that relates the sound pressure level and weight in this manner for cylindrical structures. 
Second, the eight groupings of optimal de~ign points in Figure 5.1 closely correspond to the eight 
constraint cases in Table 5.4. 
Figure 5.2 plots the optimization histories for four models with increasingly restrictive weight 
constraints. The models are all started from the middle initial design point. It is obvious that most 
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Figure 5.1 - Optimal Sound Pressure Level at the Data Recovery Node vs. Optimal Coarse 
Cylinder Weight for the Acoustic Formulation, 0- Upper Initial State, 
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Figure 5.2 - Optimization History for Acoustic Formulation Constraint Cases 1, 3, 5, 7, with 
Middle Initial Design Point, 0 -Constraint Case 1, 0- Constraint Case 3, 
D.- Constraint Case 5, 0- Constraint Case 7· 
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decrease in objective function at each of these initial iterations is smaller for the models with more 
restrictive weight constraints. Because of the generous constraint tolerance within CONMIN, the 
weight constraints are nearly always active for all of the models, although the weaker constraints 
on models of cases 1 and 2 are just inside the constraint tolerance most of the time. Finally, notice 
that each of these optimizations is considered converged when the relative change in the normal-
ized objective function is less than 1% for five consecutive iterations, as specified by the relative 
convergence criterion in the CONMIN input file. 
Similar to the results for the baseline formulation, the optimal vector of design variables for 
each of the models indicates that the cylinder thickness is at the lower bound at the clamped end, 
and increases toward the free end. Table 5.5lists the optimal design variables for the four models 
of Figure 5 .2. 
Table 5.5- Final Vector of Design Variables for Coarse Model with the Acoustic 
Formulation, Constraint Cases 1,3,5,7, Middle Initial Design 
Design Variables (mm) Cylinder 
Constraint Case 1 2 3 4 5 Weight (N) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 2.21 2.21 2.21 1.19 1.19 230.93 
3 2.21 2.21 1.53 1.19 1.19 213.49 
5 1.86 2.21 1.19 1.19 1.19 195.80 
7 1.65 1.56 1.19 1.19 1.19 173.82 
5.1.3 Weight Formulation. In a similar manner to the acoustic formulation, the weight 
objective was evaluated using six different constraint cases. For this formulation, the weight is 
minimized with a constraint on the maximum sum of the squared pressures. A maximum average 
value is specified for the sound pressure level at the data recovery nodes. This is multiplied by the 
number of nodes to determine the maximum sum of the squared pressures. Since for the coarse 
model there is only one node, the user is effectively specifying the maximum sum. Table 5.6 lists 
the six constraint conditions. Case 2, with a maximum relative SPL of -3 dB, essentially represents 
the standard (1.7 mm thick) cylinder. 

















The upper initial design point is infeasible with respect to the constraints of cases 3 through 6. 
The rruddle initial design point is infeasible for cases 3 through 6, and for case 2 the constraint is 
active. The lower initial design point is infeasible for constraint cases 2 through 6 and active for 
case 1. Again, CONMIN is usually able to quickly drive the infeasible designs into th.e feasible 
space. Figure 5.3 presents the results of the optimization of the coarse model using this objective 
and constraint formulation. 
This data again shows the almost linear relationship between optimal pressure at the node and 
optimal weight. As with the acoustic formulation, the optimal solutions for the six constraint cases 
are distinct from each other. For all the models, the pressure constraint is active for every optimal 
design, and well within CONMIN's constraint tolerance. 
Figure 5.4 shows the optirruzation histories of four of the models, with increasingly restrictive 
pressure constraints, all of which started from the middle initial design point. Again it is clear that 
the greatest decreases in the objective function (the weight), occur early in the optimization 
process. Notice that the cylinder weight increases for the most restrictive constraint case, number 
6, with a relative SPL constraint of -15 dB. This constraint is violated for the duration of the 
optimization, and the final solution is in fact infeasible. CONMIN is instructed to terminate the 
process if a feasible design cannot be found for ten consecutive iterations. The other cases do 
result in feasible designs under the relative convergence criterion. 
Although the final designs for constraint case 6 are infeasible, notice from Table 5.7 that these 
designs are in fact the same optimum found by the baseline model and by acoustic constraint case 
1 in Table 5.5. The weight formulation result is only infeasible by a narrow margin, because its 
constraint of -15 dB is just slightly more restrictive than the relative SPL of -14.84 dB found at the 
feasible optimum. 
Table 5. 7 - Final Vector of Design Variables for the Coarse Model using the Weight Optimization 
Formulation, Constraint Cases 1 ,2,4,6, Middle Initial Design 
Design Variables (mm) Cylinder 
Constraint Case 1 2 3 4 5 Weight (N) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1.21 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 153.13 
2 1.51 1.40 1.19 1.19 1.19 166.13 
4 1.81 2.09 1.19 1.19 1.19 191.49 
6 2.21 2.21 2.21 1.19 1.19 230.93 
The upper and lower designs of case 2 are different from the middle design shown in the table. 
The first and second design variables for those designs are about 1.45 and 1.55 mm, resulting in 
nearly the same overall weight and nearly identical sound pressure levels. This is an instance of a 
problem having a non unique optimum. 
5.1.4 Compound Formulation. For the compound formulation, the objective rather than the 
constraints is varied to establish seven optimization problem cases. Recall from Eq. (3.31) that the 
user is free to specify weighting coefficients to the acoustic and weight terms of the objective 
function, in order to emphasize one objective more than the other. Since the weight of an aircraft 
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Figure 5.3 - Optimal Sound Pressure Level at the Data Recovery Node Vs. Optimal Coarse 
Cylinder Weight for the Weight Formulation, 0 - Upper Initial State, 
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Figure 5.4 -Optimization History for Weight Formulation Constraint Cases 1, 2, 4, 6, with Middle 
Initial Design Point, 0 - Constraint Case 1, 0- Constraint Case 2, 
A - Constraint Case 4, 0 - Constraint Case 6 
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it was decided that for the compound case minimizing the pressures would always be more 
important than minimizing weight. table 5.8 lists the acoustic and weight weighting coefficients, 
J.la and J.lw, for each of the seven compound objective cases. 
Table 5.8- Objective Cases for the Coarse Model using the 
Compound Optimization Formulation 
Objective Case Jla Jlw 
-------------------------------------------
1 1 1 
2 2 1 
3 3 1 
4 4 1 
5 10 1 
6 100 1 
7 1000 1 
These particular coefficient pairs are chosen to determine if there is a recognizable behavior in 
the results of the compound formulation optimizations. Since the initial values of the beta design 
variables are set to one, the constraints for all of the models are initially active. Figure 5.5 presents 
the results of the compound formulation optimizations. 
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Figure 5.5 -Optimal Sound Pressure Level at the Data Recovery Node Vs. Optimal Coarse 
Cylinder Weight for the Compound Formulation, 0 - Upper Initial State, 
0 - Middle Initial State, ~:!-Lower Initial State 
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Once again a linear relationship is observed between the sound pressure level and the weight. 
For the compound formulation, however, the results of the three initial design states for each 
objective case do not remain clustered as they do for the acoustic and weight formulations. An 
example is objective case 1, where the upper initial design converged to a -7.1 dB, 184.6 N optimal 
design, the middle initial design converged to -3.8 dB, 169.8 N, and the lower initial design 
converged to -9.9 dB, 200.9 N. 
Tracing the optimization history for objective case 2 of the compound formulation gives an 
excellent example of how CONMIN operates. Figure 5.6 plots the values of the normalized Sl!m 
of the squared pressures and the acoustic beta variable that bounds it. Figure 5.7 plots the 
normalized cylinder weight and its bounding variable. 
Recall that the objective function for this case is to minimize the weighted sum of the acoustic 
and weight beta variables. The trace of Pain Figure 5.6looks just like that of any of the acoustic 
or weight formulation objective functions, with large decreases made initially and smaller moves 
during the later iterations. Pa is not only part of the objective, it is also the constraint on the sum 
of the squared pressures. The pressure sum tends to run up against the constraint for three 
iterations at a time, and then jumps deep into the feasible space on the fourth iteration. For this 
case, objective case 2, the optimization ends while the pressure constraint is inactive, so the 
optimal sum of the squared pressures is fairly low. For case 3, where the pressure is weighted three 
times as much as the cylinder weight, the solution converges while the pressure constraint is 
active, so the sum of the pressures is not as low. This explains the wide variability in the 
compound results. The optimization ends when the change in the sum of the beta variables is less 
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Figure 5.6 -Optimization History of the Acoustic Portion of Compound Objective Case 2, 
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Figure 5. 7 - Optimization History of the Weight Portion of Compound Objective Case 2, 
0 - Pw, 0- Normalized Weight 
The bounding variable on the weight, Pw, is minimized similarly to Pa· Notice that the weight 
constraint is inactive most of the time. On the iterations where the acoustic constraint is active, the 
weight constraint is inactive. This indicates that the two objectives, minimum pressure and 
minimum weight, are conflicting and that it is not possible to completely minimize both at the 
same time. This behavior can be inferred from the almost linear plot of the optimum designs in 
Figure 4.5, where a low SPL requires a high weight. 
5.1.5 Comparison of Formulations. We have shown that the optimization problem formula-
tions produce very similar results in terms of optimal cylinder design. The plots of the optimal 
designs produced by each formulation appear to be linear with the same slope. Combining the 
results of the acoustic, weight and compound formulations into a single graphic yields Figure 5.8. 
In addition to the optimization results, Figure 5.8 includes data for the case where the design 
variables are uniform at a given weight (represented by the 8's). The lines are included to aid the 
eye. The difference between the upper and lower lines in Figure 5.8 indicates the improvement that 
can be made in the interior sound field by using the optimal design. 
Merely adding weight to the cylinder does not guarantee reduced sound pressure levels in the 
interior. The shell thickness distribution of the cylinder is an important factor. Recall the optimal 
design of acoustic case 1 (Table 5.5), which weighs about 230 N even though the weight constraint 
allows up to 240 N. Because the optimal design variables are at the upper bounds where thickness 
is increased, any additional weight will have to be added to the thin end of the cylinder and will 
probably increase the SPL. Therefore, the determining factors in how much the sound pressure 
can be reduced in the cylinder are the bounds on the design variables first, and then the total 
constrained weight. 
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One question that still remains is which, if any, of the formulations is faster and more reliable 
in finding an optimal solution? To answer this question, statistics on each of the formulations were 
compiled. Because the time required for the analysis codes to run is the same at each iteration for 
each formulation, the critical indicator of speed is the number of iterations required to converge to 
an optimal solution. These statistics compare the number of iterations for all of the coarse model 
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Figure 5.8 -Relative Level vs. Optimal Cylinder Weight for Coarse Models Using the Acoustic, 
Weight, and Compound Formulations, 0 - Coarse Model, !l - Coarse Model 
Uniform Thickness 
Table 5.9- Iteration Statistics for the Coarse Model Using the Baseline, 
Acoustic, Weight, and Compound Formulations 
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These results indicate that the baseline formulation tends to be the fastest, although it must be 
remembered that the baseline formulation does not consider the cylinder weight. Of the three 
other problem formulations, the weight formulation, on average, converges to an optimal solution 
faster than the other two. The acoustic formulation is nearly as fast. The compound formulation, 
however, is very inconsistent in the number of iterations required to converge, and o·n average 
takes many more iterations than the acoustic and weight formulations. There is no consistent trend 
in the number of iterations for the compound formulation. 
Based on these findings, it would seem that the weight formulation is the fastest of the three 
new problems. However, the optimization package CONMIN suffers from numerical instability 
on some of the cases where the weight formulation is used. For 8 of the 18 tests, CONMIN 
violated the side constraints on the design variables. NASTRAN then aborts when it is presented 
with a cylinder design that violates the upper or lower bounds. The source of this problem was not 
located, although it has been determined that it is a problem internal to CONMIN, and not due in 
some way to the weight formulation subroutines. By applying additional scaling to the gradients 
of the objective and constraints, the numerical instability is avoided. This method gives results 
consistent with the cases where no instability is encountered. In light of this, it seems that the 
acoustic formulation is the best, being both fast and reliabfe. The weight formulation tends to be 
unreliable, and the compound formulation is slow and inconsistent. 
5.2 Study of Alternative Data Recovery Meshes 
The number of nodes in the data recovery mesh (DRM) is a critical factor in the overall time 
required to perform pressure and sensitivity analyses. Reduction in the number of nodes in the 
DRM leads to a direct reduction in the required CPU time. Therefore, an extensive effort was 
undertaken to characterize the impact of data recovery node location on algorithm performance, 
with the objective of reducing the overall node count. 
The following sections provide a brief review of the data recovery mesh (DRM) study, a 
summary of the significant results of the study, and conclusions. Section 5.2.1 briefly reviews the 
concept and basis for evaluation of the alternative data recovery mesh study. Sections 5.2.2 and 
5.2.3 deal with the two major areas of investigation for the study, namely the effects of variance of 
mesh density and sensitivity to design variable starting point. Section 5.3 briefly discusses an 
algorithm improvement motivated by the results of the DRM study. 
5.2.1 Concept for Alternative Data Recovery Meshes. Sound pressure levels and particle 
velocities are calculated at each node of the DRM. It is at these nodes that acoustic levels are 
optimized or constraints are imposed. Acoustic sensitivitY must be determined for each node as 
part of the optimization process; sensitivity calculation occurs in the CO:MET/Acoustics BEM 
code and can be extremely time consuming. Reduction in node count and location of the DRM 
both affect the efficiency of the BEM calculations. 
The initial DRM used for acoustic optimization is shown in Figure 5.9. It was designed to map 
the quarter cylinder interior. This initial mesh, DRM-1, has 188 nodes. 
Comparisons of DRMs were made using the baseline optimization formulation in which 
acoustic levels in the cylinder were minimized using a fine-mesh model with 20 design variables. 
The design variables in this model (the full production "fine" mesh model) were the thickness of 
groups of elements located in strips along the circumference of the cylinder (See section 6.2 for a 
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discussion of design variable grouping). Results for each DRM were compared to those for 
DRM-1. The following parameters were assessed: 
• Normalized optimization results (final objective value divided by beginning objective 
value). 
• Optimization results with respect to DRM-1 (calq.Ilated by using final design variables 
from the new DRMs in the optimization algorithm per the DRM-1 model). 
• Time analysis (comparison of average and total CPU times for all programs used by the 
algorithm). 
• Sensitivity of optimization results to initial values of design variables. 
Figure 5.9- Initial data recovery mesh used for the optimization study. 
5.2.2 Comparison of Varying Nodal Density. DRMs were created at a radius of 0.75 meters 
with varying nodal densities. The six DRM configurations that were evaluated are shown in 
Figure 5.10. General information for each new DRM and DRM 1 are shown in Table 5.10. The 
fourth column, L/'A, is the ratio of element length to the acoustic wavelength at 154Hz and, as a 
general rule, should be less than or equal to 0.25 (a quarter wavelength). DRMs close to or 
exceeding this value were investigated in order to study further time benefits and optimization 
capabilities. 
Table 5.10 - Statistics for DRMs with varying nodal densities. 
Max Distance 
#of #of Between 154Hz Element Aspect 
Nodes Elements Nodes, L(m) L/A. Ratio 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DRM-1 188 177 0.37 0.17 2.49 
0.75m4x8 45 32 0.36 0.16 1.22 
0.75m 3x6 28 18 0.48 0.21 1.23 
0.75m 3x5 24 15 0.48 0.21 1.03 
0.75m 3x4 20 12 0.57 0.26 1.20 
0.75m 2x4 15 8 0.72 0.32 1.25 
0.75m lx2 6 2 1.43 0.64 1.35 
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Figure 5.10 - 0.75m radius DRMs: (a) 4x8, (b) 3x6, (c) 3x5, 
(d) 3x4, (e) 2x4, and (f) lx2 elements 
Optimization results for each DRM are compared with those for DRM 1 in Table 5.11. 
Normalized final objective values and final objective values w~th respect to DRM 1 can be seen to 
converge to approximately the same values. Only with the lxi DRM did the objective function 
converge to a value smaller than that of DRM 1. For each DRM, all 20 design variables also 
converged to approximately the same values. Resultant maximum sound pressure levels in the 
model interior varied by at most 2 dB. 
Velocities at the nodes located at the bottom edges of the meshes were found to exhibit "bot 
spots" when the DRM nodes were located very near nodes of the acoustic cylinder mesh. This was 
due to singularities that occurred in the model solution. These "bot spots" were eliminated by 
moving the DRM edges away from the floor of the quarter cylinder; this adjustment, however, 
introduced sensitivity to the initial values of the design variables, as discussed in Section 5.4. 
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The time analysis is displayed in Table 5.12. All DRMs exhibited the same behavior with 
respect to time analysis: the smaller the node count, the shorter the time required for runs associ-
ated with the COMET/Acoustics BEM code. Merge CPU times were also shorter; as discussed 
earlier, the Merge code combines COMET sensitivity information with NASTRAN structural 
sensitivity information. Total CPU time was also dependent on the total number of iterations 
required for convergence of the optimization solution. Only the lx2 DRM required approximately 
the same number of iterations as DRM 1. This may have been due to the sparseness of the mesh 
or to the large element size with respect to a wavelength. 
Table 5.12 - Average CPU Time Performance for DRMs. All times in seconds. 
Total Comet Comet #of 
CPU CONMIN MERGE NASTRAN VBCGEN Sensitivity Pressure Iters 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DRM-1 209619 6.33 386.89 937.59 6.97 116113 36.82 22 
4x8 108748 6.58 96.11 905.80 6.95 29111 14.95 19 
3x6 112230 6.62 61.54 1203.92 6.97 19247 17.74 19 
3x5 84706 6.24 53.31 872.96 7.07 16502 12.59 18 
3x4 77969 6.36 45.67 860.66 6.99 14040 12.28 18 
2x4 62977 6.37 35.81 884.63 7.06 11358 11.65 14 
1x2 83676 6.27 16.74 855.69 6.93 5945 10.66 21 
Objective value histories are plotted for the DRMs in Figure 5.11. Every mesh shows signif-
icant reduction (more than two magnitudes) after only one iteration of the optimization code. All 
DRMs converge very close to the objective value minimum within the first ten iterations. 
Based on optimization results and time analysis, the 2x4 and 3x5 DRMs were selected to study 
the effect of varying the DRM radius. Although the 1x2 DRM exhibited exceptional optimization 
performance it was not selected for two reasons: the distance between DRM nodes was significant 
with respect to the acoustic wavelength and the number of iterations required for a fmal solution 
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Figure 5.11 - Objective function histories of 0.75m radius DRMs. Initial runs begin at 1.0 
• DRM-1, • 4 X 8, .A 3 X 6, + 3 X 5, D 3 X 4, 0 2 X 4, ~I X 2 
Varying the radius of the meshes within the interior produced no significant differences, in 
either objective function performance or algorithm time performance. 
5.3 Dynamic Remeshing 
The results of the alternative DRM study indicated that an extremely coarse DRM, even the 
1 x2 mesh, may yield extremely rapid progress as compared to the finer meshes, but not be able to 
fully converge to the same optimum as the finer meshes. These observations led to the genesis of 
a hybrid approach to the algorithm, where an extremely coarse DRM is used to provide rapid 
· progress in the initial phase of the algorithm execution. For the restart phase, the algorithm · 
transitions to a finer DRM to zero-in on the final optimuin. This concept was termed dynamic 
remeshing, and was implemented in the script. No user intervention is required, once the input data 
sets are properly configured. · 
5.4 Sensitivity to Start Point. 
Throughout the analyses performed in this research, the final design state and objective 
function does depend upon the starting design state. For CONMIN, which is a gradient-de~cent 
style algorithm, this is readily understood by considering a topography with lots of local valleys: 
depending upon where the optimization starts, the algorithm will descend into different valleys. 
This is indicative of a sensitivity to the starting point. 
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We may illustrate the impact of starting point sensitivity by considering results generated 
during the alternative mesh study documented above. In the solution found using DRM-1 the final 
design variables were in a descending pattern (i.e. design variable #1 was greatest and #20 was 
least). As the bottom edges of the DRM were raised in order to eliminate hot spots, the models 
were found to converge to a minimum that was an appro.ximate mirror image of the minimum 
found by DRM-1 from the same starting point. Design variables were oriented in an ascending 
pattern and the resulting profile of sound pressure levels and particle velocities were reversed with 
respect to the cylinder plane perpendicular to the acoustic source. This behavior actually 
illustrates that there are multiple possible local minima, with the possibility of dramatically 
different design states yielding approximately equal objective function values. 
Selected optimization results for the DRMs tested with regard to start point sensitivity are 
shown with results for DRM-1 in Table 5.13. In the table, the notation 175° refers to the arc of the 
circumference that the DRM spans (the DRMs in Section 5.2.2 span 180°). All DRMs demon-
strated some sensitivity to initial design values. Of the DRMs tested, only the 0.75m, 4x8 DRM 
with an arc of 175° achieved the same optimum design state as DRM-1 from the mid-value starting 
point. 
Table 5.13. Start Point Sensitivity Optimization Results 
Final Obj. Val. 
w.r.t. DRM-1 I 
Final Obj. Val. 
DRM-1 Design State 
----------------------------------------------------J------------------------
DRM-1 1.00 Descending 
4x8 175° Lower 1.13 Descending 
4x8 175° Middle 0.89 Descending 
4x8 175° Upper 1.07 Ascending 
2x4 175° Lower 0.85 Descending 
2x4 175° Middle 1.03 Ascending 
2x4 175° Upper 1.03 Ascending 
1x2 175° Lower 0.95 Descending 
1x2 175° Middle 1.03 Ascending 
1x2 175° Upper 1.03 Ascending 
5.5 Optimizer performance: CONl\fiN vs. C01\1PLEX 
Table 5.14, below, shows the total number of function and gradient evaluations used in a 
number of fine model runs. These statistics demonstrate the difference between a gradient-search 
algorithm (CONMIN) and a direct-search algorithm (CO:MPLEX) when the number of objective 
function evaluations required to complete a run is considered. The best run of COMPLEX on the 
Long-20 model (described in Section 6.2) used 655 function evaluations to reach a solution. 
CONMIN used 173 function and gradi~nt evaluations to reach its optimum point, which has a 
better objective function value, for this model. 
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For each run of COMPLEX, CONMIN needs to be run from several different starting points in 
order to search roughly the same volume of the design space. Each of these CONMIN runs would 
use relatively the same number of function and gradient evaluations. The number of evaluations 
required to search a comparable amount of the design space with CONMIN would quickly 
approach that for COMPLEX's runs. 
The number of function evaluations required for COMPLEX to reach convergence will, of 
course, depend on the criteria set by the user and the model being optimized. The lower the 
convergence criteria, the more function evaluations needed for the solution to converge. Likewise, 
a model with a small number of local optima will take less time to solve than a model with a large 
number of such points. 
Table 5.14- Total Function and Gradient Evaluations for CO:MPLEX and 
CONMIN Fine Model Optimization Runs 




COMPLEX Long-20 1 655 
COMPLEX Long-20 2 801 
COMPLEX Long-20 3 801 
COMPLEX Long-20 4 836 
COMPLEX Circ-20 1 721 
COMPLEX Circ-20 2 549 
CONMIN Long-20 1 173 
CONMIN Circ-20 1 53 
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6. OPTil\flZATION TEST STUDIES 
In Section 5, extensive discussion was directed toward algorithm performance using a rela-
tively coarse mesh model tool for quick evaluation. In Section 6, optimization for the fme mesh 
test cylinder models are discussed. These models have the mesh fidelity to accurately capture the 
solution for the frequency/wavelengths under study. In this section examples of optimal solutions 
using CONMIN are given for unstiffened and stiffened models, including graphics to illustrate the 
physics of the solution. In Section 6.1, details of the optimization problems under study are 
discussed for the unstiffened and stiffened models. Section 6.2 discusses the design variable 
groupings that were utilized in the problems. Section 6.3 presents and discusses results of the fine 
mesh studies. 
6.1 Unstiffened/Stiffened Models 
Optimization was performed with the four above objective/constraint options while tailoring 
either the thickness distribution of the shell elements, or for the stiffened model also beam section 
dimensions. The optimization for this work was performed either single frequency or 
multi-frequency. 
Figure 6.1 shows a summary plot of the vibration natural modes of this unstiffened cylinder, 
the vibration natural modes of the stiffened cylinder, and the acoustic natural modes of the cylin-
drical cavity. For the cavity only the zero order radial acoustic modes are plotted in Figure 6.1. 
Due to the symmetry defined in the problem, only odd axial mode numbers of the structure occur, 
and only even axial modes of the cavity are excited. The frequency selected for the monopole 
excitation and the optimization corresponds to that of the (2,1) mode of the unstiffened cylinder at 
154.2 Hz. A contour of this mode shape is shown in Figure 6.2. This mode was selected as one 
that responds well to the excitation, and efficiently forces the cavity. In Figure 6.1, it is seen that 
the (2, 1) structural mode at 154.2 Hz forces the off resonance response of the (2,0) and (2,2) 
acoustic modes at 197.2 and 218.0 Hz, respectively. The peak acoustic interior level is 4.4 dB for 
this unstiffened cy Iinder, based on an arbitrary zero dB reference. This reference was selected as 
a maximum average SPL for both the unstiffened and stiffened models, and all starting and ending 
points are expressed in terms of this reference (as was done in Section 5.1). For the stiffened 
cylinder, the same structural resonance (2,1) mode was studied, which for this problem is at a 
frequency of 137.9 Hz. At this frequency, the coupling with these cavity modes is less efficient 
than the unstiffened model, with a peak acoustic level of -0.6 dB. 
In optimization (using CONMIN), for problems such as this that may have many different 
local minima, it is important to evaluate many different starting points in the design space. As was 
done in the coarse cylinder study, three different starting points were evaluated, an upper, middle, 
and lower point. The middle starting point corresponds to an on-resonance condition with the (2,1) 
structural mode. This middle starting point is typical of the multi-frequency analysis, which will 
attempt to reduce peak responses at resonance. 
6.2 Design Variable Grouping 
Design variable groups are created to limit the total number of design variables, and to study 
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Figure 6.1 - Cylinder and Cavity Natural Modes (k = axial mode no.) 
Figure 6.2 - Contour of (2,1) Cylinder Natural Mode (154.2 Hz) 
are studied: 20 circumferential arcs allowing design variation in the longitudinal direction (called 
the "Circ-20" model), and 20 longitudinal strips allowing design variation in the circumferential 
direction (called the "Long-2011 model. see Figure 6.3). For the stiffened model. coarser groupings 
were utilized which include both shells and beam elements also in longitudinal and circumferential 
strips. These stiffener groups are also illustrated in Figure 6.3. For the circumferential direction. 
they consist of 10 shell groups, 10 stringer groups, and 5 frame groups (25 total design variables). 
These circumferential stiffener groupings are called the "Circ-25" model with shell groups and the 
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"Circ-15" model without shell groups. For the longitudinal direction. they consist of 10 shell 
groups. 10 frame groups. and 11 stringer groups (31 total design variables). The longitudinal 
stiffener groupings are called the "Long-31" model with shell groups and the "Long-21" model 
without shell groups. The equations relating the area and inertias of these beams to the cross-
section dimensions were incorporated in the NASTRAN file using DEQATN and DVPREL2 
input cards. These nonlinear relationships allow the element properties to be related to the height 
and leg dimension of the stiffeners. Referring to Figure 2.2. the height of the frame channel sec-
tion. and the equal leg length of the stringer angle section were selected as the stiffener design 









Figure 6.3 - Design Variable Grouping Studies 
6.3 Summary of Results 
As previously mentioned, four different types of design v·anables were selected. These were 
the shell thicknesses for the unstiffened model. both shell thicknesses and beam dimensions for the 
stiffened model. stiffener inertia properties for the stiffened model. and a separate case in which 
the design variables were grid point locations of the cross section of the stiffeners. allowing beam 
cross section shaping. In the following, detailed discussions and illustrations are typically given 
for a single optimization case in each of the design variable sections, followed by a summary plot 
or table for all cases at the end of each section. The first four sections are examples of single 
frequency optimization. with the final section, 6.3.5, describing results from the multi-frequency 
optimization. 
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6.3.1 Design Variable - Shell Thickness Only (unstiffened, single frequency). The sample 
case discussed in detail in this section is the acoustic objective to minimize the global acoustic 
levels by tailoring the thickness distribution of the shell elements. with a side constraint on the 
weight such that it does not exceed the initial weight. The starting point is the the middle point. 
which is the on-resonance starting condition. In Figure 6.4, the unoptimized and optimized 
velocity distributions are presented. Recall that prior to optimization. the structure is on resonance 
with a (2.1) natural mode. After optimization. the velocity distribution is very complex with very 
short wavelength motion. both in the axial and circumferential directions. This distribution does 
not couple well with the global acoustic response of the cavity. Note also that this mode is actually 
too complex in the circumferential direction for the grid density of the FEM model to capture 
accurately. This is a problem that does not typically occur in the stiffened models. 










Figure 6.4. - Unoptimized and Optimized Velocity Distributions - Unstiffened Cylinder 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the initial and optimal interior noise distributions for this case. Prior to 
optimization. the acoustic pressure has the characteristics of the (2, 1) structural mode shape. 
Following optimization. the pressure contours maintain a similar distribution. but are globally 
reduced. Utilizing the same arbitrary zero dB reference as in Section 6.1. the peak acoustic level 
was initially 4.4 dB and was reduced to -9.6 dB. a reduction of 14 dB from the starting point for 
this single case. The global average acoustic level was initially -4.6 dB. which has been reduced 
to -19.6 dB. a reduction of 15 dB. The reductions from initial to ending level are given here simply 
to quantify this particular example. It is noted again that the ending levels are what is significant 
when comparing different optimization cases and starting points. 
Initial Acoustic Contours Optimized Acoustic Contours 
iii: dB --= -64.6 
-5.4 -IMl ~ 
r:.:.."l 
~· dB ... ---= -64.6 
Figure 6.5. - Unoptimized and Optimized Interior Noise Distributions - Unstiffened Cylinder 
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The thickness distributions before and after optimization are illustrated in Figures 6.6. It is 
interesting to note that the optimized thickness distribution shows the effect of the nonsymmetric 
loading on one side of the shell. The optimal thickness contours represent a harmonic distribution 
about the shell circumference. With this harmonic variation of thickness and mass, the overall 











Figure 6.6.- Unoptimized and Optimized Shell Thickness Distributions - Unstiffened Cylinder 
Figure 6.7 is a plot summarizing the results of 40 optimizations of the unstiffened model using 
all four objective/constraint formulations. As seen previously in Section 5 using the coarse 
cylinder modeL a somewhat linear relationship exists between the optimal weight and optimal 
sound pressure level. Notice that the fine mesh cylinder results here contain considerable scatter 
in the data as compared to the results in Section 5. This is the result of many more design variables 
in the problem. giving the optimizer more degrees of freedom. The upper line represents the sound 
pressure level for the case where the design variables are uniform at a given weight. This curve is 
included to show the improvement potential available by using the optimal design. 
6.3.2 Design Variable- Shell Thickness and Beam Dimensions (stiffened, single frequency). 
The optimization case discussed in detail in this section is the same as the previous section. the 
Acoustic objective to minimize the global acoustic levels with a side constraint on the weight such 
that it does not exceed the initial weight. The starting point is the the middle point. which is the 
on-resonance starting condition. The design variables are the shell element thicknesses. and also 
the beam section dimensions as discussed in Section 6.2. In Figure 6.8, the unoptimized and 
optimized velocity distributions are presented. Note that prior to optimization. the structure is 
again on resonance with a (2,1) natural mode. After optimization, the velocity distribution has a 
shorter wavelength modal contribution more like a ( 4,1) mode. As previously mentioned, this 
shorter wavelength mode does not couple as well with the global acoustic response of the cavity. 
Figure 6.9 illustrates the initial and optimal interior noise distributions for this stiffened cylin-
der case. The acoustic initial and optimal pressure distributions are very similar in appearance to 
that shown in the previous section. The peak acoustic level was initially -0.6 dB and was reduced 
to -25.6 dB. a reduction of 25 dB from the starting point. The global average acoustic level was 
initially -10.6 dB. which has been reduced to -36.6 dB. a reduction of 26 dB. Again it is noted that 
these reductions are stated simply to quantify this example, and that ending levels are the signifi-
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Figure 6. 7. - Relative Sound Pressure Level Versus Optimal Cylinder Weight for the 
Unstiffened Model. \7- Fine Model Optimized, £-Fine Model Uniform 
Thickness 












Figure 6.8.- Unoptimized and Optimized Velocity Distributions- Stiffened Cylinder 
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Figure 6.9.- Unoptimized and Optimized Interior Noise Distributions-
Stiffened Cylinder 
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The shell thickness distributions before and after optimization are illustrated in Figure 6.1 0. 
Since the shell thickness design variables tended to dominate the design when shell and stiffener 
design variables were optimized simultaneously. only the shell thicknesses were contoured. For 
this case. very little change was found in the stiffener design. Once again it is observed that the 
optimized thickness distribution shows the effect of the nonsymmetric loading on one side of the 
shell. The optimal thickness contours again represent a somewhat harmonic distribution about the 
shell circumference. and the weight decreased by 1% from the starting point. 
Initial Constant Thickness Cylinder 
and Uniform Dimension Stiffeners 
Optimized Cylinder Normalized 
Shell Thickness 





Figure 6.11 is a plot summarizing the results of 30 optimizations of the stiffened model using 
the different objective/constraint formulations. In this figure. a relationship is not readily apparent 
between the optimal weight and optimal sound pressure level (as was seen in Section 6.3.1 for the 
unstiffened model). This difference between the unstiffened and stiffened model results can be 
explained by referring to Figure 6.1. Beginning on the y-axis of this figure. at the excitation 
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frequency of the unstiffened model (154.2 Hz), by traversing to the right it is observed that the 
modal density of the unstiffened cylinder is quite high. However, for the stiffened cylinder, the 
modal density is very low at its excitation frequency of 137.9 Hz, and only a few fundamental 
resonances occur. Thus the unstiffened cylinder, at its various initial and final design states (in this 
frequency range) tends to remain in a modal rich region, allowing mass control effects to be 
observed with little effects of shifting from one resonance to another. However, for the stiffened 
cylinder, the effect of the stiffeners is to decrease the modal density; thus this structure is more 
stiffness controlled than the unstiffened cylinder, and is highly affected by the amount of overlap 
with its fundamental resonances. Referring back to Figure 6.11, the filled triangular symbols 
correspond to the three starting point conditions, and represent a uniform distribution of shell 
thickness and stiffener dimensions. The middle point of the three is the on-resonance condition 
with the (2, 1) mode, and the other two are considerably off-resonance. In general the optimal 
design points congregate well below the on-resonant po~t, and represent a multiple number of 
improved designs. This figure illustrates the potential for optimizing at the resonant frequencies, 
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Figure 6.11. - Relative Sound Pressure Level Versus Optimal Cylinder Weight for the 
Stiffened Model, V- Fine Model Optimized, A- Fine Model Uniform 
Thickness 
6.3.3 Design Variable - Stiffener Inertias Only (stiffened," single frequency). A short study 
was performed to verify the importance of frame and stringer stiffness to noise reduction. The 
study was prompted by the discovery of "acoustic" tailoring recently performed on European 
airplanes including the Dornier 328 turboprop, and the ATR42-500 turboprop. The Dornier 328 
utilized optimal spacing of "acoustic stringers", which were high torsion inertia sections of hat 
shape. The ATR42-500 reinforced seven fuselage frames in the propellor plane. Both airplanes 
also utilized passive vibration absorbers, and acoustic lining as well. 
The optimization cases described in this section utilize stringer and frame cross section inertia 
properties (I,J) as design variables, with no shell thickness design variables included. The baseline 
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acoustic objective with no weight side constraint was used. As the previous stiffener studies 
selected angle sections as the stringer inertia starting point. this analysis began with the stringer 
inertia of a hat section since the angle section has a very low torsion inertia. The case discussed in 
detail below utilized the stringer torsion inertia for each of the 10 stringers as the design variable. 
Figure 6.12 illustrates the stringer model and the stiffener sections. 
In Figure 6.13. the unoptimized and optimized velocity distributions are presented. As before. 
the initial velocity distribution is that of a (2.1) mode shape. For this case. the optimized velocity 











Figure 6.12. - Stiffened Cylinder with New Stringer "Hat" Section 








Figure 6.13. - Unoptimized and Optimized Velocity Distributions-
Stiffened Cylinder Stiffeners Only 
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Figure 6.14 illustrates the initial and optimal interior noise distributions for this case. The peak 
acoustic level has been reduced to -16.6 dB. a reduction of 14 dB. The global average acoustic 
level was initially -11.6 dB, which has been reduced to -27.6 dB. a reduction of 16 dB. 
The torsion inertia distributions before and after optimization are illustrated in Figures 6.15. In 
this result. the torsion inertia is increased substantially at the top of the cylinder, effectively 
breaking up the velocity distribution into a (3,1) shape versus the initial (2,1) shape. 
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Figure 6.14.- Unoptimized and Optimized Interior Noise Distributions-
Stiffened Cylinder Stiffeners Only 
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Figure 6.15. - Unoptimized and Optimized Beam Inertia Distributions-




Table 6.1 summarizes the results of this stiffener study. Five cases were run, with design 
variables composed of the following stiffness inertia properties: stringer torsion, stringer bending, 
frame torsion, frame bending, and the final case with all of the above. As the frame bending inertia 
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and the stringer torsion inertia relate to circumferential stiffness of the cylinder. it is observed that 
these two cases 1 and 4 showed significant noise reduction (27.8 and 15.7 dB. respectively). On 
the other hand. the frame torsion and stringer bending inertias relate to longitudinal bending 
stiffness of the cylinder. The frame torsional stiffness of this channel section is very low initially. 
and thus a very low noise reduction was achieved of 2.6 dB. In contrast. the stringer bending 
inertia for the hat section is very similar in magnitude to the stringer torsion and frame bending 
inertias. and a significant noise reduction was achieved for this Case 2 of 14.9 dB. Case 5 
combines all the torsion/bending design variables for both stringers and frames. and compar~ble 
reduction to Case 4 with frame bending alone was achieved. The overall results in this section 
verified the potential for frame and stringer design alone to reduce interior noise. 
Table 6.1 Stiffener Study Optimization Results 
Design Variables Average SPL (dB) 
Case Stiffeners Inertias Initial Optimized Reduction 
1 Stringers Torsion -11.6 -27.3 15.7 
2 Stringers Bending -11.6 -26.5 14.9 
3 Frames Torsion -11.6 -14.2 2.6 
4 Frames Bending -11.6 -39.4 27.8 
5 Both Both -11.6 -36.6 25.0 
6.3.4 Design Variable - Beam Cross Section Shape (stiffened, single frequency). The opti-
mization case in this section utilizes the Acoustic objective to minimize the global acoustic levels 
by tailoring the beam stiffener cross section shapes. with a side constraint on the weight such that 
it does not exceed the initial weight. The starting point is the on-resonance starting condition. The 
shape of the unoptimized structural natural mode is shown in Figure 6.16, which for this structure 
had a frequency of 140.8 Hz. This frequency was the constant excitation frequency of the 
optimization. 
Structure Acoustic Response 
Figure 6.16 - Structural Natural Model Shape and Acoustic Response of 
Data Recovery Mesh to the Structural Natural Mode 
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In order to perform shape optimization of stiffeners modeled using beam elements, it is 
necessary to know the area A, inertias lx, ly, lxy about the cross-section's X,Y axes, the torsion 
constant J, and the centroidal and shear center locations. Since in this example we are using the 
method of feasible directions to do the optimization, we also need the sensitivity derivatives of the 
responses with respect to the design variables. These properties and derivatives must be evaluated 
when requested by the optimizer at each iteration. NASTRAN has the capability of accepting 
properties such as A, lx, ly, lxy' J, etc. in equation form as they would be programmed in 
FORTRAN. In order to compute the equations, a separate finite element code was written to 
integrate these area properties over the cross sections as they exist at each iteration. This stand 
alone finite element code was written such that it did not output the values of the properties (A, lx, 
ly, lxy' J, etc.), but the property equations as a function of certain prescribed x,y coordinates of the 
mesh for that cross section. These X, Y coordinates correspond to the design variables of the cross 
section. Having coordinates as design variables allows one to alter the shape of the cross section. 
Figure 6.17 shows the frame and stringer cross section shapes, along with the finite element 
discretization. Shown here are a channel section for the frame, and the two cases studied for the 
stringer cross section, i.e. an angle (Case I) and an open box (Case IT). The labeled points indicate 
the design variable locations, with a subscript x corresponding to an X-direction design variable, 
and subscript y to a Y -direction design variable. Note that some nodes only have an x subscript, 
some a y subscript, while others an x,y subscript. Each x or y at a node indicates a separate design 
variable, with the direction indicating the degree of freedom. By specifying only one of the 
coordinate directions at a node, the shape is thus constrained in the other direction. This is a way 
of limiting or constraining the design. 
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Figure 6.17 - Frame and Stringer Cross Section Shapes and Finite Element Discretization 
It should be noted that at each iteration in which the FEM/BEM solution was run, the cross 
section finite element code had to be run to evaluate the property equations. The cross section 
code, called BEAMSHPE, requires a prior finite element discretization of the cross section 
shapes. This was performed using an automated meshing code (MSGMESH, by 
MSC/NASTRAN). The meshing code was run prior to each BEAMSHPE execution. It should be 
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noted here that a coarse finite element discretization was found adequate to evaluate the area 
properties accurately. 
At this stage we can vary the coordinates of the two cross sections at every iteration due to 
changes in Xi, Yi coordinate design variables. In order to independently vary the cross sections of 
the 5 frames and 11 stringers in the model, we would require 175 coordinate design variables for 
Case I. This would be excessive, and is really not necessary. Instead we introduced design 
variables which basically were scale factors of each parent cross section, which are multiplied by 
each coordinate equally to uniformly scale the section up or down. Equation (6.1) shows the 
relationship between a property value A (area), the scale factors S, and design variable coordi-
nates Xi and Yi, where g represents the equation for the area in terms of coordinates of Xi and Yi· 
(6.1) 
A separate scale factor was applied to each frame and stringer in the model. Since there were 5 
frames and 11 stringers, a total of 16 scale factor design variables were required. Adding these to 
the 23 coordinate design variables for the parent cross sections of Case I, we had a total of 39 
design variables. Case ll, which utilized the open box section for the stringer, had a total of 43 
design variables. 
When performing optimization using any gradient search method, the starting point in the 
design space is very important. It is ususally necessary to evaluate many starting points in order 
to approximately locate a global minimum. In the case at hand, we have a mixture of coordinate 
design variables and scale factor design variables. Depending on the initial values of the scale 
factors relative to the coordinates, the gradients of scale factors or coordinates can be dominant. 
As it is possible to adjust the coordinate values with the scale factors and still have the same 
property starting values, the coordinates and scale factors were adjusted so that the initial gradients 
for scale factors versus coordinates were comparable in magnitude for the same values of the 
properties. This was done so as not to bias the design towards a cross section shape change versus 
a spatial scale change. These starting values were varied for several different optimization runs, 
to test for sensitivity to starting point. 
Each design variable, whether it is a scale factor or a coordinate, has upper and lower bounds. 
These were allowed to be quite generous, except for the case where a coordinate change may cause 
a line of the outline of the area to pass over another line, thus resulting in a negative area, or inertia 
property. These bounds were used to control and maintain realistic values. In addition to the 
design variable bounds, a weight constraint was placed on the total cylinder weight such that the 
initial weight of the entire stiffened cylinder was not exceeded. 
Figure 6.18 shows the changes in the acoustic objective and weight over the history of the 
iterations for both cases. The objective is given in pressure squared normalized by the initial 
pressure squared, and the weight is normalized by the initial weight. For Case I the global 
objective was reduced by 8.6 dB and for Case ll by 7.2 dB. Note that in both cases the weight, 
which was constrained to not exceed the initial weight, was actually reduced by 5%. Also note that 
each design iteration required approxim~tely 15 minutes CPU on an SGI Pow~r Indigo IT work-
station, with a total of 19 CPU hours for Case I and 26 CPU hours for Case IT. 
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Figure 6.18 - Objective Function and Weight 
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In Figure 6.19, the before-and-after-optimization parent cross section shapes are presented. 
Note that the sections have been greatly enlarged for clarity. For both cases, dramatic changes inl 
the shape of the cross-sections were not found. Typically thinning down of the sections, 
maintaining inertia while reducing weight are the trends for the channel. Attempts were made to 
allow the channel (frame) section the freedom to develop another leg at the top (away from the 
attachment to the shell), and only a bump is noticable. It is evident that the angle's stiffness and 
mass are reduced considerably. Generally the box section simply has thinned down walls. It 
should also be remembered that the thinner sections are still multiplied by the scaling factors. 
(r= 
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Channel 




- - - - Optimized 
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Figure 6.19 - Before and After Optimization Cross Section Shapes 
The dominant change in the stiffener design tended to be in the scaling variation from stiffener 
to stiffener over the cylinder, represented by the scale factor design variables. Figure 6.20 
illustrates this trend. The scale factors are magnified and multiplied by the parent sections to show 
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the relative changes in size over the cylinder. In general. the frame relative size changes can be 
seen. but not much visible variation is evident in the stringers. either for the angle or the box 
section. It is noticeable that the relative changes in the frames is larger for Case I than for Case II. 
(a) Case I 
Stringers nominally 




90% d original size 
Cylinder Stiffener Cage 
Scale Factor Design Variables 
(b) Case II 
Stringers nominally 
87% of original size 
Figure 6.20 - Relative Changes in Stiffener Size Over the Cylinder 
A plot of the scale factors over the surface of the cylinder is not a good indicator of how they 
will affect the dynamic response of the cylinder. or the acoustic response of the interior. Figure 
6.21 contains plots of the cross section properties of the frames and stringers nonnalized with 
respect to the initial values prior to the optimization. These properties include the scale factors. 
areas, and inertias Cix, Iy. Ixy. J). Note that the area changes are proportional to the square of the 
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Figure 6.21 - Normalized Cross Section Properties Over the Cylinder 
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scale factors, and the inertias to the fourth power of the scale factors. In these figures, it is evident 
that small changes in scale factors result in large changes in inertias. It is the inertias that strongly 
affect the bending behavior of the shell, and thus the acoustic response of the interior. In Figure 
6.21a, it is clear that the inertias are much larger for Case I than in Case ll. In Figure 6.2lb, a 
sinusoidal variation in stiffness properties around the circumference is evident for both cases (this 
result has been evident in many of the other cases). For Case I, the stringers were nominally 90% 
of original size, and for Case ll 87% of original size. For the open box cross section, the torsion 
constant J is two orders ·of magnitude larger than the angle torsion constant. It is believed that this 
section is thus more efficient, explaining why the scale factors are generally smaller for both the 
frames and stringers for Case ll than in Case I. This is particulary evident in the frame scales, as 
much larger variation is required in the frames for Case I to affect the structure than for Case ll. 
Looking back at Figure 6.16, this starting natural mode of the structure is a (2,1) mode, i.e. two 
sine waves in the circumferential direction and one half sine wave in the longitudinal direction 
(recall that only half the longitudinal and circumferential directions are modeled). Figure 6.16 also 
contains a contour of the magnitude of the acoustic response at the subject frequency to this 
structural mode. The acoustic variation is the result of the (2, 1) structural mode forcing the off 
resonance response of the (2,0) and (2,2) acoustic modes at 197.2 and 218.0 Hz, respectively. The 
acoustic mode shapes have a two sine wave variation circumferentially, and a cos(k1tx/L) 
variation in the longitudinal direction, where k=O or 2 for these modes. In Figures 6.22a and 
6.22b, this same acoustic behavior is plotted in a normalized fashion along with the changes in 
inertias along the longitudinal and circumferential axes, respectively. The acoustic curves are the 
pressure squared acoustic objective normalized by the maximum level in the contour, and the 
inertias are normalized by the maximum in tertia. The particular case displayed is that of Case I. 
Case II has very similar trends. Focusing on Figure 6.22a, which corresponds to the longitudinal 
direction, the acoustic variation is a slowly increasing function, while the inertia variation has a 
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spike near but prior to the center. In Figure 6.22b, the acoustic variation appears to be that of two 
full sine waves around the half circumference (sin(k1tx/L) where n=4), due to the fact that the 
"pressure squared" objective is plotted and thus the negative part of the wave has become positive 
(the pressure is actually still an n=2 wave). The stiffener inertia around the circumference is also 
an n=4 sinusoidal distribution, except it is different in phase by 180 degrees. This design trend 
brings to mind the phase cancellation techniques of active noise control. 
6.3.5 Multiple Frequencies. In this section, multiple frequency optimization was performed on 
the stiffened cylinder models using CONMIN and the acoustic objective formulation. The Circ-15 
(C15) and Long-21 (L21) models were used, in a total of five cases. The five cases were: 
1. L21_Mid_BL. Long-21 model, mid-design variable starting point, acoustic formula-
tion, no weight constraint (baseline). 
2. L21_Mid_l.O. Long-21 model, mid-design variable starting point, acoustic formula-
tion, weight constrained to be ~ initial weight of mid starting point. 
3. L21_Mid_l.l. Long-21 model, mid-design variable starting point, acoustic formula-
tion, weight constrained to be ~ 1.1 times weight of mid starting point 
(10% increase). 
4. C15_Mid_BL. Circ-15 model, mid-design variable starting point, acoustic formulation, 
no weight constraint (baseline). 
5. C15_Low_l.O. Circ-15 model, low-design variable starting point, acoustic formulation, 
weight constrained to be ~ initial weight of mid starting point. 
The common excitation spectrum for these multifrequency cases is depicted in Fig. 6.23. The 
excitation bandwidth captured several structural modes and one acoustic cavity mode. 
The interior response spectra for the beginning and five ending optimal design states corre-
sponding to the five cases are shown in Figure 6.24. The response spectra was obtained for each 
case by averaging the interior response across all data recovery nodes for each analysis frequency 
within the bandwidth. 
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Figure 6.23 - Multi-frequency Excitation Spectrum 
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With the exception of case 4, all analyses yielded significant improvement as compared to the 
baseline starting point over the entire bandwidth. not just at the peak frequencies. Examining the 
structure of the response. it is evident that some modal frequencies were moved about. though only 
one was moved completely out of the range. The acoustic mode response near 119 Hz was re-
duced. as well. Note that had the end-points of the frequency range been included in the 
peak-tracking algorithm, then shifting a resonance to just outside of the band would also be taken 
into account. 
Figure 6.25 presents the ending optimal normalized design states in the same sequence. top to 
bottom. as the cases defined above. The best response spectra is that in Case 5. which corresponds 
to a slight perturbation of the design variables about their lower bounds. Table 6.2 summarizes the 
total average sound pressure level reduction across the bandwidth and the normalized ending 
weights. Note that the weights are not significantly changed from the reference starting design 
states. even though the sound pressure level reductions are quite substantial. As we observed in the 
single frequency studies, it's not just the amount of weight on the structure, it's how you use it that 
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7. CESSNA FULL AIRCRAFT OPTIMIZATION STUDY 
In Section 7, an optimization study of a Cessna Citation ill business jet fuselage structure is 
discussed. The actual aircraft modeled is a test specimen that exists in the Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute Acoustics Lab and is used for noise control testing. This aircraft has the wings and tail 
control surfaces removed, and the true condition of the aircraft was modeled. Cessna Aircraft 
Company constructed the structural finite element model of the aircraft, and Lockheed Martin 
Aeronautical Systems Company constructed the acoustic boundary element model of the cabin 
interior. Figure 7.1 shows a picture of the aircraft. 
Figure 7.1 - Photograph of Cessna Citation ill Fuselage 
Located at the VPI Acoustics Lab 
In the following sections, the model development, analysis, and optimization of this aircraft is 
discussed. Section 7.1 presents the results of some preliminary modeling studies, which were 
prerequisite to constructing the structural finite element model. Section 7.2 discusses the finite 
element and boundary element models, including boundary conditions, load conditions, and 
excitation. Section 7.3 summarizes the dynamic modal response of the structure and the acoustic 
response of the interior cabin. Section 7.4 describes the optimization objective and constraints, 
including the six optimization cases selected for study. Finally~ Section 7.5 presents the results of 
each of the six optimization cases. 
7.1 Preliminary Modeling Studies 
In this section, the results of four different modeling studies, conducted to guide the develop-
ment of the full aircraft Cessna Citation ill structural finite element model, is presented. Section 
7 .1.1 discusses a study on mesh density requirements versus cpu time, Section 7 .1.2 presents a 
study of plate element versus beam elements to model the frame and stringer stiffeners, Section 
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7 .1.3 reviews a study on the effects of shell membrane stiffening due to cabin pressure, and Section 
7 .1.4 discusses a modeling study of the effect of frame cutouts. 
7.1.1 Mesh Density Requirements. A stiffened cylinder finite element structural model was 
constructed to test the mesh density requirements for the particular cylinder size and stiffening 
characteristics of the Cessna fuselage. The cylinder was modeled with CQUAD4 plate elements 
for the skin and CBEAM elements to model the frame and sttinger stiffeners. This idealized 
stiffened cylinder was 6 feet in diameter. and 20 feet long, with the average stiffening character-
istics of the Cessna fuselage. A modal analysis was conducted in NASTRAN for each mesh 
density studied. followed by a post-processing operation to determine if the mesh was fme enough 
for the modes of interest. The computers designated for the optimization analysis were also 
benchmarked for the amount of CPU time required to run each problem. Figure 7.2 shows a 
natural mode of this test cylinder modeled with the final selected mesh density. As the goal of the 
optimization is to tailor structural modes which are global in nature. with wavelengths much • 
longer than the subpanel dimensions (a subpanel is bounded by two stringers and two frames). then 
the mesh density was not sized to accurately capture the subpanel modal behavior. The fmal mesh 
density recommended from this study utilized 1 node between each stringer, and 3 nodes between 
each frame. This density allowed a reasonable CPU time expenditure and accurate capture of the 
frame and stringer global modes. 
Figure 7.2 - Natural Mode of Ideal Stiffened Cylinder 
7 .1.2 Stiffener Modeling: Plates vs. Beams. A study was performed to determine if beam ele-
ments could be used to accurately model the Cessna fuselage stiffened (shell structure) dynamic 
behavior. Two stiffened panel models were generated, both composed of7 frames and 7 stringers, 
with a resulting 36 bays or subpanels. Each model used the same CQUAD4 (plate) element mesh 
for the skin. One model utilized plate elements for the frame and stringers, while the other used 
CBEAM elements. A modal analysis was conducted with each model, and the resulting funda-
mental modes (frequency and mode shape) were compared to verify the ability of the beam/plate 
model to predict the modes of the all plate model. Three different modeling techniques were 
evaluated for the beams: (1) utilized the doubler areas in the inertia, neutral axis and shear center 
offset calculations of the beams, (2) utilized a portion of the skin thickness/width as well as the 
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doubler to compute the neutral axis, and (3) was the same as (1) except it neglected the shear center 
offset (still included the neutral axis offset however). Case (3) was evaluated to determine if shear 
center offsets could be ignored. as it was known that shear center offsets are not allowed in 
MSC/NASTRAN when performing a nonlinear analysis. and this nonlinear analysis was required 
to include the effects of pressure stiffening. Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of the fundamental 
mode predicted using the all plate model. and the beam/plate model using Case (3). It can be seen 
that good agreement in both shape and frequency was evident with these two modeling techniques 
for this "global" mode. It should also be noted. however. that although the global modes of these 
stiffened panels were accurately predicted with the beam/plate model. that the subpanel modes did 
not agree at all with the all plate model (these results are not shown). Two reasons for this are 
evident. First. neither the all plate or the beam/plate models had enough mesh fidelity to accu-
rately predict the subpanel modes. and the beam elements do not produce the correct "stiffness 
footprint" which bounds the subpanels. leading to larger effective subpanel dimensions for the 
bearnlpiate model and lower predicted sub panel frequencies. The results of this study led to rec-
ommendations that the fuselage model be constructed using the beam/plate approach. that the 
shear center offsets be neglected so that the nonlinear solution can be conducted, that the doubler 
be included in the neutral axis and inertia calculations for each beam (and not included in the plate 
thickness). and that portions of the skin area not be included in these neutral axis and inertia 
calculations. 
(a) Plate element only model 
Fundamental mode at 81.0 Hz 
(b) Plate and beam element model 
Fundamental mode at 80.6 Hz 
Figure 7.3 - Comparison of the First Two Natural Modes 
7.1.3 Effects of Shell Membrane Stiffening Due to Cabin Pressure. A brief look at pressure. 
stiffening effects on these stiffened shells was undertaken. The analysis was performed by ap-
plying the in-plane tensile loads due to pressurization to the flat stiffened panel of Figure 7 .3, and 
also by applying the internal pressure loads to a quarter model of a stiffened cylinder. Both cases 
require a static nonlinear analysis to be perfonned as the frrst step, in which the nonlinear stiffness 
matrix is written to the database at the final converged load step. This is followed by a modal 
analysis in which the nonlinear stiffness is read from the database and used in conjunction with the 
mass matrix to compute the natural modes. In both cases, the frame and stringer (global) modes 
increased in frequency from 5-15 Hz, but the appearance of the first sub panel modes was increased 
in frequency by around 80Hz. Again, the analysis is not considered accurate for the subpanel 
modes due to the lack of model fidelity. However. it is obvious that the pressure stiffening effect 
is very important, and must be included in the analysis when that static loading is present. 
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7.1.4 The Effect of Frame Cutouts. A quick study was performed to evaluate the effect on the 
global modes of holes cut in the frames at stringer-frame intersections, which allow the stringers 
to pass through without any discontinuity in the stringer. The flat stiffened panel model of Section 
7 .1.2 (Figure 7 .3) was modified to include these holes, with the local effect on the model mesh 
shown in Figure 7.4. These holes (cutouts) were included at every stringer/frame intersection in 
this model, except at the outer boundary where the boundary conditions were applied. Table 7.1 
contains the results of this study. It is evident that the cutouts had only a minor effect on the global 
modes. As a result of this study, no modifications were made to the Cessna fuselage model to 
account for frame cutouts. 
Figure 7.4 - Local Mesh modification to Account for Frame Cutouts 






7.2 Model Description 










Figure 7.5 illustrates the finite element and boundary element models used to predict the 
acoustic levels in the Cessna aircraft. This aircraft does not have wings or tail control surfaces, and 
thus are neglected from the structural model. The engines, which are tail mounted on the left and 
right sides, are represented in the model as concentrated masses at their respective centers of 
gravity. Rigid elements are used to connect in a spider-like fashion from the e.g. of each engine to 
its structural mounting points. As mentioned in the previous section, the structural FEM model is 
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developed using CQUAD4 and CTRIA3 NASTRAN plate elements, with CBEAMS used to mod-
el the frame and stringer stiffeners. In general, the fidelity of the structural model can be best 
described as having three grid points between each frame grid, and one grid point between each 
stringer grid. A direct frequency response solution is used to compute the structural velocity 
response in NASTRAN. Structural damping at 1% of critical is applied to the cylinder. 
FEM Structural Model 
Right Engine C.G. 
Figure 7.5 - FEM and BEM Models of the Cessna Citation III 
The boundary conditions are different for the dynamic and static solutions. For the dynamic 
frequency response solution, the structure is free to move in the rigid body mode representing 
vertical (Y -direction) translation. Very large numerical masses, four orders of magnitude larger 
than the total fuselage mass, are used to "shake" the fuselage with an enforced velocity at the 
engine mounts of .15 inches/sec (peak). The two engine excitations are in the vertical direction, 
and are in phase with each other. The intent of this excitation is to simulate the n 1 imbalance of 
the engine. This is a geared engine, and the actual nl speed corresponds to a frequency of 350Hz 
for the nl rotor, but the fan speed is geared to 195Hz. Thus the excitation velocity is enforced at 
195 Hz. The actual spectrum of the excitation is assumed to be constant in magnitude above and 
below 195 Hz, so that the optimization is not allowed to simply shift troublesome structural modes 
away from the 195Hz frequency. As for the linear static (structural integrity) stress solutions, the 
structure is grounded at the wing spar attachment fittings, shown in the figure. Thus the structure 
tends to bend about the wing attachments points. 
A MSC/NASTRAN DMAP was written to solve a technical difficulty caused by the enforced 
motion dynamic solution. The large masses must be subtracted from the true mass of the structure 
when the weight constraint optimizer option is turned on._ The DMAP subtracts this mass, and 
maintains numerical accuracy of the true weight of the structure. Prior to this DMAP, the total 
weight was printed from NASTRAN including the large masses, and an accurate true weight of the 
structure was lost due to the number of significant figures in the print format. 
The effects of pressurization of the aircraft fuselage are of interest in this study. Internal 
pressurization, usually of the order of 10 psi differential between the inside and outside of the 
fuselage, results in membrane stiffening of the aircraft skins, a nonlinear effect. Thus the subpanel 
modes, whose wavelength corresponds to the dimensions of the panels bounded by the frames and 
stringers, are greatly affected by this pressurization stiffening. The effect can be as much as a 
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doubling of the subpanel frequency. In order to quantify this affect, nonlinear MSC/NASTRAN 
Solution 106 is used which includes the nonlinear terms in the strain-displacement relations re-
sulting in geometric nonlinearities. The model is loaded with the static internal pressure, and the 
resultant nonlinear stiffness matrix at the final load step is saved on a database. The dynamic 
solutions (modes and frequency response) read the nonlinear stiffness matrix from the database 
and incorporate it with the computed mass matrix to compute solutions. Note that in order to 
properly ground the fuselage model for the nonlinear static solution, but yet still allow rigid body 
motion in the dynamic solution (the boundary conditions f~r the nonlinear static stiffness and dy-
namic solutions must be the same), weak springs on the order of 10 lb/in are used to connect the 
two engine e.g. grid points to ground. These springs result in very low "rigid body" natural 
frequencies which do not couple with the dynamic response at 195 Hz. 
Figure 7.5 also illustrates the BEM boundary element mesh and data recovery interior mesh. 
The boundary element mesh density was set to handle the wavelengths appropriate for an analysis 
frequency of 200 Hz or less. The data recovery mesh is very coarse, with each node point corre-
sponding to a passenger head location located in the cabin. The pilot head locations were not 
included in the data recovery mesh. These six locations are the points where the acoustic objective 
function is evaluated. The acoustic boundary conditions are the normal velocities of the bounding 
fuselage walls. The fuselage walls are considered untrimmed; no acoustic treatment boundary 
conditions are included in the model, and no global acoustic damping is used. The structural 
acoustic formulation utilized here is uncoupled (one-way coupled), and thus the structural veloci-
ties which become the boundary conditions for the acoustic model are solved separately from the 
acoustic solution. 
7.3 Modal/Response Survey 
As part of a model checkout, a survey of the velocity responses of the fuselage FEM model to 
the 195 Hz vertical shaking excitation was performed. This was done along with a modal survey 
of the structure to determine the modal density and wavelength characteristics in the frequency 
range of 195 Hz. Of concern was the appearance of subpanel modes in this frequency range, which 
the model did not have the fidelity to handle, and for which the beam elements did not give a 
correct solution. 
Figure 7.6 shows the shell velocity response at 195 Hz, in the unpressurized state. This re-
sponse is dominated by subpanel modes, and thus its accuracy is in question. This frequency is 
thus too high for the model, as the subpanel modal responses are dominant in this range. In addi-
tion, these kinds of responses are not long enough in wavelength to be affected by design changes 
to the stiffeners. Longer wavelength modes which are really stringer/frame modes, are the target 
for the optimization. Thus, it was decided that the unpressurized model was inappropriate for the 
195 Hz excitation, and the frequency of excitation needed to be reduced. Figure 7.7 shows the 
velocity response of the model at 108 Hz. This contains large wavelength behavior, sprinkled with 
some subpanel responses. It was decided to choose the frequency range of 105-115 Hz for the 
excitation for the unpressurized study. This reduces the interest in the results of this study, as the 
actual n1 fan speed is at 195Hz. However, the model is more accurate in this range. Figure 7.8 is 
a contour of the natural mode shape at I 08.1 Hz, which is very similar to the velocity response 
contour at 108 Hz. 
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Figure 7.6 - Unpressurized Model. Shell Velocity Response at 195Hz 
Figure 7. 7 - U npressurized Model. Shell Velocity Response at 108 Hz 
Figure 7.8 - Unpressurized Model, Mode Shape at 108.1 Hz 
In Figure 7 .9. the velocity response of the fuselage FEM model to the 195Hz vertical shaking 
excitation of the pressurized model is presented. Note that only the cabin section is pressurized. 
not the tail. Figure 7.10 presents the natural mode shape at ·196.5 Hz of the pressurized model. 
which is closest in frequency to the 195 Hz excitation. It is evident that the subpanel behavior is 
absent from the pressurized cabin walls as expected. but is still present in the unpressurized tail 
section. This sub panel modal behavior in the tail is a source of possible inacurracy. As the wave-
lengths of the responses/modes in the pressurized cabin walls are indicative of stringer/frame 
modes (longer wavelengths), then the model is considered much more accurate (than the unpres-
surized solution) and also more suitable for stiffener design optimization. As the majonty of flight 
conditions are in the pressurized state. then this pressurized study at 195 Hz, should be of great 
interest. 
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Figure 7.9 - Pressurized Model. Shell Velocity Response at 195Hz 
Figure 7.10 - Pressurized Model, Mode Shape at 196.5 Hz 
The COMET/ Acoustics BEM acoustics model was utilized by itself to determine if any acous-
tic natural modes exist within the frequency ranges of study. A detailed frequency sweep was 
performed using an internal monopole source off of the centerline. For the 190-200 Hz range. the 
sweep did not identify a single strong resonance frequency in the cabin. Between 194 and 195Hz. 
different points within the cabin peaked at different frequencies. A fixed frequency for objective 
function evaluation was selected at 194.5 Hz. based on these results. For the 105-115 Hz range, 
there was a strong resonance at 111.0 Hz. Thus a fixed frequency corresponding to an acoustic 
mode was selected for objective function evaluation at 111.0 Hz in the unpressurized case. 
A brief acoustic "panel" contribution study was performed to guide in the selection of design 
variables to be used in the optimization. This analysis capability is available within COM-
ET/ Acoustics. and for the fuselage would potentially locate groups of BEM elements in the 
acoustic model (panels) which strongly affect the data recovery acoustic responses at the passen-
gers head locations. The "effective" panel contribution solution was u~ized, which is formulated 
such that if the surface velocity of a particular panel is zero, the contribution of that panel is zero. 
This acoustic solution would indicate areas where a reduction of surface velocity coming from the 
structure would result in significant reduction in acoustic levels at the data recovery points. After 
post processing several of these panel sensitivity solutions, it was determined that stiffener design 
variables would be required over the entire cabin walls~ as there was not a particular location which 
consistently had high sensitivity. Thus it was not feasible to isolate the design variables to a spe-
cific area of the fuselage, as it was hoped would be learned from the panel study. 
In setting up the multi-frequency optimization analyses, it was noted that there were as many 
as 20 structural modes in the frequency ranges under study (105-115 Hz for the unpressurized 
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model, and 190-200 Hz for the pressurized model). Since the multi-frequency algorithm chooses 
the natural frequencies in the selected range as excitation/response frequencies, then each of these 
20 eigenfrequencies would require an objective function evaluation. However, after surveying the 
velocity responses and modal behavior, it was noted that many of these modes did not have sig-
nificant strain energy in the cabin walls, but involved mainly responses of the tail section. It was 
decided to screen out these tail section modal frequencies from the frequency list of objective 
function evaluations. This was done using a modal strain energy approach, in which the modal 
strain energy of the elements in the cabin walls was computed, and ratioed to the total strain energy 
of all the elements in the model. For any modes in which this ratio was greater than or equal to 
0.20, its eigenfrequency was retained in the objective function evaluation list. The others were 
deleted from the list. In MSC/NASTRAN, this was handled for the unpressurized runs by simply 
requesting strain energy output in the solution for natural modes. For the pressurized case, com-
putation of modal strain energy from a nonlinear stiffness matrix is not supported. This was 
resolved by writing a DMAP (Direct Matrix Abstract Program) alter to the NASTRAN modes 
solution, which computed the linear stiffness, and read in the nonlinear eigenvectors computed 
from a previous modes solution. It then computes the approximate strain energy using the linear 
stiffness (KL) and the nonlinear eigenvectors (UNL), as shown in Equation 7 .1. 
2 S.E. = 1/2 KL UNL (7.1) 
It has been found that the use of this approximate nonlinear strain energy screening technique, 
used only to screen out modes with low strain energy in the cabin walls from the objective function 
evaluation list, is an effective tool. Many mode shapes were plotted and studied along with their 
approximate nonlinear strain energy, to evaluate the desired screening responses of this tool. 
7.4 Optimization Case Description 
A MSC/NASTRAN structural design model, consisting of 34 design variables was created. 
The design variables are linear scale factors of the beam element cross section sizes, and design 
equations were input to relate these scale factors to the section properties (area, I1, 12, I12, J). A 
scale factor for a particular beam element cross section, S, is related to the areas and inertias as: 
2 Areanew = S Areaotd 
4 
Inew = S lotd 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
This type of design variable was selected for simplicity, as the beam properties were supplied from 
Cessna as areas and inertias, and the original cross section shapes were not known. It should be 
noted that this design variable to property relation ignores changes in the neutral axis offset. It was 
decided that this was an acceptable approximation. Initially, a design variable was created for each 
beam cross section property. Linking equations were written in NASTRAN to group the design 
variables so that a single variable controls the size of either a single stringer or a localized group 
of stringers, and likewise for the frames. SDRCIIDEAS was used to renumber the elements of the 
model supplied by Cessna to facilitate this grouping, and a FORTRAN code was written to per-
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form various sorting functions and generate the necessary NASTRAN input cards related to design 
variables, design equations, design linking, and sensitivity response. 
The "acoustic" optimization formulation was utilized, whose objective is to minimize the sum 
of squared acoustic pressures at the data recovery points (passenger head locations) with con-
straints on weight. Cases were included with constraints on structural integrity, and all had upper 
and lower bound side constraints on the design variable ranges. Cases with and without static 
cabin pressure were included as well. 
Checkouts were performed of the NASTRAN structural model including the design model, 
and system scratch disk space limitations were discovered due to the number of design sensitivity 
responses required. Reducing the number of design variables seemed to be the only solution, as 
the number of velocity responses is fixed by the number of elements bounding the acoustic interior 
cavity. A plan was formulated to run the COMPLEX algorithm initially with the 34 design vari-
ables, since this optimizer does not require sensitivity computation. Information from this run 
concerning dominant design variables were to be used to reduce the design variable count and a 
more focused second run to be made using CON1vflN. No~e that this second CON1vflN run could 
only be made for unpressurized (linear) solutions, as sensitivities can only be computed in NAS-
TRAN from a linear solution. This second CON1vflN run was never made, due to time constraints 
on the project. 
Considerable development was required for the structural integrity (stress constraint) NAS-
TRAN model. Six load cases, consisting of an upbending load, downbending load, and a side 
bending load, all three with and without internal pressure, were applied. These loads represent an 
envelope of the worst cases. Buckling of the fuselage due to these load cases was not considered, 
as Cessna felt that this was not an important design driver for this length of fuselage. Initial linear 
stress analysis using these load cases revealed very high bending stresses in the skin (quad) ele-
ments, mainly due to the pressure loading. In contrast, the nonlinear static solution for the pressure 
loading results in very little bending through the skin thickness, as the load is carried mainly in 
membrane stress. The linear stress computation at the midplane of the plate elements, which do 
not include bending stresses, were very similar to the nonlinear solution. It was decided to utilize 
only the linear midplane (membrane) stresses in the plate elements, and ignore the linear bending 
stresses in these elements. 
Extensive discussions/analysis occurred with Cessna, concerning how to handle the compres-
sion of plate elements (in panels which buckle under low compressive stresses) in linear stress 
analysis. The normal industry practice is to modify the NASTRAN CQUAD4 elements so that 
their membrane stiffness is removed, such as replacing them with CSHEAR elements. This is a 
manual operation, which cannot be performed in an automated optimization loop. Instead of 
modifying the stiffness of these elements, it was decided to reduce the effective allowables of the 
neighboring stringer beam elements. As a result, Cessna provided local effective compression 
allowables for the stringer beam elements, which adjust the ultimate compression/crippling al-
lowable of the beams, due to the presence of the skin elements which buckle at low compressive 
stress levels. Cessna also provided modifications to the beam elements in the NASTRAN model 
to include stress computation points on the cross sections. Elements representing the wing spar 
attachment fittings were also added to the model in order to apply restraints to ground at those 
locations without locally overstressing the model. This change significantly reduced the number 
of element stresses that were exceeding allowables, but several problem areas remained where 
minor stress exceedance still occurred. It was decided that for expedience, the state of the current 
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baseline (unmodified) model would be considered good from a stress viewpoint, and thus any 
element stress that was within 90% or greater than its local allowable, that element's allowable 
was bumped up to 1.15 times the baseline element stress. This allowed the optimizer to accept the 
baseline design as a feasible point, and gave some design freedom to change the model. It was felt 
that due to the conservatism discovered in the linear stress analysis, which results in excessive 
bending in some areas, that this increase in allowable was acceptable. In addition, it should be 
noted that the structural integrity analysis performed within the optimization will be at a prelimi-
nary design level, and thus a detailed stress analysis must be done in the appropriate stress group 
following any design changes recommended by this acoustic optimization methodology. 
Table 7.2 summarizes the six optimization cases studied in this project for the Cessna aircraft 
model. Note that Cases 1 and 2 are single frequency optimizations. In Cases 1-4, the design 
variables were allowed to vary +/- 20%, but when structural integrity (stress) constraints were 
applied, these bounds had to be tightened. For the integrity constraint cases, the design variable 
bounds used were 0.95 - 1.1. Since the median of this range was no longer centered at the starting 
point of 1.0, then the weight constraint was relieved a little, and the total fuselage weight was 
allowed to increase 3%. It should be noted that the elements representing the wing spar attachment 
fittings were added to the model for Cases 5 and 6 only. 
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The following sections present the results for each of the optimization cases in Table 7 .2. For 
each case the reduction in acoustic objective function, the change in weight, shell normal velocity 
contours and acoustic contours of the data recovery points (single frequency cases only), the 
acoustic spectra (for multi-frequency cases), and the final desi~n contours are discussed. 
7.5.1 Case 1- Single Frequency, Weight Constraint, Unpressurized. The acoustic objective 
was reduced from the initial level for this case by 5.9 dB. The weight at the best optimal design 
was 99.6% of the initial weight. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 compare the shell normal velocity magni-
tudes before and after optimization (plotted on the same normalized scale). In these figures, it is 
not readily evident that the optimized velocities are better for noise reduction. In fact, the velocity 
magnitudes are locally larger for the optimized case. What is evident is a slight redistribution of 
the velocity contours. It is noted also the strong presence of subpanel response in a ring near the 
cockpit. This is a source of inaccuracy in the model at this unpressurized frequency. Figure 7.13 
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presents acoustic contours of the acoustic pressures at the six passenger head locations. before and 
after optimization. It is evident that the acoustic responses have changed in shape as well as 
overall levels. In Figure 7 .14, a pictorial representation of the locations of the stiffeners which 
were selected as design variables is given. The red color indicates the locations of these stiffeners. 
Since the design variables are the same for all cases. this figure applies to all cases. and· will not be 
repeated. Figure 7.15 shows contours of the optimum design variable values (stiffener scale fac-
tors). which gives an indication of relative changes to the stiffening. In this figure it is evident that 
the front bulkhead and frames near the nose have been stiffened, and frames from the mid-fuselage 
to the rear have been softened. The velocity responses in Figures 7.11 and 7.12 reflect these 
changes through higher responses near the rear floor. Changes to the front bulkhead reponses are 
not evident in the figures. as they are probably too low to show up in the contours. 
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Figure 7.12 - Case 1 -Contours of the Velocities Mter Optimization 
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Figure 7.13 - Case 1 - Contours of the Acoustic Pressures at the Passenger Head Locations 
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Figure 7.14 - Contours of the Original Design State 






7.5.2 Case 2 ·Single Frequency, Weight Constraint, Pressurized. The acoustic objective was 
reduced from the initial level for this case by 7.5 dB. The weight at the best optimal design was 
99.6% of the initial weight. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 compare the shell normal velocity magnitudes 
before and after optimization (plotted on the same nonnalized scale). It is evident that the veloc-
ities have been reduced at the front bulkhead for the optimal case. Other changes. before and after · 
optimization. other than a minor reshaping of the contours. are not apparent Note, however. that 
these velocity contours involve much more global motion than was seen in the previous unpres-
surized case. This type of global motion, indicative of longe·r wavelength modal behavior. is the 
type of response that this low frequency optimization is expected to improve. It is expected that 
the pressurized cases, therefore, will have higher noise reduction than the unpressurized cases. 
Figure 7.18 presents acoustic contours of the acoustic pressures at the six passenger head loca-
tions. before and after optimization. Once again, it is evident that the acoustic responses have 
changed in shape as well as overall levels. Figure 7.19 shows contours of the optimum design 
variable values. In this case. the stiffeners on the bulkhead were reduced slightly, and moving aft 
from the nose, there is an alternating stiffening and softening of the frames. A similar alternating 
behavior is evident in the stringers as well. 
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Normalized 
Figure 7.16 - Case 2 - Contours of the Velocities Before Optimization 
Figure 7.17 - Case 2 - Contours of the Velocities After Optimization 
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Figure 7.18 - Case 2 - Contours of the Acoustic Pressures at the Passenger Head Locations 











7.5.3 Case 3 - Multi-Frequency, Weight Constraint, Unpressurized. The acoustic objective 
was reduced from the initial level by a maximum of 4.7 dB. and the design state corresponding to 
this is labelled the "best design". The weight at this design was 98.6o/o of the initial weight. Figure 
7.20 contains six acoustic spectra plots. one for each data recovery point in the model. which 
correspond to the six passenger head locations. Within each plot. the initial spectrum is compared 
to the three best optimal design spectra. From a review of these plots. it is evident that the best 
design has reduced levels for the first peak in all six locations. However. overall the improvement 
is not dramatic. Figure 7.21 shows contours of the optimum design variable values (stiffener scale 
factors) for the best design. In this design. the stiffener scale factors on the nose are increased 
(stiffened). followed by alternating stiffening and softening of the frames moving aft from the 
nose. The stringers have an alternating stiffening and softening behavior. but it tends to occur in 
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Figure 7.20 - Case 3 - Comparisons of the Acoustic Spectra for the Top Three Designs 
at the Six Passenger Head Locations 
Figure 7.21 - Case 3 - Contours of the Optimum Design Variable Scale Factors 
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7.5.4 Case 4- Multi-Frequency, Weight Constraint, Pressurized. The acoustic objective was 
reduced from the initial level for this case by 6.3 dB for the best optimized design (highest reduc-
tion of objective). The weight at the best design was 99.4% of the initial weight. Figure 7.22 
contains the acoustic spectra plots for the initial and three best designs. at each of the six passenger 
head locations. In these plots it is discovered that the best design actually has a slightly higher 
reponse than the initial at two of the passenger locations. However. the 2nd best design has no-
ticeable reduction in all locations. The overall reduction for the 2nd best design was 6.1 dB. with 
a final weight of 98.7% of the initial weight. Figure 7.23 shows contours of the optimum design 
variable values for the best design. In this design. the stiffener scale factors on the nose are de-
creased (softened). followed by alternating stiffening and softening of the frames moving aft from 
the nose. The stringers again have an alternating stiffening and softening behavior, but it tends to 
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Figure 7.22 - Case 4 - Comparisons of the Acoustic Spectra for the Top Three Designs 
at the Six Passenger Head Locations 












7.5.5 Case 5 - Multi-Frequency, Weight Constraint, Integrity Constraints, Unpressurized. 
The acoustic objective was reduced from the initial level for this case by 1.5 dB for the best opti-
mized design. The weight at the best design was 101.7% of the initial weight. even though the 
constraint allowed a possible 3% weight increase. Figure 7.24 contains the acoustic spectra plots 
for the initial and three best designs. at each of the six passenger head locations. Due to the 
tightening of the design variable bounds. and the addition of the stress constraints. very little im-
provement is noticed for this case. Figure 7.25 shows contours of the optimum design variable 
values for the best design. Similar design trends as in Case 3 are noticed here. except for much 
smaller design variable scale factors. Once again, stiffening is noticed on the front bulkhead. 
followed by alternating stiffening and softening. 
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Figure 7.24 - Case 5 - Comparisons of the Acoustic Spectra for the Top Three Designs 
at the Six Passenger Head Locations 










7.5.6 Case 6 ·Multi-Frequency, Weight Constraint, Integrity Constraints, Pressurized. The 
acoustic objective was reduced from the initial level for this case by 5.0 dB for the best optimized 
design. The weight at the best design was 101.7% of the initial weight. even though the constraint 
allowed a possible 3% weight increase. Figure 7.26 contains the acoustic spectra plots for the 
initial and three best designs. at each of the six passenger head locations. In this case. the best 
design showed noticeable reduction in the peak response for all six locations. Figure 7.27 shows 
contours of the optimum design variable values for the best design. Similar to Case 4. the stiffener 
scale factors on the nose are slightly decreased (softened). followed by alternating stiffening and 
softening of the frames moving aft from the nose. The stringers again have an alternating stiffen-
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Figure 7.26 - Case 6 - Comparisons of the Acoustic Spectra for the Top Three Designs 
at the Six Passenger Head Locations 












7.5.7 Discussion of Cessna Model Results. In this subsection, the results of the Cessna optimi-
zation study are discussed. To facilitate this discussion, Table 7.3 presents a summary of the 
reductions in objective function from the original design (for each case), and %of initial weight 
for the three best designs of Cases 3-6. The single frequency results are not included, as they are 
considered of less interest. 
Table 7.3 - Summary of Design Optimization Results for Cessna Model 
Case Design 
3 Best 
3 2nd Best 
3 3rd Best 
4 Best 
4 2nd Best 
4 3rd Best 
5 Best 
5 2nd Best 
5 3rd Best 
6 Best 
6 2nd Best 
6 3rd Best 




























It is evident from Table 7.3 that the pressurized cases ( 4 and 6) achieved much more noise 
reduction than the unpressurized cases. This is as expected, as the velocity responses of the pres-
surized fuselage were more global in nature, characterized by stiffened shell modal response. 
Many of the responses in the unpressurized cases included subpanel (skin) modes, which were too 
short in wavelength for the fidelity and element selection of the model, and were not easily af-
fected by sizing of the stringer and frames. Even in the 105-115 Hz frequency range, the 
unpressurized model lacked both fidelity in skin elements between stringers and frames, and re-
quired plate elements in the stiffeners as opposed to beams. Recall from Section 7 .1.2 that the 
beam stiffened panels did not predict the subpanel modal behavior accurately. 
As for Cases 5 and 6, involving structural integrity (stress) constraints, more development 
work is needed to apply these constraints accurately. To account for panel buckling (and loss of 
membrane stiffness), stiffener crippling, and other local eff~cts,. the local allowables were adjusted 
to the point that they were very conservative. In addition, to reduce the multiple real load cases to 
six required an "enveloping" of the worst loading conditions. This resulted in additional 
conservatism. Use of the linear static solution to predict the stresses due to pressurization added 
inaccuracy, as this solution predicted very high bending stresses on the outer and inner surfaces of 
the plate elements. These are unrealistic, as most of this pressure load actually results in mem-
brane stress. A comparison of the linear and nonlinear solutions using this pressure loading 
resulted in the use of the mid-surface principal stresses instead of the bending stresses at the outer 
fibers of the elements. As a result of these layers of conservatism and possible inaccuracies, the 
stresses computed for the unmodified fuselage initially violated the stress allowables. It became 
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necessary to increase the allowables such that the original design was considered good from a 
stress point of view. To give some design freedom, the initially exceeded allowables were ad-
justed such that they were 15% greater than the initial stresses. In addition, the weight was 
allowed to increase by 3% if required. As seen in Table 7.3, the weight only increased by 1 to 2%. 
Inclusion of the stress constraints resulted in the tightening of the upper and lower bounds of 
the design variables. This was done in order to achieve more feasible solutions in the analysis time 
available. From this point of view, the stress constraints performed their intended function, to 
"screen" the design from unreasonable stress exceedance from a preliminary design point of view. 
The resulting stiffeners were only allowed to vary in cross section linear dimensions from 95% to 
110%. 
As for the optimization algorithm performance, it is evident that the single and multi-
frequency algorithms performed their intended functions of reducing the noise levels within the 
design space. Although the intention was to reduce the acoustic tones induced by n 1 engine im-
balance, the excitation was conservatively considered to be a flat spectrum at +1- 5 Hz from the 
actual 195 Hz tone. Even with this excitation, the acoustic levels were reduced in this 10Hz 
bandwidth. As for run time (real time), this varied by computer system. The NASA platform 
averaged about 8 hrs per iteration, while the Georgia Tech machine required only half that time. 
The COMPLEX algorithm typically achieved a new feasible point for the stress constraint runs 
approximately 1 out of 3 iterations. For the multi-frequency cases, convergence of the algorithm 
was never achieved, as each case had to be halted so that another could be started. Typically each 
case was halted after the initial"complex" of 36 feasible designs was achieved and the COMPLEX 
optimization had been performed long enough so that many points had been improved and thus 
replaced. For example, 100 points were replaced for Case 3 and 60 for Case 4 before these cases 
were halted. However, only 19 points were replaced for Case 5 and 10 for Case 6 before these 
were halted. These last two had to be stopped early so that the results could be post-processed for 
the report, and it is therefore possible that additional improvement could have been achieved for 
them. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This report documents the results of a four year ( 1994-1997) joint Lockheed Martin/Georgia 
Tech research program directed toward optimizing the acoustic environment inside aircraft 
structures. An optimization design tool has been developed, which allows the structure of an 
aircraft fuselage to be tailored in such a way as to minimize the interior noise levels at selected 
discrete frequencies or frequency bandwidths. 
A computational optimization algorithm has been created composed of MSC/NASTRAN 
(FEM) to model the structure, AAC COMET/Acoustics (BEM) to model the acoustic fluid, and 
either CONMIN or COMPLEX as the optimizer. A portable UNIX shell script has been written 
to integrate the four major programs, and other necessary translator codes. To the best of our 
knowledge, this integrated design tool represents a unique capability within the aerospace 
industry. 
The potential and applicability of the algorithm has been validated against idealized unstiff-
ened and stiffened cylinders. Single and multiple frequency optimal design with multiple 
objective/constraint options has been demonstrated. Shell (skin) thickness and stiffener cross 
section dimensions were selected as design variables. The various objective function/constraints 
were evaluated, with the best performing formulation one which minimizes the sum of pressure 
squared subject to constraints on weight and bounds on design variables. Computational 
efficiency of the algorithm has been increased significantly through improvements to the 
COMET/Acoustics BEM code, associated data translators, and studies which selected optimal 
data recovery points. Weight, static stress, and buckling constraints have been integrated into the 
algorithm. 
An optimization study of a Cessna Citation Ill business jet fuselage structure was undertaken 
to study the application of this tool to a real fuselage. The intention was to reduce the noise level 
of a tone induced by an engine imbalance of the fan rotor (n 1 ), by altering the frame and stringer 
stiffening distributions. These changes were to be made without violating structural integrity 
constraints or dramatically increasing fuselage weight. Both single and multiple frequency 
algorithms performed well, with reductions in noise levels of 5 dB for a pressure stiffened fuselage 
with weight and stress constraints. 
It is recommended that the prediction tools used in this optimization algorithm be thoroughly 
validated. Whereas the optimization studies in this report have shown the potential of the noise 
reduction design technique, the application of the prediction tools still requires more study. 
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APPENDIX A 
Usage Guide to NASA Shell Script 
Usage for NASA Shell Script: 
$Cmd -c Filename [options] 
$Cmd refers to the current name of the shell script. The most current version is ns7.3. The 
script must either be in a directory specified in your login shell's PATH variable, or you must use 
the full path to the script to execute it. 
Required Input 
-c Filename Filename of the Variable Input file CFTI...E. The Variable Input file name must be 
the complete name of the file containing the optimization run parameter definitions. 
This file is utilized by the shell script and most support codes to configure the run. 
Basic Options 





Flag to indicate that NASTRAN jobs on remote machine are submitted via NQS 
rather than in the background. Default is submit in background. 
Flag to turn on first level of shell debug output 
Flag to turn on full shell debug output 
Restart Options 
The -B, -E, -EF, -eX, -IF, -I, -M, -N, -0, -pr, -P, -R, -S, -SI, -U and -W options provide the user 
a restart capability for the script. These options apply to files that are generated for the starting set 
of velocity boundary conditions, design variables, external loads and frequencies. The default 
condition for all of these options is no restart available. When used, the restart capability assumes 
for the current set or subset of input data files, that the appropriate set or subset of output files from 





Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate initial NASTRAN Buckling results already 
exist, with name BUFILE.f06 
Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate initial CO:MET external pressure results 
already exist for the current set of frequencies with name EXFILE.rslt , and that the 
initial perturbed external solution also exists, with name tmpns.updfcompert.rslt. 
Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate frequ~ncy interpolation files for the CO:MET 
external analyses already exist with file names freq*pid. 















Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate frequency interpolation files for the COMET 
internal analyses already exist with file names freq*pid. 
Single frequency runs. Flag to indicate that initial INTEG results exist for a 
BEAMSHAPE analysis 
Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that initial MERGE results 
already exist. The specific file name is specified in the host configuration file. 
Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that Nastran results for the current 
design variables already exist. The script will explicitly test for NFile.f04, 
NFile.f06, and the file specified on the ASSIGN OUTPUT4 card in NFILE. 
Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate initial NASTRAN Modes results already 
exist, with name MOF~E.ro6. 
Flag to indicate that NASTRAN pressurized static results already exist, with 
filenames NPrFile.ro6, NM106.DBALL, and NM106.MASTER. 
Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that CO:MET internal pressure 
results already, with name AFILE.rslt. 
Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that CO:MET restart file already 
exists, with name AFILE.RES2 or AFILE.RES4. 
Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that COMET sensitivity file 
exists, with name AFILE.sens. 
Flag to indicate initial NASTRAN static Stress Constraint results exist, with name 
SIFILE.pch. 
Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate initial UPDFREQ results exist, and that the 
perturbed external COMET data set exists. The script will check for updfreq.out 
and tmpns.updcompert.dat. 
Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that initial WTSENS results exist. 
The script will check for file weights.out. 
-P tells the script that an initial pressure solution has already been generated, and an associated 
COMET/ACOUSTIC restart file, for the current velocities and design variables. The script 
assumes the pressures are in the file AFILE.rslt, and the restart file is AFILE.rest. The script 
assumes that the AFILE.dat file is configured to generate pressure solutions from the restart file. 
-R tells the script that a COMET/ACOUSTIC restart file exits, but not pressures. The script 
assumes restart file name is AFILE.rest. The script assumes that the AFILE.dat file is configured 
to generate pressure solutions from the restart file. 
-M tells the script that a MERGE output file already exists, for the current velocities and design 
variables. The script assumes the file's name is AFILE.sens. 
Dynamic Remeshing Options 
The dynamic remesh options permit the user to use a different interior data recovery node mesh 
for the restart run than is used in the base run. 
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-dm Filename Flag to indicate dynamic remeshing, plus root filename of comet input file with 
different mesh than in AFTI..E 
-dS Flag to indicate a sensitivity file exists for the second comet input file, with same 
root file as file from -dm, name.sens 
Miscellaneous Options 
-z Flag to suppress the clean up of various scratch and temporary files that are 
generated in the course of a run. Note that this option is currently the default state, 
that is, all files are preserved. 
Notes 
Output from COMET is written to comet.out. 
Merge writes its standard output and error to merge.out. 
vbcgen writes its error output to vbcgen.err. 
The script will extract the sensitivity output file name specified on the "ASSIGN 
OUTPUT4=filename ... 11 line of the NASTRAN input file. 
Shell Script Output Files 
ns7.3.optimizer.out Multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate initial NASTRAN Modes results 
already exist, with name MOFILE.f06 
ns7.3.log Single and multi-frequency runs. Flag to indicate that COMET internal 
pressure results already, with name AFILE.rslt 
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APPENDIXB 
Guide to the ns7 Configuration File 
Version ns7 of the optimizer shell script implements an external configuration file. This 
configuration file permits certain aspects of the overall optimization algorithm to be defined 
external to the script itself, such that the script is much less platform specific. We anticipate that 
all platform specific localizations to be implemented through the configuration file, rather than 
hard-coded in the shell script. In addition, the configuration file provides enhanced flexibility for 
future upgrades and script modifications, including implementation of the hybrid algorithm. 
The data in the configuration file provides the script with information about the explicit 
location, name, host, output files and etc. for the various subcomponents of the overall optimiza-
tion algorithm. The individual lines of the configuration file have the form: 
KEYWORD= 
where KEYWORD is a specific string used to identify a particular item. The sequence of the lines 
in the configuration file is not important. 
The basic information in a configuration file tells the script the path to a given code, the 
network name of the host on which to run the code, the user's login name on that host, the relative 
path from the login directory to the directory containing the code's input files, and a root name for 
certain execution monitoring files generated by the script for that code. If the code is being run on 
the same platform as the script, then host and user information may be omitted from the flle. Since 
the script must be invoked from the directory with the data files, the relative paths to the data files 
for codes running on the same host as the script may also be omitted. 
The following are two examples of configuration files. The first file is configured to run at 
NASA Langley. The second file is configured for the Lockheed Martin (LMAS) environment. 
Following the files is a description of the keywords and their significance. 
The NASA host.cnf file is significantly shorter than the LMAS host.cnf file, as it takes greater 
advantage of default user, host and relative path information. 
NASA host.cnf 



























Lockheed Martin host.cnf 
Optimizer 1 =/users/ranger/ g596063/scripts/conmf3 .exe 
Optimizer2=/users/ranger/ g596063/scripts/conmf3 .exe 




EXTLO ADS=/users/ranger/ g596063/scripts/ext_loads 
ExHost=ranger 
Ex User=g596063 






















U _rpath=coarscy liken test 





















Specifies the complete path name to the optimization code used in the first 
stage of the algorithm. 
Specifies the complete path name to the optimization code used in the 
second (restart) stage of the algorithm. 




















Specifies the host where COMET is to run. 
Specifies a file name for redirection of COMET Standard Error and 
Standard Output. 
Login name of user on CHost. 
Relative path on CHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Specifies the complete pathname to the external loads program. 
Specifies the host where the external loads program is to run. 
Login name of user on ExHost. 
Relative path on ExHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Specifies the complete pathname to the external loads sensitivity merge 
program. 
Specifies the host where the external loads sensitivity merge program is to 
run. 
Login name of user on ExMerHost. 
Relative path on ExMerHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Specifies the command name for NASTRAN. 
Specifies the host where NASTRAN is to run. 
Specifies the form of the ps command on NHost that will generate a listing 
of process IDs, including the pid for NASTRAN (the script will issue the 
command "ps NHostPS" as part of a· 'routine to monitor the status of 
NASTRAN). 
Login name of user on NHost. 
Relative path on NHost from login directory to input data directory. 


















Specifies the filename generated by MERGE of output sensitivities (this 
name is hardcoded in MERGE by AAC). 
Specifies the host where ~RGE is to run. 
Specifies the form of the ps command on MHost that will generate a listing 
of process IDs, including the pid for :MERGE (the script will issue the 
command "ps MHostPS" as part of a routine to monitor the status of 
MERGE). 
Login name of user on MHost. · 
Relative path on MHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Specifies the complete pathname to the UPDFREQ program. 
Specifies the host where UPDFREQ is to run. 
Login name of user on UHost. 
Relative path on UHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Specifies the complete pathname to the VBCGEN program. 
Specifies the host where VBCGEN is to run. 
Specifies the form of the ps command on VHost that will generate a listing 
of process IDs, including the pid for VBCGEN (the script will issue the 
command "ps VHostPS" as part of a routine to monitor the status of 
VBCGEN). 
Login name of user on VHost. 
Relative path on VHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Specifies the complete pathname to the WTSENS program. 








Specifies the form of the ps command on WHost that will generate a listing 
of process IDs, including the pid for WTSENS (the script will issue the 
command "ps VHostPS" as part of a routine to monitor the status of 
WTSENS ). 
Login name of user on WHost. 
Relative path on WHost from login directory to input data directory. 
Used to specify which argument of a string of arguments to write to output. 
This is used as part of the timing routines, and will essentially select which 
of a sequence of output arguments from the ps command to interpret as time 
information. 
Specifies the form of the rsh command to use from the local host where the 
script is running. 




Variable definitions in VARIABLE INPUT data file 
(Usually abbreviated as var.in) 
The VARIABLE INPUT file is used to defme the NASTRAN and CO:MET/ACOUSTICS 
model filenames and to override default parameters in the various optimizers and codes that are 
available to the user of the ns7 shell script. 
Control parameters to the programs COMET, INTEG, NASTRAN, OPTOBJ, OPTSETUP, 
UPDFREQ, and UPDNAS are input using the VARIABLE INPUT file. The parameters are used 
by the codes to control some aspect of their execution. COMET/ACOUSTICS computes the 
interior and exterior acoustic fields. The INTEG code is required during Beamshape 
Optimization. NASTRAN computes the structural modes and response. OPTOBJ calculates the 
objective and constraints for each run. OPTSETUP translates all optimizer variables to the 
optimizers. UPDFREQ is used to update model files with current frequencies in multi-frequency 
optimization runs and in frequency sweeps. UPDNAS is used to update the NASTRAN model 
files with decision variables from the optimizer. 
All input cards to the VARIABLE INPUT file are optional except those that identify the 
filenames of the finite and boundary element models to be used for the execution of the run. In 
particular, the COMET interior model which computes the internal sound pressures and the 
NASTRAN response model which computes the velocities on the interior surface of the structure 
must always be identified using the VARIABLE INPUT file. 
The default values of the control parameters are overridden by including a keyword and a value 
in the VARIABLE INPUT file. A keyword corresponds to a variable name defined in the codes or 
script. If a keyword does not appear, then the default value for the corresponding variable will be 
used. 
Objective function and constraint selection are made through the VARIABLE INPUT file 
through inclusion of appropriate keywords and values. 
Parameters are formatted in the VARIABLE INPUT file using a specific keyword in columns 
1-10 and the variable value or string in consecutive fields of 10 columns on the same line. All 
keywords and values must be left justified within their 10 columns wide fields. The programs and 
script looks for explicit strings with specific justification. Therefore, any text that is not a keyword, 
or any keyword that is not left justified, will be ignored. 
1. Required Model Filenames and Input Variables for NASTRAN and COMET Execution. 
The following is an example of NASTRAN and COMET model and parameter inputs 
contained in a VARIABLE INPUT file. These parameters are read and processed by the shell 
script. 
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****BEGIN V AR.IN FIT...,E**** 
*** NASTRAN *** 
STRUCTURE RESPONSE en 
STRUCTURE MODES em 
STRUCTURE PRESSURED en_ stat 
STRUCTURE DESIGN cn_ds 
STRUCTURE ENERGY cm_se 
STRUCTURE STRESS cs 
STRUCTURE BUCKLING cb 
STRUCTURE MEMORY 20M 
STRUCTURE QUE q4hr 
STRUCTURE SCRATCH FALSE 
STRUCTURE SDIR /usr/temp/ 
*** COMET *** 
FLUID INTERNAL ca 
FLUID EXTERNAL ce 
FLUID RESTART FALSE 
FLUID MEMORY 20M 
****END V AR.IN FILE**** 
In the above example, the lines with asterisks are ignored, since they do not coincide with any 







Only the second line of the above two lines would actually be processed, as the first line's keyword 
is not left-justified. This may be exploited by the user to leave various alternative lines in the file 
for reference, while ensuring that the contents of the reference line is ignored. 
All STRUCTURE (NASTRAN) and FLUID (COMET) cards are input with three total fields. 
The second field is a keyword which identifies the filename or parameter to be set in the third field. 
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1.A. Required Filename Keywords 
The following lists the keywords that are required by the shell script for successful run 
execution. 
Variable/ Variable/ Default 
Keyword 1 Keyword 2 Value Significance 
STRUCTURE RESPONSE none A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN structural response model. 
Required. 
FLUID INTERNAL none A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the COMET internal acoustic response 
model. Required. 
1.B. Optional Filename Keywords and Input Variables for NASTRAN and COMET. 
The following lists the optional keywords that are utilized by the shell script to launch 
NASTRAN and COMET models correctly. 
Variable/ Variable/ 




none A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN structural modes model. In-
clusion of this card and model filename triggers the 
execution of structural modes analysis for multi-
frequency analysis. 
STRUCTURE PRESSURED none A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN static pressurized structural 
response model. Inclusion of this card and model 
filename triggers the execution of pressurized struc-
tural analysis. A.STRUCfURE DESIGN card must 
also be included in the VARIABLE INPUT file for 
pressurized analysis. 
STRUCTURE DESIGN none A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN design file which contains 
design state equations for the update of pressurized 
structure models. This card must be included when-














A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN strain energy model for use 
in mode calculation of pressurized structures. 
Inclusion of this card and model filename is required 
for the execution of multi-frequency pressurized 
structural analysis. 
A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN static stress model. 
Inclusion of this card and model filename triggers 
the execution of structural integrity stress constraint 
analysis. 
A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the NASTRAN static buckling model. 
Inclusion of this card and model filename triggers 
the execution of structural integrity buckling 
constraint analysis. 
none A string variable identifying the amount of memory 
required for the successful execution of all 
NASTRAN models. 
none A string variable specifying the time queue of all 
NASTRAN models. 
TRUE A string variable (TRUE or FALSE) which controls 
the utilization by NASTRAN of scratch files. 
none A string variable specifying the directory to which 
all NASTRAN scratch files are written. 
none A string variable identifying the filename (prefix 
only) of the COMET external acoustic response 
model. Inclusion of this card and model filename 
triggers the execution of the external COMET 
analysis for acoustic loading of the structure. 
TRUE A string variable (TRUE or FALSE) which controls 
the creation and utilization of COMET restart files. 
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FLUID MEMORY 4M A string variable identifying the amount of memory 
required for the successful execution of all COMET 
models. 
2. General Run and OPTOBJ Input Variables. 
The following is an example of general run and OPTOBJ inputs contained in a VARIABLE 
INPUT file. These variables are read and processed by the shell script and OPTOBJ to control 
general parameters of the run execution and to control the type of optimization to be performed. 
****BEGIN VAR.IN FILE**** 









OFFSET WEIGHT l.OD+5 
SCALE WEIGHT 1.0 
SCALE ACOUSTIC 1.0 
****END V AR.IN FILE**** 
The following lists the keywords that are used by the shell script and OPTOBJ for general run 








A real number set to the minimum acceptable change in the 
decision variables. Used to minimize search steps with very 






An integer set to the maximum number of script loops 
(objective function or gradient calculation). 
A string variable (TRUE or FALSE) which controls the launch 
of a second optimization beginning with the final design state 
of the initial optimization. 




The objective card entry is a string variable used to select the 
objective function to be configured. The OBJECTIVE card 
selector entry can be one of the following literal strings: 
ACOUSTIC, WEIGHT, or COMPOUND. 
CONSTRAINT CARDS 
Constraint cards are used to configure the objective with the 
appropriate constraints. More than one constraint card may be 
used in the input file. Each constraint card may have multiple 
entry fields (each having a field width of 1 0). The constraint 
selector entry is a string variable used to specify the type of 
constraint to be configured and can be one of the following 
literal strings: ACOUSTIC, WEIGHT, BUCKLING, or 
STRESS. 
Default: zero constraints. 
See sections 2.A-F. for CONSTRNT card formats. 
A real number having a field width of 16 columns (note this 
exception to the standard entry field of 10 columns) equal to 
the (un-normalized) objective function value of the initial 
design state of the run. The OBJO card is used to restart an 
optimization without having to rerun the first design state so 
that all objectives may be normalized to the initial value. 
GRADIENT SCALE FACTOR CARD 
An objective or constraint gradient may be divided by a scale 
factor. More than one scale factor card may be used in the 
input file. Each scale factor card must have two entry fields 
(each having a field width of 10): 
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OFFSET 0.0 
The first entry is a string variable used to specify the type of 
gradient to be scaled and can be one of the following literal 
strings: ACOUSTIC or WEIGHT. 
The second entry is a real number set to the scale factor. 
OFFSET CARD 
A specified offset is subtracted from the specified constraint. 
Offsets are currently available for weight constraints only. 
Each scale factor card must have two entry fields (each having 
a field width of 10): 
The first entry is a string variable used to specify the type of 
constraint to be offset and must be the following literal string: 
WEIGHT. 
The second entry is a real number set to the offset. 
2.A. The ACOUSTIC Constraint Card Format. 
The ACOUSTIC constraint card format is: 
CONSTRNT ACOUSTIC PMAXDB 
where PMAXDB is a real number setting the dB value of maximum noise constraint. The 
optimizer converts the PMAXDB value into an equivalent maximum average pressure magnitude 
squared, re 20 micro Pascals. The ACOUSTIC constraint is used in this format only with the 
WEIGHT objective formulation. (See section 2.C. for the COMPOUND objective formulation.) 
2.B. The WEIGHT Constraint Card Format. 
The WEIGHT constraint card format is: 
CONSTRNT WEIGHT WMAX 
where WMAX is a real number setting the maximum allowable weight. The WEIGHT constraint 
is used in this format only with the ACOUSTIC objective formulation. (See section 2.C. for the 
COMPOUND objective formulation.) 
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2.C. ACOUSTIC and WEIGHT Constraints with the Compound Objective Formulation. 
The COMPOUND objective requires both ACOUSTIC and WEIGHT constraint cards using 













where BINIT is a real number setting the initial value of noise beta variable (Suggest BINIT = 1.0), 
BLB I BUB are real numbers setting the lower I upper bounds on the noise beta variable (Suggest 
BLB = 0.0), and XMU is a real number setting the weight factor of the noise beta variable. 
The beta variables in the compound formulation are used to drive down normalized functions 
of weight and noise. Since weight and noise can not be negative, the lower bound is naturally zero. 
Since the compound formulation applies the beta values as constraints on the normalized weight 
and noise, the upper bounds may be selected as appropriate to permit or restrict growth of the 
related parameter (weight or noise). For example, a beta value of 0.5 would require that the 
corresponding parameter must be reduced by at least 0.5 from its starting value. Conversely, a beta 
value of 2.0 would permit the related parameter to grow by up to a factor of 2. The "weight" factors 
on the beta variables are at the user's discretion, and should simply reflect the relative importance 
the user places on minimizing one parameter over the other. 
2.D. The STRESS Constraint Card Format. 
The STRESS constraint card format is: 
CONSTRNT STRESS 
The STRESS constraint requires no additional fields and can be used with any objective 
formulation. 
2.E. The BUCKLING Constraint Card Format. 
The BUCKLING constraint card format is: 
CONSTRNT BUCKLING 
The BUCKLING constraint requires no additional fields and can be used with any objective 
formulation. · 
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2.F. The LINK Constraint Card Format. 
The LINK constraint card format is: 
CONSTRNT LINK I J T 
The LINK constraint implements a constraint as (Xi - Xj - T)!Xjo < 0, where Xi is the ith design 
variable, Xj is the jth design variable, Tis any real number (including zero), and Xjo is the initial 
value of the /h design variable (used as a scale factor). On the selection card, I and J are integers, 
and Tis any real number, including zero. Any number of LINK constraint cards may be included. 
3. OPTIMIZER Input Variables. 
The following is an example of optimizer inputs contained in a VARIABLE INPUT file. 
These parameters are read and processed by the OPTSETUP program. 
****BEGIN V AR.IN FILE**** 

































0.989670533E+OO 0.100202686E+01 0.539606431£+00 
****END V AR.IN FILE**** 
3.A. CONMIN Specific Keywords. 






















An integer set to the maximum permissible number of iterations. 
A real number set to the desired accuracy, used as a relative 
convergence parameter. 
A real number set to the minimum acceptable change in the 
decision variables. Used to minimize search steps with very small 
increments in the decision variables. 
An integer controlling the amount of output from CONMIN (1-5) 
1 - Minimum output 
5 - Maximum output (useful for tracking/debugging) 
NOTE: This is also used by COMPLEX. 
An integer set to the number of consecutive iterations to indicate 
relative or absolute convergence. 
A real number set to the tolerance on feasibility. CT should be less 
than zero. 
A real number set to the push-off factors. 
A real number. Maximum value=l.O. Minimum value=O.OOl 
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ABOBJl 0.1 A real number. Maximum value = 0.2. Minimum value = 0.0001 
PRill 5.0 A real number. 
DAB FUN 0.001 A real number, used as an absolute convergence parameter. 
3.B. COMPLEX Specific Keywords 












An integer value representing the maximum number of function 
evaluations that COMPLEX will allow. This number should be 
somewhat less than the "loops" number in the 'host.cnf file to 
ensure that the optimizer will always be the program which stops 
a run. A function evaluation is a design point calculation. 
A real number representing the reflection factor for the Complex 
Method. The point with the highest value of the objective func-
tion is reflected through the centroid of the other points: 
Xj = Xi + a ( Xj - Xi ) 
= 1,2,3, .... N 
Xi = the ith design variable value for the design point x 
N = number of design variables 
Xi = the ith design variable value of the centroid 
Box recommends a value of 1.3 for this variable. It is wise to keep 
the value above 1.0 to avoid the premature contraction of the point 
complex. 
A real value representing one of the two convergence criteria 
which must be met for COMPLEX to have converged on a 
solution. This criterion refers to the following equation: 
This criterion is satisfied if: 
p 2 
e > L [f(xj) - f] 
j=l 
P = the number of points in the complex 
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DELTA 0.0001 
f(xj) = the objective function value of the jth point in the 
complex 
- 1 p 
f == p L f(xJ = the average objective function value 
of the points in the complex j=l 
This convergence factor is called the Objective Function 
convergence. It represents the range of objective function values 
in the complex of points. Epsilon should be quite small because 
the objective function values for all of the points should be close 
together. 
A real number representing the point convergence criterion. It 
deals with how much of the design space the complex of points 
covers. This number, like the criterion for the objective function 
values should be small enough to ensure that the complex has 
closed in towards the optimum design state. First, the total"size" 
of the design space is calculated at the beginning of a run: 
N 
S == L (x~ - xD 2 
i= 1 
N = the number of design variables 
x~ = the upper bound of the ith design variable 
x: = the lower bound of the ith design variable 
The point convergence factor is then calculated as the "percent-
age'' of the design space covered: 
The convergence factor is satisfied if: 
b > §tt(x,,J- ~)' 
i=l j=l 
p = the number of points in the complex 
N = the number of design variables 
Xij = the ith design variable value of the jth design point 
Xi = the ith design variabl~·of the centroid 
s = the design space "size" 
CTOLER -1.000 x 10-9 The real value which essentially defines zero for the purpose of 
checking the validity of a point (whether it meets the constraint(s)). 
The constraints are all normalized so that if they are greater than 
zero, they are violated. This value (the constraint tolerance) 










A positive integer value between 1 and 9,999,999,999 (it may 
never be less than 1) which serves as the pseudo-random number 
generator seed value. As long as this number is the same, the 
pseudo-random number generator will produce the same set of 
numbers (between 0 and I), allowing for repeatability of a run. 
An integer value used to determine the size (number of points) of 
the complex of points to be used in the run. The value given by 
the user is added to the number of design variables in the model to 
detennine the number of points that will be used. This number 
may be negative (giving fewer points than the number of design 
variables), but it may not be less than -(NDES-2). ·In other words, 
there may not be less than two points in the complex. 
If the user has requested a DESIGNSPACE run (DODESSPC = 
TRUE) this variable serves a slightly different purpose. The user 
must ensure that the number of points in the complex 
(NDES+COMPSIZE) is greater than the value of the INCRE-
MENT variable defined below. 
10 An integer value used only when a DESIGNSP ACE run is 
conducted (DODESSPC = TRUE). This value represents the 
number of steps that the user wishes the program to take to get 
from the lower variable bound to the upper variable bound. 
1 An integer value used only when a DESIGNSPACE run is 
conducted (DODESSPC =TRUE). This value represents the first 
design variable value that the user wishes to increment across the 
design space. 
2 An integer value used only when a DESIGNSP ACE run is 
conducted (DODESSPC = TRUE). This value represents the 
second design variable value that the user wishes to increment 
across the design space. 
none A series of real numbers, each having a field width of 16 columns, 
which describe a set of design variables and objective function 
value which correspond to a feasible design point in the 
"complex" of the optimization. The FEASIBLE card is used to 
restart an optimization using existing points. As many FEASI-
BLE cards may appear in the VARIABLE INPUT file as exist in 
the "complex" for the run. The design variables are entered con-
secutively on the line in fields of 16 c~lumns (note this exception 
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to the standard entry field of 10 columns) and the objective func-
tion value is entered last on the line (also in a field of 16). 
DODESSPC .FALSE. A logical variable which activates the DESIGNSPACE 
subroutine. This routine will vary two design variable values 
(essentially doing an exhaustive search with only two variables) to 
produce a block of data. This data consists of the objective 
function values all the way across the design space. The data can 
then be used to construct a 3-D graph depicting the objective 
function. The program will take INCRE:MENT steps from the 
lower to the upper design variable bounds on each design variable 
value (IDESONE and IDESTWO). 
DOVECTS 
IF THIS SUBROUTINE IS ALLOWED TO RUN (i.e. this vari-
able is set to TRUE), NO OPTIMIZATION WILL TAKE 
PLACE . 
. FALSE. A logical variable that is used to activate the VECTOR GRAPH 
subroutine. This routine does an analysis along the line between a 
point and the centroid when that point (after many retractions) 
could not be improved upon. This routine can be very time 
consuming. It is recommended that it only be used if the user is 
looking for information about why the points are failing to 
improve . 
. TRUE. --? Vectorgraph can be run 
.FALSE. --? Vectorgraph cannot be run 
4. INTEG and UPDNAS Input Variables. 
TJ-te following is an example of INTEG and UPDNAS inputs contained in a VARIABLE 
INPUT file. 
****BEGIN V AR.IN Fll..E**** 



















****END V AR.IN FILE**** 
The following lists the keywords that are used by INTEG and UPDNAS. 
Variable/ Default 
Keyword Value Significance 




The STRUCTURE card is currently used to specify NASTRAN 
models utilizing frames and/or stringers. The STRUCTURE card 
may have one of several formats, each specified by the first entry 
which is a string variable (BEAMSHAPE, BEAMSl, or BEAMS2). 
BEAM SHAPE specifies stiffener shape optimization and requires the 
additional input of FRM_File and STR_File cards which identify the 
needed NASTRAN mesh files. 
BEAMS 1 specifies the use of a NASTRAN long-31 model. 
BEAMS2 specifies the use of a NASTRAN long-21 or cir-21 model 
and requires input cards for the NTHK, NFRME, NSTRNG, and 
NORD variables. 
An integer used with BEAMS2 structural models 
An integer used with BEAMS2 structural models 
An integer used with BEAMS2 structural models 
Ill 
NORD 2 An integer used with BEAMS2 structural models 
FRM_File filename A string variable identifying the frame mesh input file used with 
BEAMSHAPE optimization. The file name should be entered with-
out the ".dat" extension. 
STR_File filename A string variable identifying the stringer mesh input file used with 
BEAMSHAPE optimization. The file name should be entered with-
out the" .dat" extension. 
5. UPDFREQ Input Variables. 
The following is an example of UPDFREQ input cards in the VARIABLE INPUT file. 
****BEGIN V AR.IN FILE**** 





SPECTRUM 50.0 0.13 0.000 
SPECTRUM 97.0 0.13 0.000 
SPECTRUM 102.0 10.3 0.000 
SPECTRUM 107.0 0.13 0.000 
SPECTRUM 150.0 0.13 0.000 
STRNERG 0.2DO 
SWEEP 1.0 
****END VAR.IN FaE**** 
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A real number set to the lower frequency bound (Hz) for a multi-
frequency run. 
A real number set to the upper frequency bound (Hz) for a multi-
frequency run. 
A real number set to a fixed frequency value (Hz). Any number of 
FIXED cards may be used, but all values must be within the 
frequency range set in the FREQLOW and FREQHIGH cards. 
The SPECTRUM cards defme the model excitation as a function of 
frequency. There are three entry fields for the SPECTRUM card: 
SPECTRUM F REAL IMAGINARY 
where at each frequency, F, the source strength is defined by its 
REAL and IMAGINARY parts. 
Any number of SPECTRUM cards may be used. It is not necessary 
for the frequency values to be within the frequency range set in the 
FREQLOW and FREQHIGH cards. 
A real number set to the minimum allowable modal strain energy. 
This variable is used to select modes of a pressurized structure 
which are likely to contribute to the interior sound field. 
A real number set to the desired frequency increment (Hz) for a 
frequency sweep run. The existence of a SWEEP card in the file 
will cause a frequency sweep run to occur. 
6. Miscellaneous: The Basis Function. 
Basis Function Optimization is no longer available with the ns7 script. The following usage 
notes have been included as a reference for future work. 
The basis function representation requires no special cards in the VARIABLE input file. 










A literal string designating the basis function method 
A real number setting the lower bound on the physical variables 
generated by the basis function 
A real number setting the upper bound on the physical variables 






Table of Design Optimization Files 
Compiled 3-18-97 
denotes a filename that is user dependent. 
denotes a filename dependent on an existing filename. 
denotes a file used for multi-frequency runs only. 
denotes a file used for beam shape optimization only . 
denotes a file used for constraint analysis only. t 
# denotes a file used for pressurized structure analysis only. 
Filename File Description 
General User-Generated I.uPut Files: 
var.in -
host.cnf -




general input variables 
general input 
COMET internal model 
COMET 




























Filename File Description Created by Modified by Required by 
User-Generated Model Files (cont.): 









lds200.subdmap - :::.. NASTRAN response input card user NASTRAN 
cm.dat - = NASTRAN modes model user script script = 
NASTRAN 
UPDNAS 
cs.dat - t NASTRAN static (stress) model user script script. 
NASTRAN 
UPDNAS 
cb.dat - t NASTRAN static (buckling) model user script script 
NASTRAN 
UPDNAS 
frm_msh.dat - • NASTRAN frame model user INTEG INTEG 
NASTRAN 
str_msh.dat - • NASTRAN stringer model user INTEG INTEG 
NASTRAN 
cm_se.dat - = # NASTRAN modes strain energy model user NASTRAN 
UPDFREQ 
cn_ds.dat - # NASTRAN design equation model user UPDNAS 
cn_stat.dat - # NASTRAN static pressurized loads response model user script NASTRAN 
integ.in - • INTEG input user INTEG 
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Filename File Description Created by Modified by Required by 
Archive Files: 
tmpns.var.in:START " variable input archive script 
tmpns. * .dat.START " NASTRAN/COMET model archive script 
tmpns. * .dat.last " NASTRAN model archive script 
tmpns. * .rslt.last " COMET output archive script 
General Scrip!LQptimizer Output and Communication Files: 
shell.out .... general script output script script 
ns7* .optimizer_name.out " detailed optimizer output optimizer opt_imizer 
ns7*.log " detailed script output of optimization script script 
tmpns.optimizer.log optimizer output optimizer optimizer 
tmpns.time.cpu detailed time output script script 
tmpns.time.out general time output script script 
tmpns.optimizer.cmd communication script optimizer optimizer 
script script 
tmpns.sedfile9 communication script script 
tmpns.signals.out communication script script script 
optimizer 
tmpns.updnas.dat design state output optimizer optimizer script 
OPTOBJ 
UPDNAS 
General Scrip! Files Used to Launch and Track Prog~ 
tmpns.job.cmd launch script script script 
tmpns.sni ffer .cmd launch script script script 
tmpns.submit.cmd launch script script script 
tmpns. * .rsh PID tracking script script script 
tmpns. *.time time output script script script 
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Filename File Description Created by Modified by Required by 
Files Associated with OPTSETUP Execution: 
tmpns.optimizer.dat OPTSETUP output OPTSETUP optimizer 
script 
OBTOBJ 
tmpns.optsetup.rsh PID tracking script script script 
tmpns.optsetup.time time output script script script 
Files Associated with UPDNAS Execution: 
tmpns.updnas. *.dat " modified NASTRAN model UPDNAS UPDNAS script 
(i.e. tmpns.updnas.cb.dat) 
tmpns. * .dat.last " archived NASTRAN model script scrip~ 
(i.e. tmpns.cm.dat.last) 
tmpns.updnas.log output UPDNAS UPDNAS 
tmpns.updnas.rsh PID tracking script script script 
tmpns.updnas.time time output script script script 
Files Associated ID.th Beamshap,k Qptjmization: 
deqat.out • NASTRAN input card INTEG INTEG NASTRAN 
integ.out ·• output INTEG INTEG 
tmpns.int.rsh • PID tracking script script script 
tmpns.int.time • time output script script script 
tmpns.integ.error • output script? 
frm_msh_new .dat " • modified NASTRAN input INTEG INTEG script 
frm_msh.f04 " • output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
frm_msh.f06 " • NASTRAN results NASTRAN NASTRAN INTEG 
frm_msh.log " • output NASTRAN 
str_msh_new.dat "• modified NASTRAN input INTEG INTEG script 
str_msh.f04 " • output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
str_msh.f06 " • NASTRAN results NASTRAN NASTRAN INTEG 
str_msh.log " • output NASTRAN 
tmpns.frm_msh.dat.START "• archive script 
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Filename File Description 
Files Associated with Beamshap!! Qptimization (continued): 
tmpns.frm_msh.error " • output 
tmpns.frm_msh.f06.ST ART " • archive 
tmpns.frm_msh.rsh " • PID tracking 
tmpns.str_msh.dat.START "• archive 
tmpns.str_msh.error " • output 
tmpns.str_msh.f06.ST ART " • archive 
tmpns.str_msh.rsh " • PID tracking 
Files Associated with NASTRAN Static Pressurized Run 
cn_stat.f04 " # output 
cn_stat.f06 " # output 
cn_stat.log " # output 
cn_stat.pch " # output 
nm 1 06.DBALL " # output 
nm 1 06.MASTER " # output 
tmpns.cn_stat.dat.ST ART " # archive 
tmpns.cn_stat.dat.last " # archive 
tmpns.cn_stat.error " # output 
tmpns.cn_stat.rsh " # PID tracking 
Files Associated with NASTRAN Static Run (Stress Constraints): 





nmlOl.DBALL" t # 








Created by Modified by Required by 
script script script 
script 
script script script 
script 
script script script 
script 





NASTRAN NASTRAN NASTRAN 
NASTRAN NASTRAN NASTRAN 
script 
script 
script script script 
script script script 
NASTRAN NASTRAN 
NASTRAN NASTRAN 
NASTRAN NASTRAN OPTOBJ 
NASTRAN NASTRAN 
NASTRAN NASTRAN OPTOBJ 
NASTRAN NASTRAN 
NASTRAN NASTRAN 
Filename File Description Created by Modified by Required by 
Files Associated with NASTRAN Static Run (Stress Constraints): 
tmpns.cs.dat.START " t archive script 
tmpns.cs.error " t output script script script 
tmpns.cs.rsh " t PID tracking script script script 
Files Associated with NASTRAN Static Run (Buckling Constraints): 
cb.f04 "t output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
cb.f06 "t output NASTRAN NASTRAN OPTOBJ 
cb.log "t output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
tmpns.cb.dat.ST ART " t archive script 
tmpns.cb.error " t output script scrip~ script 
tmpns.cb.rsh " t PID tracking script script script 
Files Associated with NASTRAN Modes Run: 
cm.f04 """' output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
cm.f06 "~ output· NASTRAN NASTRAN UPDFREQ 
cm.log "::: output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
fort.l2 output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
tmpns.cm.dat.START """' archive script 
tmpns.cm.error ":::::: output script script script 
tmpns.cm.rsh " :::::: PID tracking script script script 
Files Associated with NASTRAN Modes Strain Energy Run: 
cm_se.f04 " ::: # output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
cm_se.f06 " :::::: # output NASTRAN NASTRAN UPDFREQ 
cm_se.log " ::: # output NASTRAN NASTRAN 
tmpns.cm_se.dat.START ":::::: # archive script 
tmpns.cm_se.dat.last " :::::: # archive script 
tmpns.cm_se.error " ::: # output script script script 
tmpns.cm_se.rsh " :::::: # PID tracking script script script 
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